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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Tois is the third publication in a series of works dssigned to bring to the
Cield of avocational counseling tools and techniques comparable n a prim4.-
Live way to those ec-;.oped in vocational counseling. The first step WAT the
.:(k.struction of an avocational activities classification and coding system,
This was published as part of the MILWAUKEE MEDIA FOR REHABILITATION RESEARCH
REPORTS series under the title "Avocational Aetivities Inventory" No. 5
June 1966. It was revised in November 1971 and became No. 5A.*
A. set uf "Avocational Activities File Labels" issued in April :1072 Rs No. 5C
was constructed to simplify setting up a verticle file to hold inf,rmation a-
bout avocational activities.**

The present Guide to Avocational Activities was prepared under contract witi-
the United StateMlace of Education, Project Number No. 59-2728 (1-D-055),
entitled "Avocational Activities Descriptions." We are grateful to USOE ror
this support without which this work could not have been undertaken.

T10 overall model for work was the magnificent and extraordinarily useful class-
ification system, the Dictimary of OccuRatIllalatles.***

Staff members of the Research Department of the Curative Workshop made the fol-
lowing contributions. In addition to the authors, Greg Houghton, Michael San-
tovec, Angela Varela and David Wiamer wrote some of the activity descriptions.
Barbara Olszewski, GPT, helped with the impairment coding. Mary Zolnowski
elas3ified the activities by the Dewey Decimal and Library of Congress codes.
Michael Santovec and David Wiemer planned and supervised the printing and pro-
duct4ro processes. Velma Sablan, Gary Macy, Kevin Hanks and Edward Pukelis
helped on typing and printing. Miss Maxine Schuldt, R.P.T. Coordinator of
Physical Restoration, Mrs. Darlene Rose, former Supervisor of the Speech De-
partment, and Miss Arlene Murray O.T.R. clinical Supervisor helped in devel-
oping the impairment code.

* Avocational Aetivities Inventory (Revised) Report No. 5A, Nov. 1971, $1.00.

**Avocationa.l. Activities File Labels, Report No. 5C, April 1972, $3.00.

Buth publications are part of the Milwaukee Media for Rehabilitation Research
Reports series, Research Dept., Curative Workshop of Milwaukee, 750 N. 18th
St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233.

4c**U.5. Mot,. of Labor, Dictionary of Occu ational Titles (3rd ed.), Vols. I
11, 1965 and Supplement 1966, Washington, D.C., Govt. Printing Office

20402.
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Mrs. Michael McCormick, R.P.T. and Mrs. Mary Beth Peterf.3n, R.N., inde--
Fendently made preliminary ratings of activities with the impairment code.

Mrs. Madelyn Braun, Supervisor of the Low Vision Clinic reviewed impairment
ratings for the blind and low vision impairments. Miss Bonnie Weissenfluh,
Supervisor, Speech and Hearing Dept., reviewed the ratings for the hearing,
3peech and aphasia categories. George Hellmuth, M.D., cardiologist and
Director of the Cardiac Work Classification Unit of the Curative Workshop
furnished background Information for the reporting of energy output in
METS, reviewed the assignment of energy expenditure requirements for each
activity and set up a model for assigning energy output limits for class
III and class IV heart cases.

Mrs. Corrine Aiholzer, O.T.R. Supervisor, Occupational Therapy Dept.,
Miss Arlene Murray, 0.T.R.,Clinical Supervisor, Mrs. Linda Lynkiewicz,
O.T.R. Supervisor, Home Service Occupational Therapy Dept., Miss Rose-
mary Rinzel, O.T.R. and Mrs. Annette Christensen, 0.T.1., working as
a team, reviewed all other impairment ratings.

Miss Helen Christenson, Librarian, Chief of Processing, Milwaukee Public
Library advised on the use of the Dewey Decimal and Library of Congress
coding systems. Other library staff members were most helpful in facili-
tating the library research.

Mr. William Hillman, Program Specialist, Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped, U.S. Office of Education and Dr. George T. Wilson, As-
sistant Superintendent of Milwaukee Schools, Division of Municipal
Recreation and Adult Education have helped with advice and encourage-
ment.

We are thankful to many other friends too numerous to mention who re- -4
viewed preliminary drafts of narratives and made suggestions about avo-
cational activities with which they were familiar.

Our debt to the existing literature on avocational activities is to
be found in footnotes where specific information was cited. Where
certain works provided general background they are listed among others,
after the narrative descriptions and preceded by the statement, "For
further information sec:".

iii
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In :iddition, a few books are so unique in their approach that the reader
should be made aware of their potential as resource materjal.

Activities for the A ed and infirm has a great deal of useVql informatLon
about activities for severely disabled and elderly institutionalized pa-
tients. 1

Contemporary Ps cholo of S ort is a collection of both empirical studies
and essays on sports which preview what will probably be the more scientific
approach to the study )f these activities in the future. 2

The Counselor's Handbook, although designed for employment counseling,
provided much helpful information in the section offering sociological data
to be considered in rittinganoccupation to the temperament and skills of the
employee. 3

Motivations in P1ay4.2ames and Sports explores in depth the psychological
aspects of many activities. Some of these are described from a psychor.
analytic viewpoint. hany are written by psychiatrists, physicians, or social
scientists who themselves are pr have been experienced and sometimes champion
participants in the activity. 4

The National Recreation Survey is an objective, scientific demograph.Lc ap-
proach yielding important information on a number of macro-variables. 5

The whafIlastn_211119A inventories some of the new ideas of the countert
culture in a cross between new avocational and vocational possibilities.'

1. Merrill, Toni, M.A., Activities for the A
Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, Publibher,

ed and Infirm. Springfield,
7..

2. Kenyon, Gerald (ed.), __._.zCantlsy.zp.ysjla;Lugmjljlptat. Chicago: The
Athletic'Institute, 1970.

3. United States Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security, Counselor's
Handbook. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govt. Printing Office, $3.00.

4. Slovenko,R. and Knight, J.A. (eds.), Motivations in PlEt.a_games and Sports.
Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, Publisher,

5. Outdoor Recreation
Washington, D.C.:

6. Whole 41/1Laltal2E

Resources Review Commission, National Recreation Survey.
Govt. Printing Office, ORRRC Study Report 19, $2.00.

55 8 Santa Cruz Avenue, Menlo Park, California,94025.
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INTRODUCTION

Scope, Focus and Style

Jeocriptions are writueii irom phe point uf view of a person searching lor
an avocational activity and are designed for use in avocational counseling by
counselors, recreation therapists, occupational therapists, and social workers.
They attempt to tell enough about each activity so that a preliminary decision
may be made as to whether a given activity is suitable for a specific individual.

In eonteast; t.o most textbooks and other literature in the field of recreation,
this volume is not written from thepoirit of view of the program developer or rec-
reation leader. It does not attempt to give all of the information necessary to
set up and supervise an, activity. For instance, detailed game rules are usually
omitted. Howevur, whenever possible, sources of additional and more detailed in-
formation are included. The emphasis in the narrative is on the plienomenological
and other peychological dimensions of the activity, the inter-personal relation-
ships inuolvud and the social setting in which it occurs.

For a number of reasons, the same amount of space is not given each category.
Partly this was because it was easier to obtain materials on some activities
than on others. It seemed unnecessary to include much, if anything, on activi-
ties available to very few people, such as category 368, "Big game hunting in
foreign countries." On the other hand an effort was made to explore as many
ramificaLions as possible of such common-place activities as television watching
and radio listening because of the importance of these activities in the lives
of the homebound disabled.

There was a continuing editorial problem of balancing comprehensiveness of cov-
erage with more intensive coverage of a particular activity. As an example:
Slovenko and Knight, in their fascinating book, Motivations il. P arnes and

aals devoted 19 pages to dancing, 7 pages to chess and 18 pages L. baseball.
With our coverage of a wider range of avocational activities, txabing each ac-
tivity this intensively, much as we should have likea to do so, would have led
to an encyclopedia far beyond the reach of our time and money resources.

Most of the narratives were written by the three authors. No effort was made to
develop a uniform writing style. It was felt that a variety of aty]es would
better maintain reader interest. Although a considerable amount of factual
material has been included in the narratives, much of the materiel s subjective
and impressionistic. It is not expected that readers will agree with all of our
impressions of activities. We planned to be provocative and controversial to
stimulate counselors, whether they agreed with us or not, to think in new ways
about the psychological and sociological framework within which activities are
pursued.

In this Guide, information about avocational activities is presented in two
ways. A check list sheet which is always positioned on the left hand side of
the Guide includes a listing of the environmental factors and sociad-psycholog-
ical factors associated wit11 the activity. It sometimes includes the cost of
equipment, supplies, etc., needed to pursue the activity. It estimates whether

vi

8
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the activity is within the physical and/or mental capacity of an individual
with a given type of impairment and it gives an estimated range of energy
expenditure expressed in METS.

in most cases, the check lists were prepared for each of the two digit
groups (i.e., 130 Table and Board Games). Where the physical activity T1:.-
qunrements were particularly diverse as in "Sports", check list sheets were
pr.;pared for each three digit code group. (e.g., 221 Bicycling, motorcycling,

unicycling"). On the other hand, for the 910 Athleticandaaritagl cate-
gory, no check list sheets were prepared since the requirements had already

been rated under the 200 SPORTS ection of the Guide.

rollowing the check list sheet, the activity is described in narrative form.
The Dewey Decimal and Library of Congress code numbers are presented at ..he

beginning of each narrative and at the end of some of the narrative statt.-
ments sources of further information are listed.

Number_isl: Thes

are included to enable a reader who wants more information on the activity to

go directly to the library shelves without having to first look up in the li-
brary card catalog the location of the materials on the activity. The reader
is advised to find out under which cataloging system the library which he uses
operates. In general, public libraries use the Dewey Decimal system. Many
university libraries use the Library of Congre-is system. The classifications
found in libraries will not always agree exactly with the classifications we
have made because of normal differences in judgment among classifiers and
because the size of the library usually determines how detailed a classifica-
tion code is used.

Environmental Factors: The environmental conditions under which the activity
is usually pursued are listed. The definitions of these terms are given in a
slossary on page xiii.

Social-Psychological Factors: The dominant social-psychological factors
involved in an activity are listed. The definitions of these terms are
given in the glossary on page xiv.

Cost: The price range of equipment and materials essential to carrying on
the activity is presented. Prices are those found in stores or mail order
catalogs, as listed during the Spring of 1972. The reader is alerted to the
fact that these will probably become out-of-date very quickly; mailing costs
are not included. This represents the typical cost range for new equipment.
Used equipment can usually be purchased for about one-half the cost of new
equipment.

References: References are given for some activities to direct the reader
to additional information. No inference should be made that these books
are the only or best or most recent books on the topic.
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irment Limitations: Each type of impairment is .coded in terms of whet,her
or not the impairment will permit the activity to be carried on. The codes
used are shown under abbreviations at the end of this secti.on.

En general, the emphasis is on the impairment rather than on the demands of
th-, activity. This is different from the system used by the Dictionamog
Occupational Titiet and others. Our rationale is that occupational demands
cannot ordinarily be altered greatly to meet the limitations caused by the
client's impairments. However, in avocational activities, the activities usu-
ally can be altered to some degree to fit the, limitations of the impaired per-
sons because in general no minimum level of excellence has to be met. Social
expectations dictate somw.exceptions to this.

A classification of psycho-social impairments was omitted because there is
so much variation between patients with the same diagnosis in their capacity
for partidoating in any given activity.

A variable in 6he rating of the blind is at what point in time the impair-
ment occurred. Thus, the recently blinded have a large store of information
and may not need new information input in )rder to carry on an activity.

With respect to the classification of retardation, we have limited our analysis
to the educable retaidsd (mild, IQ 50-:73) 7-17-617-analysis makes no effort to
classify the activities in terms of the capacities of the trainable retardates
(moderate, IQ 35-50), the severe kIQ 20 -35), or the profound (IQ under 20).

The impairment limitation seizures as -used here is defined as applying to
individuals who actually suffer seizures.

Individuals whose potential seizures are adequately contrGlled by medication
may, prusuant to their physician's advice, not be limited in the ways we have
indicated under seizures.

In our opinion, all ratings of impairment limitations are somewhat relative.
Events can happen anywhere, even in the course of activities of daily living
at home. An uncontrollq epileptic can be injured in a fall regardless of
where he is or what he is doing. Therefore our ratings assume that the ac-
tivity is not hazard-free but merely that it entails no more hazard than
would be normally encountered if the participant were pursuing a normal
round of non-institutional living.

* Herber, Rick, A Manual on Terminolo and Classification in Mental
Retardation, monograph supplement to Am. J. of Men. Def.



The classification of aphasia was very gross. There was no attempt to
distinguish between aphasia for oral communication as against aphasia for
written language.

The activities believed possible in spite of the aphasia were rated without
taking into consideration the fact thaL aphasia is characteristically as-
sociated with stroke which in turn is found with much nigher frequency in
middle age and old age" all of which make it unlikely that because of his
general physical condition the aphasic individual could participate in
moderate to strenuous physical activities even though the aphasia itself
was not an obstacle to this.

Just as with the blind, what the aphasic can do depends in part on the
store of information which he had available prior to the onset of the
impairment. Thus, he may already know game rules so that the impair-
ment of the receptive ability may not be as limiting as it otherwise
might.

The hands impaired category is complicated by the fact that some impaired
individuals learn to manipulate pencils, paint brushes, punch sticks, and
other devices with their mouths and head movements to do many of the things
other people do with their hands. Thus, for this type of impairment there
is a wide range of achievement depending upon individual training, equip-
ment and motivation.

For the activities of reaching, fingering, handling, feeling, stooping,
kneeling, crouching and crawling, the definitions published in the Dix-,
tionary of Occupational Titles were used.*

The respiratory impairment category includes not only avoiding the en-
vironmental conditions listed under Fumes, Odors, Toxic Conditions, Dust,
and Poor Ventilation in the actionary of Occupational Titles, but also
respiratory deficiencies which limit the impaired person's energy output
expenditure.

* U.S. Dept. of Labor, Dictionary of _Occupational Titles, Vol. II, 3rd
edition, p. 655, Govt. Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

11
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The recommtrrxl enkirgy expenditure limits for classes of organic heart diseeise
are as follol-;. .-se are given in calories which are expressed as a measure-
ment in terms of MEI'3,*

Class Severla12221 EmEgal=1:14mits k'ermitted

1 prima inone) Over 7 calories/Min.

II

III

IV

minimal Energy expenditure continuous up to
5 calories/Min., intermittent up to
6.6 calories/min.

aloderate

seNere

very severe

Energy expenditure continuous up to
2.5 calories/Min., intermittent up to

4 calories/Min.

Energy expenditure continuow up to
2 calories/Min., intermittent up to
2.7 calories/Min.

E-aergy expenditure up to 1.5 ca3or-s/min.

Energy Expenaiture: The energy expenditure has been estimated for each of
the Avocational Activities. It is measured in a unit called the MET. :)ne

MET is the amount of energy expended whilr resting and it is equivalent to
an oxygen consumption of 250 ml/Min. or 1 lorie. A MET includes the amount
of energy which is expended on the metabolic level in relationship to the en-
ergy expended in performing the activity. A MET therefore, is a more accurate
measurement of the total energy expenditure. For example, a person playing
cards is using about twice as much energy as he would use if he were sleeping.
His energy expenditure in METE I.:111d be 2.0. This is based on infcrmation
summarized from the professionp1 literature by cardiologist George Hellmuth,
M.D., primarily from "Physiological Effect of Work on the Heart" by Lucien
Broauha, appearing in Warshaw, Don J. (ed.), The Heart in Industry, Paul B.
HoFlier, Inc., Medical Division of Harper and Brothers, 1960.

Adapted from "Work and Heart Disease in Wisconsin", George Hellmuth, M.D.,
Journal of the American Medical Association, December 26, 1966, Vol. 198, p.
133-7, which in turn is adopted with revisions from the American Heart Asso-
ciP-1,0n and the American Medical Associatdon (Committee ci Medical Rating of
rhysical Impairments).



ALL of the classifications discussed above postulate an average range of humar
behavior and consequently classification judgements are made In terms of an

average individual carrying on the activity in an average way in an average

situation. lt is easy tu puint out exceptions to thiF classification schema .
as it is with most otner elaseificaelun systems.

Naturally, in the case uf curtain severe impairments, tile lahiLvidual snou]d
check with his physician when there is any doubt as to whetner participating
in the activity could result in an accident or further impairment. This is

special concern in the case of advanced impairments, especially Glass TTI
and IV heart cases and scveke respiratory impairments.

The information and recommendations contained in this publication have ueen
compiled from sources believed to be reliable and tu represent the best cur-
rent opinion on the subject. No warran*, guarantee or representation Is
made by the authors us to the absolute correctness or sufficiency of any re-
presentation ewitained in this publication anu the authors assume nu respon-
sibility in connection therewith; nor can it be assumed that all acceptable
safety measures are contained in this publication or that other ur additional
measures may not be required under certain conditions or circumstances.

Originally it had been huped to have each activity judged in terms of its
feasibility for each type of impairment limitation and to report the degree
of reliability among j*ady's. The editorial problems in trying to make this
Guide as comprehensive ls possible led us to group together activities into
categories so broad 'r kt low reliabilit4 among judges resulted.

As the next best available control the following judging or rating procedure
was used. The initial ratings were made by the senior author, a counseling
psychologist with extensive experience in vocational counseling with the dis-
abled, and by a physical therapist.

An experienced counselor for the blind in a low vision clinic, herself le-
gally blind, reviewed the ratings on the blind and low vision impairments
categories. A speech therapy department supervisor reviewed the ratings for
the hearing, speech and aphasia categories. A nationally known cardiologist
reviewed the energy expenditure requirements for each activity.

Two supervisors of occupRtional therapy departments working with a team of
three other OTR's reviewed all of the impairment ratings not reviewed by the
specialists indicated above. Differences of opinion among judges were re-
solved by discussion, usually resulting in suggesting how an activity could
be pursued with suitable modificRtions.

13-1-



" . ratings pre3ented Lilo) repeenf. 111 result ef eal.eful :1,,igments by 'wow-

ledgeable professionals. They may be regarded t-i; expleeatery guidelines a
gainst which each counselur using this Guide ma.y check his own Judgment. They.
do aot offer the degree of assurance which a high measured reliability among
judges would give us and furtho. week ill tni alrection is dosireable.

Flnally, counselors are urged to u6e the Gujae as a workbook and enter infor
m3tion about activities in their local area in the blank pages and other pages
where some blank spaces are available.

Abbreviations:

Guide: Guide to ANocat.onal Activities

AAI Code: Avocational Activities Code

DD: Dewey Decimal System Library classification system number

LC: Library of Congress classification system number

METS: Energy expenditure unit (amount of energy expended while resting
and is equivalent to an oxyen consumption of 250 ml/min. or 1
calorie)

The activity can be perfumed by an individual with the impairment

0 The activity cannot be perfonaed by an individual with the impair
ment

The activity can be p'rrermed In spite of the impairment, provided
appropriate modifications in the activity are made. This may in
clude such things as changing game rules, peoviding additional tools,
jigs, and fixtures, or providing help by otner people.

Some but nut all of the aetivities can be performed by an indivi
dual with the impairment.



Liammily.0: Terms

Environmental Factors

No s ecific environmilL - Lairreunuing coilditions neitile3 influenL:e fLof mc,dIfy

ab 1 ty to pract ce activity

S eecialized environment and or climat - surroundings must satisfy certain
req rements nwrent in the nature of the activity, e.g., snow, ic or
water required

Hocji..cussacc! - activity is not severely hampered by spact, liaitations

Unlimited space - activity requires extensive use of space

J3=12.113_111112.1.2psat tht, ex-teat 0I expenso of mat:ria1 goods to
be acquired in order to partake in the activity is so negligible as to be
a minor fact-ir in considering the suitability of the activity to a client.

Generally less than $10.00.

ggillumg,_Ajaplar_actor - outlay for additional equipment is extensive or
expensive enough to constitute a major factor in considering the suitabi-
lity of the activity to a client. Generally more than $10.00. Includes
cost of supplies or purchases if these are expensive, such as ammunition
in target practice or coins in coin collecting.

Equipment normally at hand - while there may be a number of materials re-
quired, their nature is such that they are usually included in a list of
household items. Or, materials can be easily obtained, e.g., by parti-
cular service organizations (public library). Includes easily accessible
public or semi-public playing courts for tennis, handball, etc.

- items are less commonly owned, more of-
ten purcnased, rented or borrowed, e.g., sewing machine
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Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic - activity appeals to subjective appreciation of beauty, or appre-
ciation of the activity for itself rather than for possible results or prac-
tical applications

Utilitarian - activity pursued for its practical, serviceable aspects, or
activity directed towards specific goal achievement

CreatLve - activity lends itself to imaginative variations or innovations

pre._zpitte - the outcome of the activity is already determined by some set
standards; individual variations are minimal

Abstract - activity involves thought process of which there is no tangible
evidence

Concrete - activity has specific applications, or is experienced in immediate,
physical, tangible results

Group effort,- activity allows for or requires cooperative work of two or
more--includes games or sports with two or more participants on a team

Individual effort. - activity is dependent upon the efforts of one person only

Structured - reaults of activity somewhat limited by pre-determined standards
or expectations--includes game and sports rules

Unstructured - activity encourages unlimited creativity, imagination, and
initiative

Supervised, - activity presided over by some regulatory force - -person or rule
system- -which makes certain demands and controls participation in the acti-
vity- -includes rules of games and sports

Unsupervised - the manner in which the activity is pursued or practiced is de-
termined by the individual or sets of individuals involved

Opportunity for recognition - successful participation in the activity results
in positive reinforcement in the form of praise, awards, expressed admira-
tion, etc.

Little opportunity for recognition - results of the activity important to or
noticed by on1y the individual, little outside reinforcement



Volume III includes a QUICK FIND list and an INDEX.

In the QUICK FIND list under each environmental factor, social-psychological
factor, and impairment and energy expenditure range are listed the codes for
the avocational activities in which these factors and impairmmts are relevent.
Thus, under "Indoor" are listed the codes 112, 113, 120, etc., indicating
that throwing games, indoor games, and target and skill games may all be
played indoors.

Only the impairments coded + (can do), M (can do with modifications), and S
(can do some of the activities) are listed. The categories coded 0 (cannot
do) werb omitted from the QUICK FIND list as it is designed to help find
things the impaired can do, not what they can't do.

To save space, the numbered code was used rather than classification titles,
although admittedly this is hard on the reader. The code nudbers were used
instead of page numbers because the counselor who uses the Guige regularly
will soon memorize the code numbers as they relate to named categories.

The QUICK FIND list is used in this way: If it is desired to find all of the
activities which are associated with a specific environmental factor, a spec-
ific social-psychological factor, can be pursued with a particular impairment
limitation, or fall within a specific energy expenditure range, the prtinent
factor is located on the QUICK FIND list, The reader then scans through the
Guide following the cc,e numbers listed on the QUICK FIND list. Because the
QUICK FIND list is eeparate and bound by only one staple in the left hand cor-
ner, it may be placed on the desk and flipped open next to the Gu.ij,..e to speed
up the search.

To locate activities which an individual with a specific impairment can do,
first go through the list marked + (can do). If nothing suitable is found
then go through the list marked S (can do some of the activities). If no ap-
propriate activity is found there, go through the list markd M (can do with
modifications). If you still don't find anything you're on your own (we've
done our best!).
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The large numbers of games available has made it impossible to offer cam-
prehensive coverage of this major category of activities. Accordingly,
we have described only a few rrmos for illustrative purposes. FOr exhaustive
listings, the reader will neeu OD consult listings of commercial games
publishers.

1 18
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Ms 796.14, 796,2 LOs OV 1200+1511

Active games, by their very nature, provide exercise and resultant release

of tensions. They are excellent iceireakers within groups: it is almost
impossible to remain restrained and aloof when one is engaged in an acti-
vity which requires a lot of physical activity.

Active games are usually quite competitive, although the competition may
be on a very informal level, and their competitivy nature provides much
of the fun connected with them. For this reason, although they are easi-
ly adapted to suit different abilities and needs, it is important ttAt
the players have reasonably equal chances of success. There is little en-
joyment in playing a game at which one always finishes last or first.
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111 Running games, e.g., tag, hide and seek, flags, pom-pom,
elimination, etc.

Environmental Factors

Outdoor

No specific
environment

Unlimited space

Reqpires little
or no equipment

Equipment normal4
at hand

Impairment Limitations

blind M1
low vision Mg
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory

,impaired:

stooping M4
kneeling M4
crouching M4
crawling M4

M1
M2
M3

M4

possible at
possible if
possible if
possible if
in running

balance 0
seizures M3

2211241.11:
receptive +
expressivt +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

Social-Psycholadcal Factom

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Group effort

Structurvi

Ursupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Individual ef.::,rt,

a
reaching + +
handling + +
fingering + +
feeling

no hands
+ +

0 bed patient 0
0 respiratory 0
0 Energy Eenditure in
0 MEM': -10

special recreation camps for the blind
no obstacles in course
not on dangerous terrain
individuals with these impairments do not have difficulty
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111 Running games, e.g., tag, hide and seek, flags, pompom, elimination, etc.

Running games are those in which the game itself is primarily concerned with
running, speed, and sometimes, strategic maneuvering.

Running games require considerable space, and they tend to be rather noisy,
as do most active games. A good deal of shouting and laughing is almost a
necessity for the proper enjoyment of a running game. "Running games" can
be as simple as footraces, or can be varied to include involved rulos--as in
the many kinds of tag.
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112 Throwing games, e.g., catch, frisbie, keep-away, pig-in-the-middle, etc.

Environmental Factors

Indoor Out door

No specific
environment

Unlimited space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment not
necessarily at
hand

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for recognition

Individual effort

Cost of-equipment and supplies: 1972 price range

baseball - $2.00
football - 8.00-15.00
rubber ball - 0.50-1.00
frisbie - 1.00-1.80
whiffle ball - 0.59

Impairment Limitations

blind M1
low vision M1
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory

impaired:
stooping M2
kneeling M2
crouching M2
crawling +

balance SI
seizures
aphasia:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair M2
semi-ambulant S1
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

hands.impaired 1 2
reaching + 0
handang + 0
fingering + 0
feeling + 0

no hands 0

bed patient 0
respiratory 0
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 4-8

M1 use easily grasped soft objects like bean bags
M2 need companion to pick up object if it drops
S1 may play if sitting down or holding on

22 6
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112

112 Throwing games, e.g., catch, tAsbie, keep-away, pig-in-the-middle, etc.

Throwing games involve the use of an object--ball, frisbie, or on the lea
spontaneous level, someone's hat--which the players toss back and forth. Usu-

alky this is a couperativa v-zture, engaged in fo; i,he sheer joy of the sport

and/or aa a means of gaining skill in catching and throwing for use in other

4"mes like baseball.

Certain throwing games, e.g., keep-away and pig-in-the-middle, introduce el-

ements of competition. In an informal way, they are versions of some far

more sophisticated games like football: the idea of these games is for one

team to maintain control of the ball (or whatever) while the other team is

trying to capture it. Pig-in-the-middle is a three-player version: two

"catchers" throw the ball back and forth until the third manages bo inter-

cept its flight; he then becomes a catcher, while tilt- player who would have

caught the ball if it had not been intercepted becomes the -middle."

When more than three are playing, teams are formed, and one team tries to "keep

away" from the other.

Like running games, throwing games require space; played indoors in close quar-

ters, they pose a considerable danger to lamps, pictures, and other furnishings.

7 23
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113 Indor games, e.g., musical chairs: Sizion Says, dunking for apples,
hunt the thimble or peg, etc.

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific environment

Modicum of space

Requires little or
no equipment

Equipment normally
at hand

Impairment Limitations

blind M1
low vision, M1
hearing 2

speech 51
retardation
memory 52

impaired:
stooping M4
kneeling M4
crouching M4
crawling M4

aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

. Unsupervised

Cwortunity for recognition

balance M3
seizures
aphasia:

receptive $2
expressive +
mixed S2

wheel chair M4
semi-ambulant M4
Class III heart M5
Class IV heart 0

hands impaireds 1 2
reaching S3 S3
handling + +
fingering + +
feeling + +

no hands 53

bed patient M4
respiratory M5
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 2-6

A wide ralge of requirements are included in this gmap; hence there are many
emeption..
M1 Can do if all Simon Says instructions s4.ven orally or by touch and orally.
M2 Can do if ar. Simon Says instructions given by touch and gesture.
M3 Probably Cal" do everything except dunk for apples. May be l*mited to sitting.
M4 Probably can't hunt for things on floor. Modify Simon Says to head and hands

postures.
M5 Carry on P,erything at a s-low pace.
S1 Partit. At. not lrad
S2 Probaol wer-thing except Simon Says.
S3 Can do s.mhe OL rf Simon Says motions.
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113 Indoor was, e,g,, musical chairs, Simon says, dunking for apples,
hunt the thimble or peg, etc.

Indoor active games combine activity with the restraint required by smaller
areas. Usually they involve both skill and speed, but agility is more im-
portant than the simple ability to cover distance quickly, Somewhat more
tructured than outdoor active games, they are still simple enough and en-
joyable enoAgh to appeal to a wide range of individuals. Indoor active
games are most commonly played at parties, or when inclement weather makes
impractical the more boistrous outdoor gamest



L20 Taiget and Skill Games

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
rmvironment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necess-
arily a; hand

22st of equipment and.Aupplies:

Tiddly Winkb - $1.00-2.77
Pickup sticks - 0.57
Don't Spill the Beans - 2.87
Tip-It - 3.99
Bash - '3.99

Operation - 3.99-5.00

ImpeiTent Limitations

blind 0
low vision-) M1
hearing
speech
retardation +

memory

impaired:
stooping M4
kneeling M4
crouching M4
crawling

Soell-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Utilitarian

1972 price range

Table Hockey - $4.44-19.86 Dart game -
Table Football - 6.99-34.95 Jart game -
Table Baseball - 6.99 Horsebhoes -
Table Basketball - 6.99-1'7.88 Bean bags -
Marbleb - 0.10-1.15
Pool game - 9.99-84.95

balance M2
seizures
aphasia:

receptive +

expressive +

mixed

wheel chair M4
semi-ambulant M4
Class III heart M5
Class IV heart M6

hands impaired 1 a
reachings M3 0
handling M3 0
fingering M3 M3
feeling M3 M3

no hands 0

bed patient M6
respiratory M5
Energ7Expenditure in
METS: 1.6-5

4.4h-8.88
4.97-7.00
8.88

2.00-8.99

Mi limited to close up action like pickup sticks and tiddly winks.
M2 If sitting or otherwise supported
M3 Can manipulate games requiring only one hand but not those like pool, re-

quiring two.
M4 Needs companion to pickup horseshoe, bean bags, etc.
M5 Can do 6Verything except possibly horseshoes but at a slower pace and for

f )rter time.

M6 Keep to limited energy output games such as pickup sticks and tiddly winks.
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120 alEini.114.3111.(pIRM22

Many of the games in this general category are games which test physical
dexterity but do not demand great physical exertion (123, Targetgames,
primary is the notable exception and is described more fully below). In

this, they can be used to advantage for those who cannot participate in
strenuous reoreation. Mental alility as well as physical dexterity is
used in these games. Much of it is problem-solving--how to get out of
a particular game situation. The solution rests in evaluation and res-

ponse. Playing technique and luck combine to determine the outcome of
the game. This puts the player in active and passive roles and tests his
reaction to each. An important element of the games in categories 122,
123, and 124 is that of competition. Satisfaction in playing is as much
the result of outmaneuvering the opponent as it is pride in the evidence
of physical and mental skills.

121 Balance games--games involving balance and steadiness of hands, e.g.,
pickup sticks, Don't spill the beans, Tip-it, Bash, Operation, etc.

Games of the first category are simplest. Rules are minimal as are
possible variations on the development of play. Central to the game is

the physical control. The suspense that builds up as part of the effort
to exercise this control helps maintain interest in the game.

122 Table sports, e.g., table hockey, football, baseball, basketball, etc.

DD: 794.7 LC: GV 881

Games of this sort try to follow as clearly as possible the pattern of
the actual outdoor sport. Therefore, they presuppose a basic understand-
ing of those rules of play. Some of the indoor versions of outdoor sports
are electric or equipped with manual levers--in the same fashion as pin-

ball machines--to simulate real play; others are homemade with paper,
pencil, and a compass. Games like electric football are lowest on demands
of strategy. The games patterned on the pinball machine set-up call mostly
for good physical coordination and enough mental agility to quickly decide
on the right offensive and defensive moves. The hmemade version and base-
ball games place more emphasis on ability tc plan strategies. Because the
object of most table games is to come as cicse as possible to the original
game, these table sports possibly could be accepted as suitablo compensations

for inability to play the real thing.

123 Target games, primary--games in which an object is thrown at a target,
e.g., darts, Jarts, ring-toss, horseshoes, bean bags, clothes pin in a

milk Lottle, etc.

DD: 796.24 LC: GV 1095, GV 1470-1511

These are the games in which physical ability is the crucial factor. They

sharpen coordination and skills while demanding little mental exercise, and
so cater to the agtsire to show-off what you can do. Competition adds a
further dimensim. For sheer physical exercise and enthusiastic play, games
of this sort are aell suited. In most of these games, individuals with one
arm impairmed s;iffer no handicap in competing with nonimpaired people.



123

123 Darts

Darts, in contrast to many of the related throwing-at-target games has leas
bending over to pick things up which is an advantage for people who because
of poor balance, poor coordination or lower extremity impairments are handi-

capped in bending over. The few darts which do not stick in the board may be
retrieved more easily if the dart board is placed over a table or bed. For

safety, don't be a target; stand behind the player who is throwing!

123 Ring-toss, Ringstack

Ringstack is a low-skill game requiring the placement of variously dimensioned
colored rings on a tapered pole, the largest ring being placed on the bottom
of the stack and the rest continuing upward in diminishing sizes. The stack

is capped by a plastic s3rew-on ball.

Ringstack is an excellent device for devaloping sense (sight) discrimination.
It is easy to complete by the trial-and-error method. It requires mobility
and manual skills. The game can be played alone or with others. It is use-
ful in providing additional sight, touch and kinesthetic sensory stimulation.

Some perseverance and a willinigiesstotry different approaches is required if
first attempts fail at hitting the right combination. The game teaches the
player self-reliance and rewards him with a sense of accomplishment if success-
ful. It is estimated that some individuals with one or more of the following
impairments may successfully participate in the activity: audio impairments,
cerebral palsy, mental retardation, Perthes disease and visual impairments.

The game can be adapted to a sevarely impaired cerebral palsied child by
having the child indicate to the recreational therapist which ring to place
on the stack.



123 Horseshoes

LC: OV 1095

123

Horseshoes are pitched back and forth between two stakes sat 40 feet a-
part, the object being to ring the stake with the horseshoe and if not,

come as close as possible to the stake. The game can be played as singles
between two players or as doubles between two teams of two players each.

Many families own sufficient land to make it possible to construct a
court in their own back yard which is a great convience over sports which
require a great deal of travel to reach the place where the sport is car-
ried out. This has the further advantage of a fo%".1s for neighborhood

social interaction.

The sport is well adapted for a wide age span and for both sexes. In-
dividuals with the use of only one arm may play it on an equal basis
with the non impaired person.

For further information see:

Reno, 0.W., Pitching Championship Horseshoes. New York: A.S. Barnes and Co.

1971

Cobb, Ellis F., The Horseshoe Pitchers News Digest (periodicals). Post Office

Box 1606, Aurora, Illinois

123 Bean bags

Bean bags is played by throwing ten cloth bags each fUll of beans through
holes in a board set at a 45 degree angle with the floor with the lower
end resting on the floor and the upper end supported by hinged wooden legs.
There are five different sized holes in the board yielding scores of 5,
10, 15, 20, and 25. The smaller the hole, the larger the score.

Like horseshoes and darts, vertical as well as horizontal control is needed.
There is much bending, stooping and kneeling to retrieve the bean bags many
of which are recovered from under the bean bag board.

This game is well adapted to the living room, dining room or recreation
room of the average sized house or apartment. It offers a great deal of
practice in mental widition of fives and multiples of five.

29
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124 Target games, secondarygames in whioh an objeot is propelled to-
ward a target by means of a second object, e.g., pool, billiards, bumper
pool, shuffleboard, marbles, tiddly winks, eto.

DD: 794.6 - .73 LOs GV 1099, CR 891-9

Depending on whether tne players consider games as recreation or as ser-
ious business, games in this category hold remarkable possibilities for
social intercourse. Nbw, a ma. pool or billiard player is dead serious
about his game, so these sooial possibilities will remain, for him, un-
explored. His joy win come from knowing that he knows how to tlay his
game and. his satisfaotion will derive from playing :t. The movie "The
Hustler" well illustrates the intensity of thii kind, of play. But that
kind of devotion would seem to classify the game more as life's blood
than as avooational activity.

By contrast, the prospect of a real tiddly wink player strikes one as
rather ludiorous. Most people tend to dabble in these games, rather
than pursue them as a profession. It is this attitude towards games,
that of the dilettante and not the devotee that suggests the added di-
mension of games as induoing social oontaots. The players' very ladk of
intensity in play makes it possible for them to recognize other features
of the game - its humorous or ridioulous sides. Mistakes, bad plays, bad
ludk are muoh easier pills to swallow when taken with a healthy sense of
humor. The general hilarity that attends the more glaring errors adds a
spirit to the game that serious pursuit often kills. This laok of ser-
iousness may, if extending further than some would wish, become irritating;
on the other hand, there are 000asions When humor is a definite requisite.
Finding the right balanoe is the oonoern of the players involved.

. 30



130 Table and Board Games

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a majcr
factor

Equl pment not necess-

arily at hand

Cost of equipment and supplies:

Dice games - $1.99-6.99
Parcheesi - 1.29-3.49
Chinese checkers - 1.28-2.77
Monopoly - 3.87-5.99
Chess - 5.00 - 44.95

impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

Social-PAYSIVIIKLALatkIna

Aesthetic

Creative

Abstract

Individual effort

StruCtured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

1972 price range

Candy Land - $3.44
Bingo - 2.50
Yahtzi 1.99
Sorry - 3.39
Trouble - 2.77

M1 balance +
+ seizures +
+ arhasia:
+ receptive M4
M2 expressive +
M3 mixed M4

wheel chair +
semi-ambulant +
Class III heart +
Class IV heart +

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Life - $4.41
Easy Money - 3.97
Careers - 3.86
Checkers 4. 1.29
Stratego - 3.97

hands impaired: 1 2

reaching +
handling + M5
fingering + M5
feeling + +

no hands M5

bed patient
respiratory
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 2-2.5

M1 Use braille, checker boards, dice, bingo, chess, etc. Can do chinese checkers.
M2 Well suited for "work bench" game, have difficulty with chess.
M1 Well suited for "work bench" game, probably can do chinese checkers, have

difficulty with monopoly, chess, etc.
M4 Need visual clues.
M5 May need adaptive device to move playing pieces around or a campanion to

move the pieces.
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130 SAIM.magagmalam

Mentioned in this oategory are some of the games people play. It is theor-

ized that playing games is parallel to coping with real-life anxieties.*

The world, in play, is reduced to the area of the game. The situations en-

oountered in games are paradigms of confrontations within realistic social

aotivities. Games ohallenge the player to creative responses in his attempt

to master given situations. The player tries to make the beet of his situ-

ation within the limits of the game rules. While skill is often an important

factor in, play, games are not solely a test of intellect. Games incorporate

a social setting ari the player's response to this is a test of emotional ma-

turity. EhoUgh social pressure oan be exeroisod in a game to foster positive

social behavior. Games, as a gauge of emotional response, might be put to

analytic or therapeutio use. Th4t is, one might employ game-playing either
to test the individual's emotional oapaoities or to correct or improve upon

them or both. The games as categorized below stress different characteristics

of play and call for different degrees or kinds of Skills.

'Motivations ii pm, %my Ap* SPQrtB,, Slovenko, R., and Knight, J.A. (eds. ),

Charles C. Ammo, Springfield, Illinois (1967), p. 56.

Por further information sees

Wood and Goddard, nejaparkejasai2fAall. 1940.

essell'sBoljaittes. London, o. 1890.

Mhrray, H.J.R., History of Board Games Other Than Chess. Oxford, 1952.

Gibson, Walter, !Maximo Americitalm.

131 Children's Board Games, e.g., thole Wiggily, Candy Land, etc.

DD: 793.7 LOs GV 1332

These games axe the least complex. The rules are simple, the objeot is
usually the fastest progression through a number of spaces. The progression

is determined largely through external factors over which the player exen.

oisuRlittle controle.g., the spin of dice, directions of a card or oer.

tain square on the board. The extent of personal influences on the game is

limited, as for example, in Mole leggily one may be faoed with a choice be-

titeen losing a turn or going back a number of spaoee. Even this ohoioe is

brought about by external faotors. Since satisfaction oannot derive from

the exercise of one's Skill in the game, the only satisfaction left is that

of winning the game. This by no means faults suoh games, but rather suggests

that their value lies in the opportunity they present to enoourage social

interaotion and foster emotional growth. Sooial pressure discourages such

forms of behavior as sulking and ill-tempered words or, on the other hand,

gloating and rubbing it in. Thus, games oan help channel behavior along
socially aooeptable and emotionally mature lines.

q"d
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132 Games of chance, e.g., bingo, dice games, roulette, Yahtzi, etc.

DD: 795.0 - .3 LC: GV 1303, GV 1309, QA 273

The most intriguing facet in games of chance is the identity of the opponeat.
In no legal instance is another player ever the opponent because no other
player ever assumes the role of the antagonist, except incidentally. For ex-
ample, Yahtzi is a game won by rolling certain combinations of nuMbers which
earn certain points. The player with the highest number of points mins. The

other player exercises no control over the coMbinations a player rolls. Nor
does the player himself, save substituting loaded dice. If the player doesn't
win, it's through no fault of the player who did win, except to the extent
that the winning player rolled better combinations, a circumstance over which
he also had no control. In games of chance, no personal influence ever le-
gally alters the fortunes of the game.. This can make these kinds of games
quite frustrating. It also explains why so many Ipames" grow up around games
of chance - the rituals which attend participation in the game, e.g., certain
clothes.orgestures are "lucky" and will assure success. For some, this duel
with fate can absorb them to fanatic degrees. For those who do not fall prey
to her clutches, games of chance may be a form of recreation all the more
enjoyable for its being so arbitrary. Win or lose, it is no reflection on
them.

133 Playing piece games - games in which the goal is to move one or more
playing pieces toward a particular place, e.g., parcheesi, Sorry, Chi-
nese checkers, Kimbo, Trouble, etc.

DD: 793.5 LC: GV 1312

Like the games mentioned in 131, these gamea involve a race' to get pdeces
through a certain progression before the opponent does. Unlike those games,
however, these allow fer greater control over the situation by the player
himself. These games are a mixture of skill and luck. The basic rules are
simple, but they allow for variations which in turn allow for strategies de-
termined and executed by the player. For example, in Parcheesi, a player may,
in a blockade, retard his own progress in order to retard the progress of an
opponent. The player determines possible outcomes of an action, evaluates
them and decides what course to taLe. In Chinese checkers, pieces are set up
to assist as many jumps in a turn as possiblr s this strategy can work to Cie
advantage of either player, the outcome of the game often is determined in the
final moves. In any of these playing piece games, hostilities and aggression
are worked out within the context and limitations of the game itself. How-
ever simulated these situations may be, emotions they arouse are genuine and

often very powerful. Once emotions get to the boiling point they must either
explode or be sublimated. It may seem, then, that these games go beyond the
realm of what can accurately be termed "play " "It is not because we take

the game so seriously that robs it of the fun. Rather, it is that w take
ourselves so seriously."* A sense of humor in playing games, the ability to
laugh at oneself, implies the ability to be self-critical. It may be, then,

that participation in games which involve emotions so deeply may possibly be
used as instruments to encourage healthy self-criticism.

*Slovenko, R. and Knight, J.A. (eds.) Motivation In play4 Games and Sports,
Springfield, Illinois, Charles C. Thomas, 1967, p.56.
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134 Money games, games tn which the goal is to acquire money, property, etc

DD: 793.5 LC: GV 1312

These games allow the pla.rr to decide much for himself his course of play
but also includes the outliae chance factor. That is, the player may de-
cide the strategy he wants to pursue in order to become successful, but
certain arbitrary factors of the game may interfere. For example, a play-

er at Monopoly may decide to ouild up his property, but he may not land on

the right places in time. Most often the games feature such contingencies
and the player learns to be clever, resourceful and flexible. These games

have instructivt value. The player must learn to take calculated risks
and to take the setbacks and disadvantages that ensue if his plans are frus-

trated. One might question the lesson of ruthless pursuit of one's own
goal (opportunities to destroy one's opponent are especially evident in
Monopoly). One might question also the goals so maw of the games espouse,
which deal primarily in economic gain and l'ocial status. As with the other
games, there is as much to learn in losing as in winning, not only in terms
of successful strategies, but also in terms of social behavior and coping

with disappointments.

135 Dual combat games, e.g., checkers, chess, Streego, etc.

DD: 794.1-.2 LC: GV 1313-1457, GV 1461-3

These are games in which the level of play adjusts to the player's level
of skill. That is, the games set up certain regulatioas of moves and an
arbitrary goal. Within that framework, it is the play-Ts who determine the
succession of moves and develop the strategies to achitire that set goal.
Because the levtl of play is largely determined by the players and because

there are only two players involved, it is important that the players be

evenl-L,. matched. The game is frustrated if the competition offers too little
or too great. a challenge. This match between two players is important to the

game in another way. These are games of agression which, like many of the

other games, arouse powerful emotions. When the game is only between two,
the Idoralryand possible hostility can become much more intense and intensely
directed. Yet, games which demand concentrated mental effort demand also
emotional control.

Checkers is dual combat at its most basic level. Checkers has been the for-
mat for many other dual combat games. Its simple rules and restricted game

plan belie its strength. Checkers, played skillfully, can become a studied

game of scientific play. Game play improves through practice. The uniformity

of moves maytes etudy of :..he game possible without a frustratIngly complicated

exercise of tr...7atal gymnastics.
(cont. on next page)
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135 Dual combat games, e.g., checkers, chess, Cii-tegc. (cont.)

Chess is believed to be the most popular game in the westerl vorld. Mary more
men than women play the game; it is a kind of surrogate warfere. The aggrv-
sive nature of the game is its most important and characterJ441ic elpapnt. The

object is to force the opposing king into a oitIlation tn he wubt mrren-
der: to do this, opposing defene_ve xLe 2".: z:i:i,t1.ed or intricate traps are

laid for the king. Once the king is finall forced to admit defeat, even though
he may be surrounded by '.1:3 OV% th;rensive forces; this psyhologically climactic
mont of admitting dtlqeat is frequently very intense.

Although the aggressive tendencies which are evident in che.,:s are so important,
players must sublimate them in order to play rationally. Ohes:. oarries with
it a high degree of status, because both society and the playars themselves are
aware that competence in chess requires above-average intelligence. But not
even the most intelligent player can plan rationally if he is unable to keep
his emotional responses under control. The chess player, therefore must be able
to deal with his own feelings as well as with the strengths of his opponent.

Individuals frequently play chess by telephone or mail, each player having a
graphic model of the distribution of pieces. This type of play might be espe-
cially helpful for shut-ins; many prisons also run programs by which convicts
are allowed to carry on such long-distance games with people outside the prison,
providing both social contact and intellectual stimulation.

Stratego, though still a game of strategy, includes an additional factor-chance.
The chance is teken when a player attacks a piece whose rank, because hidden, is
unknown. This adds a surprise element to a game in which the player must have
resource to strategic plenning, cleverness, deception, foresight and a good
memory. Unlike chess, :In which all the possible outcomes of moves can be de-
termined by mental exercise and careful scrutiny, Stratego makes use of suspense
and hidden possibilities to effect an intriguing game.
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139 Table ana board games, n.e.c.

Workbench is a low-skill device incorporating two rows of nonremovable
wooden pegs set in holes on a flat wooden surface. The pegs are "cap-
ped" at each end. The child simply pounds all the pegs down with a
plastic hammer. Then the hinged top can be flipped over and the pegs
driven back through. The tension of each row of pegs can be adjusted
by turning a screw.

The Workbench is an excellent developer of co-ordination and is useful in
providing additional sight, touch, hearing, and kinesthetic sensory stim-
ulation. T'se repetitive nature of this device can induce monotony, but
some variations may be applied.

It requires mobility and manual :5kIlls and may be carried out alone.
This is a fun "task" game that gives a child the satisfaction of a job
completed, while allowing him to "work" at his own pace. A child can
busy himself productively for some time with this device, especially if
some adaptaliaasare employed.

It is estimated that some children with one or more of the following im-
pairments may successfully part.:Apate in the activity: Audial impair-
ments, cerebral palsy, mental retardation, muscular dystrophy, and Perthes
disease.

Adaptations: the pegs can be depressed by pushing down with the fingers,
thereby increasing kinesthetic skills. Besides measuring accuracy (co-
ordination), the child can be tested for speed, using either the hammer
or his hands to depress the pegs. Also, the worker, by reaching his hand
underneath the board, can push depressed pegs upwards at random to develop
the child's reactions as he pushes them back down.
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140 Card Games

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

/.1odicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment normally
at hand

Cost of equipment and supplies:

Playing cards - $0.89
Cribbage board - 2.66
Card shuffler - 7.99

Impairment Limitations:

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
croucl-ing

crawling

Social-Psychblogical Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Abstract

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

1972 price range

Concrete

Individual effort

Poker chips - $2.00
Poker chip stacker - 3.88 (w/chips)

M1 balance
M2 seizures

aphasia:
.+ receptive
M3 expressive

M4 mixed

wheel chair +
semi-ambulant +
Class III heart +
Class IV heart +

hands impaired: 1 2

reaching M5 M6
handling M5 M6
fingering M5 M6
feeling + +

no hands M6

bed patient
respiratory
Enemy. Expenditure in
METS: 2-2.5

M1 Braille cards.
M2 Large print cards.
M3 May manage simple games; probably have difficulty with bridge.
M4 Probably have difficulty with games like bridge or hearts where it is important

to remember what cards other players hold. Should be able to manage solitaire
and cribbage.

M5 May need card holder.
M6 In addition to card holder, may need .tdaptive device or companion to manipu-

late cards.
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140 Card games

Playing cards became popular among the European aristocracy during the Renais-
sance, and they have been a part of Western culture ever since. Card games

can help to develop mathematical and logical skills, but they are chiefly
valuable as a pastime and a situation in ohich informal social contacts may
1,e made.

Whether or not gambling is involved, card games always include elements of
competition. There are difficulties involved, of course. A too-agressive
player or one who is overly diffident mgy not only be himself unable to en-
joy a competitive game, but may spoil the other players' pleasure. When-
ever gambling is involved, even if it is only for pennies, there is the
danger that a player may begin to take the game too seriously for it to be
fun. Generally speaking, though, card games are friendly affairs, and
there are enough different kinds of games to suit nearly anyone. In games
in which the luck of the deal is important, players who are very demanding
of themselves in other areas may be able to use a bad run of cards as a
rationalization fol a losing streak.

141 Solitaires

DD: 795.43 LC: GV 1261

Any card game played by one person alone may correctly be called soli-
taire, and there are many such games, covering a wide range of difficulty
and sophistication.

Solitaire pits the individual against himself and the luck of the cards;
the solitaire enthusiast is likely to be chiefly concerned with improving
his skill at a palAicular favorite game rather than with winning. The

choice of a game is of paramount importance; some individuals will best
enjoy a game they can win at all or almost all the time, while others will
find this situation boring, and be more interested by a game which they
can win only occasionally but which will provide them with a definite chal-
lenge. Similarly, the amount of luck vs. skill involved in any game will af-
fect the player's enjoyment, and the ratio in the game chosen will depend
on the individual's own inclinations. Because it is the enjoyment of the
game itself that is the key factor in solitaire, it is very important to
choose a game neither too difficult nor too simple for the individual
player's talents.

142 Games for two, e.g., cribbage, gin rummy, etc.

DD: 795.418 LC: GV 1295.C9, GV l295.R8

With the exception of sulitaires, the importance of card games is not in
the games themselves but fn the intelsaction which takes place between or
among the players. In addition to being engaged in competition wjth him-
self and the cards, the player is pitted against ')thers.

Two-handed card games are usually the least formal games. The players, with-

out having to worry about inconveniencing others, can adjust the speed and

intensity of their game to suit their personal preferences, and can ev..3.1 in-

terrupt the game for conversaticnal purposes. Games for two are most often
played simply to while the time away, and the players are more likely to
play for points than for money.
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143 Games for three or more, playing as individuals, e.g., poker, rummy,
hearts, old maid, blackjack, canasta, seven oard stud, eto.

DD: 795.412 LC: GV 1295.02, GV 1295.B, GIT 1295.R8, av 1251.3

As the number of players in a card game increases, the importance of mutual
consideration grows. While the players of a two-handed game may agree by un-
spoken mutual oonsent to play slowly snd casually, in a larger game it is only
caurteous to pay fairly close attention to the cards. Within this framework,
a group which playa together regularly will soon find an equilibrium point at
which all players will be happy about the amount of social interaotion and
the amount of importamoe being attached to the game itself.

It is in these games that gambling takes on real importamoe. naly of them have
little meaning if they aren't plezed for something, even if it be only matohstioks
or plastic chips. The danger of an over-serious gambler upsettingrthe game
is a real one; so are the problems of the poor loser and the indtvidual who
seems not to care whether he wins or not. If an individual is on a winning
streak, it will be noticed that other players tend either to band together a-
gainst him or to lose interest in the game.

Many games are psychologically interesting in that the rules require that one
player puniah another. The game of "hearts" goes beyond this and sometimes re-
quires a player to choose whioh player to punish. Even though it is only a
game, there can be considerable emotional involvement in either giving out or
receiving punishment.

In Blackjack eadh player attempts to collect cards which total as near to 21
as possible without exceeding that number. Cards are dealt to the player one
at a time until he feels that to accept one more card would mean exceeding 21.
It is necessary to add and subtract fairly rapidly and this would indicate
simple arithmetic akills. Five former patients who had suffered strokes were
observed playing blackjack together. All performed the game well and 110 dif-
ference in arithmetic skills were noted. Each player quidkly and correctly
added his cards together and subtracted the sum from 21 and indicated whether
he wanted more oards from the dealer.

144 Games for three or more, playing as teams, e.g., bridge, whist, sheeps-
head, pinochle, etc.

DD: 795.416 LC: GV 1281, GV 1295.P6

Games in which the players form teams are extremely popular. The immediate
advantage to playing in teams, of course, is that it gives the player an ally
with whom to contend against the other players. This can give the player a
sense of security.

Partnerships often grow into lasting friendships which continue long after the
bridge game is over. Husbandlwife teams are common, but sometims dangerous,
since arguments abaut the game can carry over into other areas. It is im-
portant that partners not have skills which are quantitively and qualitatively
very different; if OM partner begins to feel that he is carrying the taam,
the result can be disastrous to tha players? friendship.

(cont. on next page)
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144 Games for three or more, playing as teams (mut.)

As in other oard-game situations, the attitude of the players towards the
game is crucial. The player who makes too big a deal out of winning or los-
ing spoils everyone's pleasure; worse still is the player who gets very upset
about losing and then blames the loss on his partner's oarelessness or laak
of Skill. Team games do often result in close friendships both within and
among teams, and the kind of informal get-togethers that spring fnmn "next
week, our house," invitations.
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Nnvironmental Facturs

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipmelt norm-
ally at hand

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Creative

Abstract

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opputtulity for

recognition

Cost of eallipment and supplies: 1972 price range

Playing cards -
Scrabble 3.97
Spill + Spell - 3.66

deopardy - 3.88

lm airment Limitations

blind M1

low vision +

hearing M2
speech M3

retardation M4
memory M5

impaired:
stooping +

kneeling +

crouching +
crawling +

balance
seizures
aphasia:

receptive M6
expressive M7
mixed 0

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart +

Class IV heart +

hands impaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands M6

Pre-patterned

Individual effort

Unstructured

1 2

+ Ma
+ Ma
+ Ma
+ +

bed patient
respiratory
Energy
METS: 2 - 2.5

M1 use braille scrabble. Probobly can't do paper a-d pencil games, charades

aid memory games such as Brainstorm

M2 too slow at guessing games

M3 if stutters write out answers to guessing games

M4 can e,Uiplify all of these games as appropriate

M5 probab]y can't do memory games

M6 imple paper and pencil games only

M7 nonverbal output games only

M8 will need adaptive device or assistant for paper a,d pencil games and Brainstorm
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150 Knowledge and Word Games

DD: 793.73 LC: GV 1483-1487

Knowledge and word games can be used to sharpen particular skills or simply as
a pleasant way to pass time in a soc'el situation. They require varying degrees
of mental alertness and ability and foster some intellectual interchange among
the partLipants. Observation of an individual playing knowledge and word games
can also be helpful in the diagnostic process. Most games of this kind require
verbal facility, but some, notably I Spy, are essentially non-verbal.

For further information see:

Borgmann, Dmitri A., Languae on Vacation. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1965.

Boye, Neva (compiler) Handbook of Games. Chicago: H.T.Fitzsimons Co., Inc.,
1945.

Kohl, Marguerite, and Young, F., Games for Grown-ups. New York: A.A. Wyn,
Inc., 1951.

Shipley, Joseph T., Playing with Words. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1960.

Wood, Clement and Goddard, Gloria, The Com dete Book of Games. New York: Halycon

House, 1938.

151 Paper and pencil games,e.g., tic-tac-toe, squares, battleships, etc.

DD: 793.7 LC: GV 1202 A-Z

Paper and pencil games require individual players rather than a team effort.
They increase personal interaction among the two or more players and require
intellectual effort. Since they are mental rather than physical games, they
can easily be adapted to suit the particular needs of an individual who is
physically handicapped.

152 Guessing games, e.g., 20 questions, I Spy, animal-vegetable-mineral, etc.

DD: 793.73, 793.7 LC: PN 6366-6377

Guessing games are good for large or small groups of any age. There is a large
variety of such games, running through a range of difficulty to include games to
fit the abilities of almost any groLp.

I Spy is an excellent example of this kind of game. Players choose an object which
they hide after sending one player from the room. When this player returns, he
begins to hunt for the hidden object. The others clap or sing or do both loudly
when the hunter is near the hiding place; when he is a distance away from the
object, the clapping and singing become soft. This continues until the hidden
object is found.

I Spy is excellent for individuals with impaired receptive communication facility.
They do not have to understand words and the game may even be played if the indi-
vidual has some degree of hearing loss or even total vision loss. It is highly

(cont. on next page)
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152 Guessing games (cont.)
suitable for cross cultural interpersonal eLchange where there is a language
or concept barrier.

153 Spelling games, e.g., Scrabble, Spill 'n1 Spell, spelling bee, etc.

Spill 'n' Spell is a simple vocabulary gume which incorporates much the same
basic idea as Scrabble. Six former patients who had suffered strokes were
observed as they performed Spill 'n' Spell. Scrabble had been tried previous-
ly and it was discovered that several of the patients had a great deal of dif-
ficulty with it. Accordingly, a simplified version of Spill 'n' Spell was sub-
stituted.

Procedure: The game is played by shaking approximately 18 dice out of a
plastic cup. A letter is printed on each side of the dice (Braille markings
may be made for blind or low vision). Each player tries to use the letters on
the top side of the dice to form as many words as possible. Normally, players
must form intersecting words, but in this case it was decided to allow the pa-
tients to form separated words. However, the ability to intersect words was
considered to be evidence of a higher degree of skill in forming and using words.
The total score for each turn is computed by squaring the total number of let-
ters which the player used.

Six patients tried this game. The best player, on his first turn, used 12 let-
ters, spelling three words of four letters apiece. He formed words rapidly
and while the others were taking their turns, he quietly gave hints of possi-
ble words. On the second turn, he used 14 letters, spelling four words of six,
three, three, and two letters and also formed a word seldom used, "cougar."
He did not intersect any words, but this may be attributed to the fact that
he took his turn first and thus did not gain much advantage from seeing other
players form words.

The difference in performance in the next three players was slight. To rank
the players, total score, the length of words, the ability to intersect words,
the rapidity with which words were formed and the total number of letters used
were all taken into account. The relative ranking of these players might easi-
ly be altered if different weight were given to different aspects of their
performance.

The rate at which one patient formed various words was significantly reduced
by what appeared to be sight impairments. Another patient needed a great
deal of coaxing and encouragement even to complete words.
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154 Charades

There are several types of this game, and the more variations, the better.
Categories may be single words, movies, songs, books, names of persons,
etc. This game may be played in singles or groups.

Players decide upon a word or words to act out. Usually, teams leave the
room to decide on the charade. Words are acted out in syllables or ac-
cording to short words. The most important thing here is the effective
use of sign language and images. The great possibilities in using this
game with the deaf are obvious.

156 Memory games, e.g., Concentration, Brainstorm

DD: 793.735 LC. PN 6366-6377

Brainstorm uses a regular deck of playing cards. The point of the game is
to match cards of the same numbcir which have been placed face down after
having been seen once. The cards are deliberately placed in as spatially
irregular a nonpattern as possible. Recall is entirely contingent on
remembering the spatial arrangement of the cards. Five former patients
who had suffered strokes were observed playing this game together. All
had played cards for many years and all had played this game about two
months before. After four complete games were played, the relative abili-
ty of each player was clearly established.

This game might be 6eveloped as a supplment to clinical testa of memory
deficit.
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160 Puzzles

Environmental_ Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Social -Pvchological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Unsupervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

eguipment 1972 price range

Jigsaw puzzles - $0.69-8.88
Crosswords - 0.25-1.00
Diacrostics 0.25-1.00

Impairment Limitations

blind 51
low vision +
hearing
speech
retardation S2
memory S3

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching +
crawling

balance
seizures
aphasia:

receptive 55

expressive S4
mixed 55

wheel chair
semi-ambulant +
Class III heart +
Class IV heart +

Individual effort

hands impaired: 1 2

reaching + Mi
'andling + M1
fingering + M1
feeling + +

no hands M1

bed patient
respiratory

METS: 2.-2.5

M1 need device or assistant to help move pieces and write
S1 may do mental arithmetic puzzles and help on crosswords
S2 may do some of these at a simple level
53 may have difficulty with those dependent on a retrievable fund of knowledge

54 possible, if able to write
S5 jigsaw only
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160 Puzzles

DD: 793.73 LC: GV 1491-1507

Puzzles are artificially-created problems designed to test the ingenuity
of the would-be solver. There are many different types of puzzles, and
many levels of difficulty within types, so no one ought to be unable to
find a puzzle which will challenge his particular talents without being
impossible for him to solve.

Puzzles olrve as an excellent pastime, and most people find that they have
a generally tranquilizing effect. When solving a puzzle, the individual is
taken up wholly by the problem at hand, and his other, more serious "real"
problems are likely to be forgotten. The feeling of having grappled with
a problem and solved it is invigorating and can help to restore an indivi-
dual's confidence in his ability to solve the other problems with which
he finds himself faced.

161 Jigsaw Puzzles

DD: 793.73 LC. GV 1507. P47

Jigsaw puzzles require patience, a reasona'jle amount of coordination, and the
ability to perceive spatial relationships. Like other puzzles, jigsaw puzzles
are available in a wide range of difficlaty, from the ones designed for young
children which have a few large pieces to those with many small pieces and
an abstract or rmotone design.

One of the nice things about jigsaw puzzles is that they can be worked at a
little bit at a time over a long period. The true jigsaw fan will often
leave his puzzle set up in a convenient place so that he can work on it
during spare moments for days or weeks. It is, of course, helpful to keep
dogs and small children away from the puzzle; few things are more frustra-
ting than to disccver that the one piece needed to finish a complete repro-
duction of Mona Lisa.has been chewed beyond recognition.

162 Crosswords, diacrostics, etc.

DD: 793.732 LC: GV 1507.C7, PN 6369.6377

The person who is lascinated by words and the letbers which build them will
certainly find pleasure in working word puzzles --crosswords, diacrostics,
anagrams, and the like. Puzzles like these can not only challenge, but ac-
tually improve, one's knowledge of his native language.

The crossword ie the most common, best known, and probably simplest of these
word puzzles; although the format is simple, the puzzle itself may be quite
complex and difficult. Other puzzles require doubling back and forth among
steps. The anagram, for example, calls for words to be formed by rearranging
the letters of other words. The puzzle may first call for a word of a cer-
tain numbers of letters which fits a definition; to solve the anagram, the
letters of that word must then be rearranged.

Jigsaw puzzles require a flat surface, but word puzzles may be solved almost
anywhere: on a bus, train, or plane, in bed, or curled up in an easy chair.
Word puzzles make virtually no noise, require little expenditure oci physical

(cont. on next page)
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163-164
162 Crosswords, dlacrostics, otc. (cont.)
energy, and an aficionado may work them by the hour without suffering from

boredom. Word puzzles are an essenLially solitary activity, but two people
may occasionally collaborate on one, and there is always the situation in
which anyone who happens to be present is called on for he3p, "Does any-
body know a four-letter word for 'assistance'?"

163 Mathema'.:ical Puzzles

DD: 793.74 LC: QA 95, QA 270

The mystic and the mathematician are not so far apart as they would at first

appear to be. Success in solving mathematical puzzles depends less upon for-

mal training in the mathematical sciences (although the individual who is
interested in thb way numbers work and in finding new relationships among
them will usually have studied mathematics as much as he could) than it does

upon having an artistic sense or feel for the way numbers work. Some basic

knowledge is essential, but it is the person who delights in playing with
numbers, finding new ways to make them do their thing, who will most enjoy
mathematical puzzles and who will have the most success with them. Such

people should beware of too much contact with mathematical puzzles, they

can be psychologically addictive.

164 Mechanical Puzzles

DD: 793.7 LC: QA 95

People who like to dream up strange new machines, without much caring
whether or not they would have any practical value, are likely to enjoy

mechanical puzzles. Sometimes a mechanical puzzle consists of a descrip-
tion of a set of conditions and/or apparatus, from which the puzzler is

expected to find a solution to the given problem by applying mechanical
principles. It is more usr_l for puzzles to be available with actual
working parts--like a model kit that comes without any instructions. In-

terest in the concrete, in motion, in engineering, and talent for reason-
ing out spatial and mechari.cal relationships are good indications of pro-

bable success at solving mechanical puzzles.
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Environmental Factors

Indoor

Modicum of space

Equipment a
major factor

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Outdoor

Unlimited space

Social-Psychological Factors

Aebthetic

Creative

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

gag,JILJMILEMELAIILEaR2111E: 1972 price range

Model boats-- $0.94-12.88
Model cars - 3.99-28.88
Model airplanes - 5.99-11.99
Model trains - 0.94-49.99

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

0 balance
seizures
aphasia:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

S1

impaired:
stooping S2 wheel chair S2
kneeling S2 semi-ambulant S2
crouching S2 Class III heart +
crawling Class IV heart 53

Pre-patterned

hands impaired: 1 2

M1 0
M1 0
M1 0
+ 0

reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

bed patient S3

respiratory
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 2-4

M1 could operate but not readily build models
L.1. difficulty in controlling model airplanes in flight
S2 could operate.cars and trains mounted on tables
S3 could assemble but not operate
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170 Model Racing!games

The chief attraction of mode: racing games is that they are helpful in propel-

ling the player into a fantasy world in which his powe.., far exceed those he

posesses in real life. The timid driver can send his model car skittering

around a track at a speed which drivers of the Indianapolis 500 might envy,

and the fellow who gets seasick in a row boat can sail his sloop to a victory

at sea. Similarly, such activity can enable the ordinarily mild-mannered

person to engage in a kind of cut-throat competition in which he would ordin-

arily never get involved. Competition in these games tends to be friendly

but quite intense. Many enthusiasts enjoy building their own model or im-

proving on the design and construction of models which they have purchased.

171 Boats

DD: 623.819 LC: VM 298

Boat racing is a natural outgrowth of the desire all little boys seem to have

to float something in any available lake, pond, or good-sized puddle. A sum-

mer Sunday in New Ybrk's Central Park would convince anyone that model boat

racing has indeed come a long way, and reached a delightful level of sophis-

tication far beyond the wildest dreams of most would-be sailors. Races, bon
spontaneous and arranged, take place all over the world. Since it is the

least mechanized kind of model racing, boat racing retains a great deal of

grace and romance, and its relatively slow pace allows the imagination plenty

of time to build fantasies of pirate ships and privateers.
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172 Cars

DD: 629.221 LC: TL 237

By far the most popular type of model car is the "slot car." Models run on
an electrified track, and the "driver" can control the speed of his auto.
Emessive speed on curves can cause the model to jump off the track, some-
times blocking the path of another car. The emphasis in this type of racing
is on skill, although some cars may be built so as to run faster than others.
A few years ago, the most popular way to race model cars was for the individ-
ual to take his model to a raceway where for a Ar:le he could race on a large
track against others in his class. Although there are still some raceways
of this type, the smaller home track has become more common, and the racing
less formal.

173 Airplanes

DD: 629.1331 LC: TL 770.777

Racing model airplanes is a complex activity, always requiring supervison and
adequate safety precautions. Model airplanes may be propelled by any of a
number of types of engines, and they may be controlled either by a direct wire
or by "remote control" aevices. In any case, the racing of model planes re -
qulres a relatively high degree of mechanical ability and skill in handling
the model itself. It is important to have a fairly large field in which to
race the models, one which is free of such hazards as high-tension and elec-
trical wires.
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174 Trains

DD: 625.19 LC: TF 197

Model trains are so mechanically complex that only the most skillful individ-
ual can hope to tamper successfully with their workings. The creatively in-
clined train enthusiast is more likely to get involved with building a realis-
tically decorated setting for his tracks, complete with model villages and
plant life. There is great variety in the kinds of model trains available,
from the very simple ones designed for young children to the highly sophis-
ticated and beautifully scaled models made for older hobbyists. Racing
model trains is not a terribly common activity among model train enthusiasts,
but those who do indulge are apt to go in for it in a big way, setting up

parallel tracks and trying to evenly match their skills and their models with
other enthusiasts in order to have the delight of stiff, real competition.
There are many organized groups of model train fans, the members of which are
more likely to enjoy and indulge in racing than is the individual who enjoys

model trains as a solitary hobby.
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190 Miscellaneous

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a
major factor

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Creative

Abstract

Group effort

StructurBd

Unsupervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 price range

Dominoes - $2.49
Ouija - 2.85

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

M1

S1
S1

impaired:
stooping +
kneeling
crouching
crawling

balance
seizures
aphasia:

receptive 52
expressive S3

mixed S2

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart +
Class IV heart +

M1 use Braille dominoes and dice
S1 dominoes and ouija
S2 dominoes, if rules are already known
63 dominoes
S4 everything but ouija

Utilitarian

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Unstructured

hands impaired: 1 2

reaching + 54
handling + 54
fingering + S4
feeling + S4

no hands 54

bed patient
respiratory
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 2-2.5
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191 Dominoes

DD: 795.3 LC: GV 1467

The game is played with 28 dominoes. Dominoes are small rectangular blocks
of wood or plastic with varying numbers of white spots on them. The number
of spots on a bloak raage from 0 to 12. The object of the game is to attach

a domino to the next domino which is only permitted if the attaching domino

has the same number of spots. Points are made if the total number of spots
at each end of the domino line add up to five or a multiple of five.

The game is excellent for teaching very simple mental arithmetic. It may be

played by two, three or four plavers.

For further information see:

Palmer, Victor F., Dominoes, New York: A.S. Barnes & Co.,1944.

192 Computer games

DD: 510.78 LC: QA 74, QA 76

There are, in general, two types of computer games. In the first kind, the
compu±er acts as your omonent. Comguters have been programmed to play a
variety of games, vaxyillg from tic-tac-toe to chess. In this type of game

you make a move and then the computer makes a move to counteract your move.

Tha computer also acts as scorekeeper and provides a continuous printout of
the status of the game.

In +be second kind of game, the computer acts primarily as score keeper.
This is very helpful in real-life simulation games (194) by permitting more
complicated and more challenging situations. The computer evaluates your
actions and projects their consequences on the current situation, thus up-
dating the situation. Based on the results of your previous action, you
can either continue or modify your strategy in obtaining the goal of the

game. You may either plAy against other persons who are simultaneously ta-
king actions which modify the current situation, or you may play a type of
solitaire in which you attempt to solve a problem, with the computer letting
yau know how you are doing.

To the uminitiated, +Ale readout (printout) from tbe machine may, depending
on the way it is worded, give a false impression that this is an immediate
personal message from another person, thus incorrectly and mystically
"personalizing" the machine.
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193 Ouija

MID: 133.93 LC: BF 1585-1623 GV 1541-1561

The Ouija board has the letters of the alphabet, numbers, and "yes" and "no"
-orinted on it. A wooden block which slides easily on the board is used by
two players, each of wham rests his fingers on the blaok.

Questions axe adked the board which answers a000rding to the movement of
the blook in resting on the "yes" or "no" or in spelling out the words or
indicating numbers.

Players are cautioned to be oarefUl to try not to deliberately influence the
direction which the bloak takes. Sooner or later movement of the block occurs.
To the participants, the block seems to move itself because they are not aware
of pushing it.

Sometimes very sophisticated and astonishing answers are reported by the
board. Spiritualists tend to accept these as communications fram people not
present, either living or dead. Psychologists believe that the minds of the
participants, without their conscious awareness, control the movement of the
block through unrecognized pressures of finger, hand, and arm and spell out
answers some of which (either consciously or unconsciously) are partially
or fully known to the participant.

194 Real-life simulation games

LT1: 658.124, 658.85 Lc: 5549.5T7 - T58

Games which closely resemble real-life situations are used in mamagerial and
training programs and in sahools but are of sufficient interest to be pursued
as an avocations/ activity. Players are given a set of conditions simulating
situations to be found. in existing organizations and decisions are to be made
and solutions found. Mese hame been used in simulating sales campaigns, and
in teaohing political science and many other subjects.

On a larger scale there are attempts to simulate a segment of the total society
such as a city.

For further information see:

Avedon, E.M. and Sutton-Smith, B., The Study of Games. New 'York: John Miley

& Sons, 1971.

g4
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210 2E91.911169461.101.:211.212.6.Mdkie

Enviromental Factors

Indoor Outdoor

NO specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little or
no equipment

Equipment normally
at hand

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Unsupervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

Cos.te3....m_.,ii.entan,,c1sties: 1972 price range

ticket for game - $3.00-6.00
radio - 6.50-40.00
television - 65.00-500.00

For further informAtioR seek

Keith, Harold, Sports and Games. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1969.

Sutherland, Evan and Kite. (ed.), amploe BOok of pput. London and Sydney:
Ward Lock and Co., Ltd., 1969.

Wind, Herber:: Warren (ed.), The Realm of Sport. New York: Simon and Schuster,
1966.

Impairment Limitations,

blind S1
low vision 51
hearing M2
speech
retardation +
memory

impaired:
stooping +
kneeling +
crouching +
crawling +

balance
seizures
aphasia:

receptive M2
expressive +
mixed M2

wheel dhair
semi-ambulant
Class II heart
Class IV heart

4

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + +
handling + +
fingering + +
feeling + +

no hands

bed patient
respiratory
Energy Expenditure in

5.3.2

M2 may be able to see enough to understand and enjoy the event
S1 listening to radio or television



210 Professional Sports Observation

Viewing a ..ports event in person and viewing it on television bear few -.milari-
ties. The .wq activities have only the sports event itself in commor. Attend-
ing a professional sports event, the speetlator enters a colorful environment of
which the athletic contest is only a part.

The television spectator often has a view of the athletic event superio- to
that of his counterpart in the stands, but the telescopic lens of the TV cam-
era cannot completely capture the excitement and richness of the snort being
viewed, or of its live followers.

A visit to a professional sports event immerses one in the heady atmosphere
which a large, loud crowd always creates. The spectator witnesses an in-
triguing variety of human behavior, dress and speech. Professional sport
in all forms has always cloaked itself in an aura of glamor and drama, and
if live spectators did not recognize this aura and seek to participate in
it, professional sport would not survive.

There are some who believe that professional sports events constitute a
ritual, secular but real, in which commonly held values are enacted in :=4

stylized, larger than life scale. This is a moot point, but it is exideniable
that a professional athletic contest, especially between rival teams, thor-
oughly captures the imagination of the live spectator and conquers his
strongest social inhibitions. In the heat of a particular game, the normal-
ly placid, restrained personality can boil over into behavior which one might
judge pathological in any other situation. TO witness this phenomenon, or
to experience it oneself, one must attend a sports event in person because
no television image can suffice.

Each professional sport itself has its own delights to offer the spectator.
In baseball, the slow pace of the game affords the viewer a perfect back-
ground for pleasant conversation. Attending a golf tournament is like a
walk in a park or a large picnic. Football and large-scale indoor sports like
hockey and basketball are the ones which lend themselves to the kind of hys-
teria mentioned above.

In any event, the experience of traveling to a sports arena and joining an
enthusiastic crowd in its escape from petty cares is one which all ought
to know.

The intellectual demand on the observer is that the person be aware of the
rules by which the sport is played, i.e., knows how the winning score is
is attained, and as a supplementary activity, is able to read sports pages
which contain reviews and summaries of the results.

A betting pool established amon6 the homebound handicapped who are limited
to observation via TV or radio can be carried on by a telephone network
which may get them acquainted and set up a framework for continuing contacts.

s17
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220 Iniividual Non-oompetitive SDorts

In many organized sport activities, competition is the factor which in-
spires effort and exertion in the partioipant. Without adversaries, many
spurts lose all meaning. Individual, non-oompetitive sports activity,
on the other hand, derives its strength from its lack of oompetitive
structure; it provides opportunity for self-improvement on every level
(physical, psychologioal) without the burden of having to defeat an op-
ponent.

Sons might say they pursue an individual-oriented sport for pleasure and
relaxation, while others night view it as a personal challenge to their
endurance. In any oase, the wide variety of individual, non-competitive
sports aoti'lities offers great opportunity for those who like either fun
or self-imposed misery leading to increased physical fitness.

For those wi6h shaky self-confidence or some physical disability, these
individual-oriented sports offer healthful activity without fear of em-
barrassment. A physically or emotionally handf.capped person is to
acutely aware of his weaknesses to risk the humiliation of defeat in a
sport which separates the winners from losers.

Individual non-competitive sports constitute one of the best possfble
aye:axes toward social interaction. The relative lack of structure of these
sports means that they can be praotioed in highly informal settings with
few limitations on the number of partioipants. What could be more de-
lightful ttlan the companionship of a group on a bike hike or a soiree on
ice dkates? Of course, some of these sports require more equipment and
more physical fitnsss than others, but many are suitable for anyone.
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221 Bicycling, Motorcycling, Unic clin

Environmental Factors

Outdoor

No specific
environment

Unlimited space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Group effort,

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Tittle opportunity
for recognition

Cost of eauipment and supplies: 1972 price range

Bicycle - $35.00-200.00
Lock - 2.00
lights - 2.00-6.00
Horn - 1.00-3.00
Mini-bikes - 100.00-360.00

Impairment limitations

blind
low vision
hearl%g
speech
retardation
memory

0
S1
M1

M1

impaired:
stooping S3
kneeling S3
crouching S3
crawling 53

balance
seizures

receptive
expressive
mixed

Individual effort

0 hands impaired: 1 2
0 reaching S2 0

handling S2 0
+ fingering S2 0
+ feeling S2 0

wheel chair 0
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

no hands 0

bed patient 0
respiratory 0

NETS: 3 - 11

M1 should have a companion along for safety
S1 protected area
S2 depends on type of hand controls
S3 may limit pedaling a bicycle unless under therapeutic prescription

5946



221 Bicycling

DI): 796 .6 LC: GV 1041

221

There has been a rsneumd enthusiasm for bicycling for health and ecological
reasons. Providing there are suitable roads or trails bicycles offer cheap
effioient tnansportation and healthy excrcoise. Technological improvements
have produced the 5 and 10 speed bikes multiplying the effectiveness of
muscle power. Were proper routes providsd bioyoles could be used fo
short distance intercity travel, substantially reducing the traffic jams
and parking problems.

A survey done in 1960 described it as "... almost altogether an activity
of youth " "Nine percent of the population reported engaging (in bioyoling) ..."
"Boys are more active cyclists than girls.""Nonwhites (vole more than whites."

"Persons with limiting impairments cycle quite infrequently but those whose
impairments axe not limiting cycle almost as frequently as those Who have
no impairmants."*

For ths year 1970 the State of Wisconsin repnrtea 994 biayoles involved in
accidents which resulted in 26 fatalities and 961 irljuries.*

Nation wide non-fatal injuries reached about 371000 in 1967 of which three-
quarters occured to children aged 5-14.4***

*National Recreation Survey, Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission,
Govt. Printing Office 1962, ORRRO Study Report 19, Washington, D.C.,
pl.,. 11-12.

nut

**Wisconsin Accident Facts 1970, Division of Motor Vehicles, 1971 Edition,
Madison, Wisconsin, p. 32.

***Safety Education Data Sheet Nb. lirev.), National Safety Council,
Chicago, 425 N. Michigan, 60611.
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221
221 Bicycling, moto.-^ycling, unicycling
221 Motorcycling

DD: 796.7' LC: GV 1060

The marketing of low power, low priced motorcycles has brought this activity
within the financial reach of many more people, particularly young people.with
limited earning power. Motorcycling provides cheap transportation. It is eco
logically desireable because motorcycles require less road and parking space,
use little fuel and emit limited amounts of undesireable contaminants.

Overall it is a high risk activity although to what extent accidents are caused
because motorcycling attracts more risk taking people is unknown. On dry hard
surfaced pavement a motorcycle driven conservatively'and defensively during
daylight hours may not be especially hazardous. Recently enacted state laws
requiring that helmets be worn may reduce head injuries.

For the year 1970, the State of Wisconsin reported 1564 motorcycles, motor
scooters and motor bikes involved in accidents which resulted in 44 deaths
and 1378 injuries. *

Nationally, 1960 persons were killed and about 200,000 injured in motorcycle
accidents in 1969. The mileage death rate for motorcycles is about 22 deaths
for every 100,000,000 miles traveled as compared with 5.3 for all motor ve
hicles. Death or injury occurs in 10% cf motorcycle accidents. In one study
it was found that 70% of those injured had either rented or borrowed a motor
cycle; other studies showed that this was the operator's first or second trip.**

* "Wisconain Accident Facts 1970," 1971 Edition, Division of Motor Vehicles,
Madison, Wis., p. 32.

** "Motorcycles,': Safety Education Data Sheet, no. 98 (rev.), Chicago, 425

N. Michigan Avenue 60611.

For further information see:

Wallach, Theresa, agyAilzmultjamas. New York: Ste:aing Publishing Co.,
1970.



222 221112ELJitgATALSAIIgag

Eavironmental Factors

Outdoor

Specialized environment
and/or climate

Unlimited space

Equipment a
major factor

Equipmmt not necessarily
at hand

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Group effort

Unstructured

Supervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

Cost ofequipment and suptplies: 1972 price range

canoe - $180.00-300.00
fishing boats - 180.00-350.00
Jon boats - 90.00-350.00
fishing motor - 130.00-200.00

Im airment Limitations

blind M1
low vision M2
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory M3

impaired:
stooping S2
kneeling
crouching S2
crawling

balance M4
seizures 0
aphasia:
receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair M4
semi-ambulant M4
Class III heart S3

Class IV heart 0

Individual effort

Unsupervised

hapds impaired: 1 2
reaching: S1 0
handling 61 0
fingering S1 0
feeling + +

no hands 0

bed patient
respiratory

METS: 1. -4.0

M1 could enjoy activities with companion to run the boat
M2 low speed
M3 should have coupanionalong for safety
M4 should be seated and firmly restrained in position in cabin cruiser or

pontoon boat
S1 power boat or as passenger
S2 depends on type and sire of craft
63 medium to large size power boat

62
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222 Boating, sailing, canoeing
222 Sailing

DD: 797.1

There are so many eloquent descriptions of the joys of sailing that we will

confine our few words to a more prosaic discussion. Like hiking, bicycling,

and canoeing, sailing is ecologically desireabla. Depending on wind power,

it uses up no irreplaceable fossil fuel, proliferates no pollutants. Sailing
craft range from small sailing "fish" whicli arn e-,antially wood or canvas
platforms on hulls or pontoons to ocean rarin_ erL sers.

Although anyone can learn the basic elements in sailing in one afternoon, it
is said that no one ever learns all there ts to know about sailing.

The nature of sailing decisions requires a hierarchical relationship of au
thority beiween skipper and crew. When the skipper says "Duck! We're coming

around," this is an order not to be disregarded, Among the experienced, the
harshness is mediated by trading off as skipper and crew. Contrary to any
land lubber's possible misimpressions, the crew has a lot to do and when
things have to be done, they have to be done vickly.

A voyage in rough vieather gives an exhilarating feeling of mastering the ele
ments. Whether bn land or sea, sailors become highly sensitive to the direc
tion and force of the wind even during the course of their daily round of
nonsailing duties.

For further information see:

Blanchard, F.S., The Sailboat Classes of North America. Garden City, New

York: Doubleday and Co., 1968.

Harle, P., The Glenans Sailing Manual. Tuckahoe, New Ybrk: John de Graff,

Inc., 1967.

Peareon, E.A., The Lure of Sailin . New York: Harper and Row, 1965.

222 Canoeing

DD: 797.122 LC: GV 781-785

Canoeing offers an extrememly wide range of possibilities from drifting
around on a quiet pond to exciting and hazardous white water canoeing
requiring substantial paddling power, skill and experience.

The shape of the canoe in which form follows function is an unending delighu,

The smaller aluminum canoes are very light and can be comfortably portaged.

Canoes of all sizes up to guide canoes can be readily carried on tops of cars

which gives them a wide mobility range without the turning and backing prob
lems of boats hauled on trailers.

51
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222
222 Boating, sailing, canoeing
222 Canoeing (cont.)
The canoe can traverse very narrow and shallow creeks and bayous inaccessible

to larger crafts. These waters are often teeming with interesting wildlife

and vegetation of all kinds.

In contrast to rowers, canoers have the advantage of looking forward to see

what is ahead. Canoes can be padiled noiselessly so that wildlife may be
approached more closelythan in crafts which noisily announce their arrival.
River canoeing includes the excitement of always wondering what is around the

next bend: rapids? logs? rocks? bear? deer? turtles? muskrats? heron?

When river canoeing, it is more euonomicaltotravel in parties of at least
two canoes because using two cars simplifies the arrangements: one car is

parked downstream wherethetrip ends. For river canoeing it is essential
to purchase a map, if one has been published, showing the canoeable parts
of a river. Since poorly marked back roads are frequently the only means
of driving to and from the river, it is well to mark and describe them on a
map lest you forget where they were if you do the same trip next year.

For further information see:

Cawley, James and Margaret, Exploring the Little Rivers of New Jersey.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1942.

Grinnell, L.I., Canoeable Waterways of New 'York State. New York: Pa-
geant Press, 1957-4

Jipson, A.W. and Lowry, G.R., Wisconsin's North Central Canoe Trails.
Ladysmith, Wisconsin: North Central Canoe Trails, Inc., c/71170aUtinty
Information Center, Ladysmith, Wisconsin 54848.

Lowry, G.R., gmaing_ttLigd Rivers of Northwestern Wisconsin. Gordon,
Wisconsin: Northwest Wisconsin Canoe Trails, Inc., Gordon, Wisconsin 54838.

Malo, J.W., Wilderness Canoeing. New York: MacMillan Company, 1971.

Peekna, Andres, Guide to White Water in the Wisconsin Area. Madison, Wis-
consin: Hoofers Outing Club of the University of Wisconsin, 1967.

Roark, Gene, ed., "Wisconsin Water Trails," Publication 104-63, Madison,
Wisconsin: Wisconsin Conservation Department.

Urban, J.T., Awnite_Water_..}..landbookan and Ka ak. Boston: Appa-
labhian Mountain Club, 5 Joy Street, Boston, Massachusetts 0210E, 1969.



222 Boating, sailing, canoeing

222 Rowing

LC: GV 791-809

222

Although many types of craft may be rowed in an emergency, as an avocational
activity, rowing is ordinarily done in a rowboat or scull in which the rower,
sitting in the middle of the boat, propels the boat through the water by
pressure i oars on eaoh side of the craft.

The speed attained varies with the size and shape of the craft fram sleek
hulled scull to foul weather dory. Because of the leverage obtained, great-
er speeds are possible than in a oanoe of slmilar weight, but the rower
usually tires sooner. In rowing there is heavy use of back and leg muscles.
The use of leg muscles is increased in a moveable seat scull. The leverage
obtained from oars inserted in the water about 4 to 6 feet from the boat and
about 10 to 15 feet apart, makes for greater control and stability in high
wind and waves than is available in a canoe. The position of the rower is
awkward in that he faces backward and must occasionally look around to avoid
other boats. The boat ray be rowed in a straight line by sighting on two
stationary points in a line to the rear of the boat.

For further information see:

The American National Bed Cross, Basic Rowing. Washington, D.C., 1964.

222 POwer Boating

The advent of boat trailering has greatly changed the availability and scope
of power boat activities. Boats of varying size and horsepower are trailered
for miles and launched for day trip explorations of unfamiliar lakes and
rivers. Opportunities for fishing and water skiing axe greatly expanded. The
traditional wooden hull has given way to fiberglass and aluminum. FUnctional
style has yielded.to the fads and fashions of annual model change shazes and
gimmicks following the pattern of the automobile industry. Cabin cruisers con-
tain most of the amenities of the luxury apartment and the cocktail lounge for
the ultimate in partying. On the Great Lakes and the oceans the Coast Guard
line baaks the operation, picking up the ill prepared, the foolhardy and the
unlucky.

"Of the 5,427 vessels involved in boating aocidents more than half were open
motorboats; and in half the cases, the principal cause of the accident was
the fault of the operator."*
"In 1968, a total of 1,342 deaths in boating accidents were reported to the
U.S. Coast Guard, included in this total were 1,203 d-rownings and 139
deaths from other causes." Of 1,203 drownings that occured in 1968 as a re-
sult of boating accidents, 828 victims either did not have a lifesaving
device or failed to use one that was available.*

For further information see:

The American National Red Cross, Basic Outboard Boating. Washington, D.C., 1964.

*National Safety Council, Small Craft, Safety Education Data Sheet Nb. 28 (rev).
Chicago: 425 N. Michigan Avenue, 60611.
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223 LAE& gliding, parachuting, balloorti

Environmental Factors

Outdoor

No specific
environment

Unlimied space

Equipment a
major factor

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

Impairment Limitations

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing S1
speech SI
retardation 0
memory 0

impaired:
stooping 32
kneeling S2
crouching S2
crawling S2

balance 0
seizures 0
aphasia:

receptive S1
expressive S1
mixed S1

So cia1-Psycholo4cal Factors

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

wheel chair 0
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

Individual effort

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching 0 0
handling 0 0
fingering 0 0
feeling 0 0

no hands 0

bed patient 0
respiratory 0
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 3.0-10.0

S1 need hearing and speed to operate radio in plane
32 not parachuting

66
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223 Flying, gl iding, parachuting, ballooning

223 Flying

DD: 797.53 LC: TL 721.4 - .8

As of 1970, there were about 117,000 private planes registered in the
U.S. and over 600,000 licensed pilots. A student flying lioenae can be
obtained at age 16, a private license at age 17. Of individuals learning
to fly, about 14% are women and girls. The maximum age for flying is un-
regulated, but a physical examination and medical certification is re-
quired every two years.

Tr4ining leading to a private pilot lioense costs about $600 as of 1970
and there axe flight sohools associated with maAy of the airports and
flying fields.

Forty hours of flight time, which may take three to five montha to com-
plete, is required as a prerequisite to take the practical and written
examinations for the private license.

Some planes could be purchased for $1500 as of 1970 but unless you fly
over 300 hours per year it is cheaper to rent a plane. Joint ownership
of a plane with other pilots reduces the costs.

For further information see:

Delmege, J.W. Jr., 2121,_22211u. New Yotk Modern Aircraft Series, A
Division of Sports Car Press, 1966.

%/Irish, 12,, The Complete Book of Sky Sports. London: MacMillan Co., 1970.

Griffin, A., So You'd Like to_an.ilane. New Yotk: Mac Millan Co., 1970.

Guerny, G. Lt. Col. and Skiera, J.A. Capt., Private Pilot's Handbook of
Weather. Los Angeles: Aero Publishers, 1964.

Pan American Navigation Service, The New Private Pilot (8th ed.).
North Hollywood, California, 12021 Ventura BoLlevard.

Patk, A., Club Flying and Gliding. London: Hennel LoCke Limited, 182
High Holborn, 1964.
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223 Flying, gliding, parachuting, ballooning

223 Gliding (soaring)

DD: 797.55 LC: TL 605-639

Gliders or sailplanes have no motors and axe launched by being towed by
powered aircraft or by oars or axe launched by catapults. Of these, planes
axe most commonly used as launchers.

Once aloft, the gliders are dependent upon heigtt and wind currents to remain
aloft.

Small size and light weight is an advantage to the pilot. A medical cer-
tificate is not required. Obtaining a pilot license takes a minimum of
forty flights costing araund $500. Planes rent for about $10 an hour and
being towed into the air costs between $4-$5. Planes can be built from kits
for around $2500; factory-assembledplanescost around $4000.

For further information see:

Allen, R.O.S., Theory of Flight for Glider Pilots (2n1. ed.). New York:
Barnes and Nbble, 196-9.

EMrich, L. The Complete Book of Sky Sports. London: MacMillan Co., 1970.

Federal Aviation Agency, Basic, Glider Criteria Handbook. Washington D.C.:
Supt. of Documents, U.S. Govt. Printing Office, 1961.

Guerny, G. Lt. Col. and Skiera, J.A. Capt., Private Pilot's Handbook of Weather.
Los Angeles: Aero PUblishers, 1964.

Park, A., Club Plzing and Glidira. London: Hennel Locke Limited, 182 High
Holborn, 1964.

The Soaring Society of America, Inc., Soaring in America. Los Angeles:
P.O. Box 66071, 1959.

Welch, A., Welch, L. and Irving, F.G., The Soaring Pilot (2nd ed.).
London: John MarrAy, Fifty Albemarle St., 1957.
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223

223 Flying, gliding, parachuting, ballo,,d_ng

223 Ballooning

The balloon is at the mercy of the winds for its horizontal direction although
some control of the altitude it maintains is possible through the operation of

the burner controls, which determine the amount of hot air supplied to the bal-
loon.

The air that keeps the balloon up is heat.A by propane heaters and fuel costs
are very low. Balloons can be packed into a small space so hanger rental is
not required. At 1970 prices, a one-man balloon costs $2000 to $3000, a two
man $3,000 to $4 .10, and a four-man size $4,500 to $6,000.

No medical examination is required to get a license and a student permit can
be obtained at age 15 and a regular license at age 16. A ground crew with a
ground vehicle is necessary to drive to pick up the balloon and help secure it
when it lands.

For further information see:

Enrich, L., The Complete Book of Sky Sports London: MacMillan Co., 1970.

Guerny, G., Lt. Col. and Skiera, J.A., Capt., Private Pilot's Handbook of
Weather, Los Angeles: Aero Publishers, 1964

223 Gyrocraft

A gyrocraft has no wings and is kept aloft by a freewheeling horizontal rotor
blade which is rotated by air pressure. There arc four gyrocraft varients. A
gyrocopter has a motor and ground landing gear. A gyroglider has ground landing
gear but no motor. Ghydrocopter has a motor but instead of wheeled landing
gear it has floats for landing on water. A hydroglider has landing floats but
no motor.

The powered vehicle is driven forward by a small gasoline motor operated pro-
peller and attains speeds up to 85 mph. The machine holds one person, weighs
between 200 and 300 pounds and can be moved around on a samll truck or trailer.

No formal flying training is required but an examination including a medical
certificate must be passed to secure a powered vehicle pilot's license. Ap-

plicants must be 16 years of age.

The takeoff runway required ranges from 500 to 2,000 feet depending upon the
skill of the pilot. As of 1970 a do-it-yourselfer could assemble a powered
vehicle for under $1,000.

For further information see:

Enrich, L., The Complete Book o f SkL Sports, London: MacMill, 1 Co., 1970
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223 Flying, gliding, paracnuting,ballooning (cont.)

223 Parachuting

DD: 797.56 LC: TL 750-758

About seven years ago, sport parachutes were developed which could be steered
with high accuracy. This made for greatly increased safety in parachute jump-
ing, since the primary danger is not ;com the parachute failing to open but
rather from hazardous landings in unsought places. Ninety per-cent of the in-
juries are from landing in unexpected places, and about one-third of the deaths
in the last 10 years were from drowning. The United States Parachute Associa-
tion has official safety regulations and parachute jumping is governed by Fed-
eral Aviation Administration regulations. These include a qualifying medical
examination, an age requirement of 21 years or 16 years with parental consent.

Novice parachutists must make five jumps under the supervision of a certified
United States Parachute Association Jumpmaster. The following qualifying
certificates and licenses may be earned under the auspices of the United
States Parachute Association: First Jump Certificate, Freefall Certificate
License, Class A License (Parachutist), Class B License (Intermediate),
Class C License (Advanced), and Class D License (Ekpert).

For further information see:

Emrich, L., The Complete Book of Sky_gports. London: MacMir.4.... tio., 1970.

Guerny, G. Lt.Col., and
Weather. Los Angeles:

Sellick, B., Parachutes
Hall, Inc., 1971.

Skiera, J.A. Capt., Private Pilot's Handboc
...WNW

Ab.0 Publishers, 1964.

and ...p.rachutina. Englewood Cliffs , N.J.: Prk_tice-
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224 Horseback Hiding

Environmental Factors

Outdoor

Specialized environment
and/or climate

Unlimited space

Equ:pment a
major factor

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effott

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

alEILLE.211tP-ElLINILEERIal: 1972 Price range

horse rental - $2.00-6.00per hour

Impairment Limitations

blind M1 balance 0
low vision
hearin

MI seizures

erbasial

0

rspeech receptive +
r. ardation + expressive +
11. .ory M2 mixed

stooping +
kneeling +
crouching +
crawling +

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

M1 with a coMpanion on the horse
M2 with a companion along

hands impaired: 1 2

reaching +
handling + 0
fingering + 0
feeling + 0

no hands 0

0 bed patient 0
O respiratory 0
O Energy Expenditure in
O METS: 3.0-8.0
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224 Horseback riding

DD: 798.2 LC; SF 277-359

;iorseback riding serves varied recreationql purposes. Riding may be primarily
a means to enjoy the scenery and the feeling of being out-of-doors alone or
with friends. Owning a horse may be a vehicle for identifying with and belong-
ing tc certain "in" groups, such as the Masonic Horse Patrols, 4-H projects, or
various riding and iu.nt cll,bs. Each membership is constituted of distinctly
different social classes and occupational backgrounds. For some owners or ri-
ders, the training and care of the horse is the basic interest. Showing horses
of any breed is an absorbing competitive enterprise.

Riding is relatively safe, provided that the neophyte receives basic instruction
in controlling his mount, and observes i few safety rules around the barn and
on the trail. Twelve weeks of once weekly competent instruction should be suf-
ficient for most people who are only interested in occasional pleasure rides.

There are numerous light horse breeds and breei associatiow.$ are good sources
of information concerning breed standards, lists of breeders, show circuits.
and the care, training, and optimal use of each particular type of horse.
Equestrian magazines usually contain maJv informative articles concerning pro-
p3r riding techniques, show standards, end general information of interest to
horsemen.

The dollar investment in hoilseback riding can range from a basic $2.00 per hour
for the pleasure rider who lents a horse (this fee varies regionally), to thou-
sands in horses, equipment, entry fees and professional handling costs in the
case of the wealthy dedicated amateur owner who invests in a "string" of show
horses.

Physical requirements for riding are moderate. Although riding can be extreme-
ly strenous, an individual can set his own pace and expead small amount of
energy if thi3 is more desireable. Only a fair amount of motor coordination is
needed for pleasure riding, but a rather high degree of complex coordination is
required for riding five-gaited horses. Those with handicaps such as blindness,
deafness, and loss of one arm have acquired sufficient skill to be able to show
horses successfully. Balance is more important than strength than riding.

A ridr should possess a fair
sense of how an animal reacts
horse will react to different
use of body weight and legs.
emergencies as may arise.

amount of self-control and be able to have some
to fearful obje.:ts. He should also know how his
methods ot control: the voice, reins, and the
lie should be able to keep a cool head in such

"t study of rural recreational accidents in Ohio found that accidents invol-
ving horses ranked third as the cause of injuries. Falls from horses accoun-
ted for more than two-thirds of the reported riding accidents."*

*Horseback Riding, National Safety Council, Safety Education Pate Sheet No. 42
(rev.).

For further information see:

National Safety Council, Saddle Up for Safety! Chicago: 425 N. Michigan Ave.
60611.
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225 Fitness a

Environmental Factors

Indoor Outdoor

No specific
environment

Unlimited space

Requires little Equipment a major
or no equipment factor

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

.§.(6.1-al-Pscholc-Fetore
Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Individual effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for Little opportunity
recognition for recognition

Cost of equIpment and suulas: 1972 price range

Sweatsuit - $5.00-7.00
"Y" membership - 40.00/yearly
Weights - 30.00
Track shoes - 10.00-25.00

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping S2
kneeling S2
crouching S2
crawling S2

balance 0
seizures S1
aphasia:

receptive +
express:Are +
mixed

wheel chair 53
semi-ambulant 53
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

M1 jogging and running in a protected area
S1 jogging, running
52 some gymnastics, weightlifting at waist
S3 weightlifting
S4 weight lifting for resistive exercises

andalsegml:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands S1

bed patient 54
respiratory

En=siammilltattla
METS: 3.2 - 22

with a companion

level and above
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225 Physical fitness sports, e.g., jogging, running, gymnastics, weight-lifting,
etc.

DD: 796.4 LC: CV 481, GV 341, GV 461, GV 511, GV 553, GV 1061

With the exception of relay races and some gymnastics, these activities tend to
be carried on individually, sometimes in the company of others. The object may
be self developm..r, health maintainence or competition with others. The medi-
cal importance of exercise has become increasingly better known, particularly
for middle aged persons as a preventitive against cardiovascular disorders.

Jogging is one of the simplest conditioning exercises available. It takes less
time than walking. Because it is less strenuous than running it is better suited
to younger people not yet fully conditioned for running and for older people.
Jogging can be carried on almost anywhere, and no special equipment is required.
Although there is a brief awkward period at the beginning when the jogger feels
self consciously that every one is looking at him, eventually he learns to jog
around town in business clothes when on errands without worrying what people
will think.

Running takes less time but more space than jogging. It is probably the most
efficient sport for young people to get in the maximum amount of exercise in
the least time with the least equipment.

Pie term gymnastics is used generically to include setting up exercises, or
calesthenics as well as the much more technically difficult gymnastic techniques
themselves. Setting up exercises or calesthenics, like jogging, are primarily
an activity for keeping in good physical condition and there are now specific
guidelines by age and sex for scientifically selecting the proper exercises
and the proper amount ot exercises appropriate to each individual. Eventually
the muscles get in tone so that exercise becomes a pleasureable sensation in-
stead of an unpleasant series of aches and pains.

Gymnastics as a technical sport resembles tumbling, ballet, dancing, diving,
and parachuting in the quite unique ways in which the body is manipulated
through space. The body must be thought of moLe objectively and as more of
an object outside of one's thought in order to control it in the complicated
manevers it is required to make. Balance, timing and coordination all receive
unusual emphx..sis.

Weight lifting is the muscle builder par excellence. It is time consuming,
usually solitary, but more than almost any other activity, offers the possibi-
lity of the individual becoming a much more physically powerful person. TJeight

lifting is frequently pursued by boys, youths and men in search of an improved
self image, a more masculine concept of themselves and a striving for power
through physical strength.

For flirther information see:

Royal Canadian Air Force, 5 X Plan 3rd ed. Ottawa, Canada, Queen's Printer,
RCAF Phamphlet 30/1, 1965.

Administration on Aging, The Fitness Challenge in the Later Years, Washington
Administration on Aging, Social and Rehabilitation Service, U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington 20201, AOA Publication No. 802, 1968.
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226 Roller Skating

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Unlimited space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Outdoor

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

9.22.1.2LtaaLemaLaal.12R21122: 1972 Price range

Skates -$ 4.00-40.00

Impairment Limitations

blind M1
low vision M1
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory M1

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling 0
crouching 0
crawling 0

balance 0
seizures 0
aphasia:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

11.9212.1M2ELEta:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands M2

bed patient
respiratory
Ener
METS: 5 3

M1 in a protected area with a companion
M2 need companion to help put skates on and take them off
M3 slow pace

Individual effort

M3
diture in
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226 Roller skating

DD: 796.21 LC: GV 851

Roller skating is an activity pursued primarily by the young. Perhaps this
is because they are more resilient, both physically and mentally, than older
people seem to be. Younger people don't seem to worry so much about hurting
themselves. Nor do they worry about looking silly if they fall. The self-
consciousness that so inhibits older people doesn't yet affect them.

One's first attempts at roller skating can be quite frightening. The novice
has to get used to moving on a set of 4-wheeled feet, and until he does
the ground or floor below seems fearfully hard and threatening. Once an
equilibrium is achieved, roller skaters enjoy a new sense of movement, speed
and balance.

If finances allow, one can take advantage of indoor rinks and can roller
skate all year 'round. Besides providing a controlled environment in which
to improve one's skill, roller rinks set the sce-le for social interplay.
The better skater can offer advice and encouragement to the hesitant. The
fallen, victims of wayward and undisciplined leg movements, will be assisted
to an upright position by helpful passers-by.

The overriding spirit is one of fun and humor. It's difficult not to laugh at
the sight of bodies st-uggling to maintain their balance. It's a comic sit-
uation which appeals to the queer se-.se of humor in all of us. Just as novices
find the skating easier as they go along, so too they find that it's nct as
difficult to laugh at oneself.

Sidewalks are another of the skater's favorite haunts. Sidewalk skaters are
a much more spontaneous (and/or much poorer) breed than the roller rink de-
votees. Sidewalk skating has one major advantage over skating in the rink;
whereas the scenery in a rink is severely limited if not to say boringly
repititious, the sidewalk skater chooses his own view. The drawback of
sidewalk skating is the greater safety hazards.

For further information see:

National Safety Council, Sidewalk Vehicles. Safety Education Data Sheet
No. 17, (rev.) Chicago: 425 N. Michigan, Axe., 60611.



227 Water Sports, e.g., swimming, skiing, divingt, skin diving

Environmental Factors

indoor Outdoor

Specialized environment
and/or cilmate

Unlimited space

Requires little Equipment a
or no equipment major factor

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Group effort Individual effort

Unstructured

Supervised Unsupervised

Opportunity for Little opportunity
recognition for recognition

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 price range

men's trunks - $5.00-14.00
women's bathing suits - 10.00-25.00
water skiis - 20.00-50.00
ski belt - 3.00-8.00

Impairment Limitations

blind M1
low vision M1
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory M1

impaired:
stooping S2
kneeling S2
crouching S2
crawling S2

balance
seizures
aphasia:
receptive
expressive
mixed

wet suit - $50.00-70.00
air tank - 100.00-120.00
fins - 7.00-10.00
mask -3.00-10.00

M1 hands impaired: 1 2

0 reaching + b".

handling S1 S1
+ fingering S1 81
+ feeling

no hands 0

SI 81

wheel chair S2
semi-ambulant S2
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

bed patient 0
respiratory 0
Energy Expenditure in
METS:

M1 swimming in a protected area with a companion along for safety
51 suimming, diving
82 swimming
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227 Water sports, e.g., swimming, skiing, diving, skin diving

227 Swimming

DD: 797.21 LC: UV 837

In contrast to most avocational activities which are optional according to
the individual's choice, swimming is an essential activity which should be
learned by everyone physically capable of swimming. Not only your own life,
but the life of another person may depend on whether or not you know how to
swim.

"Swimming is now the second most popular form of outdoor recreation." It will

probably be the first by 1980. There is an average of 7,200 drowning deaths
in the U.S., the fourth leagest cause of death. About 2,800 of those drowned
were swimming or playing in the water.*

* "Swimming," National Safety Council, Safety Education Data Sheet No. 27,
Chicago, 425 I. Michigan Ave., 60611.

For further information see:

Anderson, William, Teaching the Ph slcallyjiwim. London: Faber

and Faber, 24 Russell Square, 1968.

Council for National Cooperation in Aquatics and American Association forHealuh,
Physical Education and Recreation, A Practical Guide for Teachin the Mentallz
Retarded to Swim. Washington, D.C.: American Association for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation, 1201 16th St., N.W., Washington 20036, 1969.

Whiting, H.T.A., Teaching the Persistent Non-Swimmer. New York: St. Martin's
Press, 1970.

227 Water Skiing

DD: 797.173 LC: GV 840.S5

Water skiing is unusue.1 in that in order to ski at all the skier must first con-
trol the skiis while thetow boat is pulling the skier to the surface of the
water. This is an all or none situation where either the skier can do it or
he cannot. It can be socially embarrassing for those who fail many times be-
cause the failure is very obvious to all observers. Once up on the surface,
it is relatively easy to stay up and to learn the mon.: advanced techniques of
steering the skiis, riding over waves, etc., as well as the more difficult
acts of riding one ski and jumping.

A 10hp motor is needed as a minimum to pull a full grown skier; a 25hp is bet-
ter. Spills may be dangerous at speeds greater than 40 mph.

For further information see:

Kesting, Ted, ed. The Outdoor Encyclopedia. New York: A.S.Barnes and Co..
1957.

Tyll, Al, The Complete Beginner's Guide to Water Skill:a. Garden City, New York:
Doubleday and Company, 1970.

(cont. on next page)
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227 Water sports (cont.)

227 Diving

DD: 797.24 LC: GV 837

Together with tumbling and parachuting, diving provides the unique sensation
of traveling through the air with no contact with ground, water or any other
form of support. For many people diving gives a sense of freedom and a feel
iL of greater control over their body.

227 Skin diving, scuba diving

DD: 797.23 LC: G7 837.

The skin diver dives with only a face mask and flippers. With practice skin
divers learn to control their breathing so that they .can stay under watt . for
several minutes at a time. During those minutes, the diver can explf,re te
bottom of a river, lake or bey, or he can fish or look for specimens of one
sort or another.

"Scuba is an acronym for "self contained underwater breathing apparatus."
The scuba diver carries tanks of air on his back, and consequently can stay
under water for relatively long periods of time. Unlike the hardhat aiver,
the scuba diver need not be connected to any surface vessel, and he has no
cumbersome equipment to restrict his movements. Scuba divers carry out a
number of practical and necessary underwater tasks, but the individual who
dives for pleasure is most likely to enjoy exploring, fishing, or collecting
things like unusual shells or beach glass.

Skin divers and scuba divers have many things in common: they love the water
and the freedom of movement they experience in underwater swimming, and they
are interested in the creatures who live in the bodies of water in which they
dive. Recently, conservationconscious scuba divers have used their skills to
discover the extent and causes of damage done to ecological systems of dif
ferent bodies of water.

Local establishments offer scuba diving lessons --the usual.course is 8 to 12
hours --at reasonable cost; it is necessary to know how to swim before one
begins to think about diving.

For further information see:

Dueker, C.W., M.D., Lt. Com., Medical Aspects of Sport Ditag. New York: A.S.

Baraes and Compaay, 1970.

Frey, H. and S., Diver Below. London: CollierMacMillan, 1969.

Hampton, T.A., The Master Diver and Underwater Sportsman. New York: Arco Pub
lishing Company; 1970.
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(cont. on next page)
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227 Surfing

DD: 797.172 LC: GV 840.88

Surfing has in recent years spread from the Pacific islands to both coasts of
the U.S. and become one of the fastest-growing ocean sports. A whole sub-,
culture has grown up around surfing, and the tanned, athletic surfer Ilth
sun-bleached hair has become a symbol of an affluent generation of American
youth.

The chief attraction of surfing is the thrill connected with successfully
riding on top of a board which is being carried just below the crest of a
wave. The setting in which the surfing takes place is also an attraction
for beach lovers, of course.

Surfing demands, as an elementary safety measure, that the would-be surfer
be a strong swimmer, capable of swimming considerable distances even at the
end uf a strenuous day of surfing. The introduction of lightweight boards
of synthetic materials, while opening up the sport to women and.others of small
build, has increased the danger that individuals not in proper physical
condition will try their hands at surfing. The surfer needs also to be
aware of the danger from uncontrolledboards --his ownor others-1 when he
wipes out (falls from his board).

For further information see:

Bloomfield, J., Know-How in the Surf. Rutland, Vermont: Charles E. Tuttle
Co., 1965.

Dixon, P.L., The Complete Book of Surfing. New York: Coward-McCann Inc., 1965.

Klein, H.A. and M.C., Surf's Up. New York: Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1966.
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228 Yinter stata.2zELLAKUILJALLasi..11t9111a1.29228Alniag,
snowmobiling, snowshoeing

Environmental Factors

Outdoor

Specialized environment
and/Or climate

Unlimited space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

1120.011721matauLIALJNELlau

Aesthetic .

Creative

Concrete

Group effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

cost ot.221212112nLEELE222121: 1973 price range

skii3 - $40.00-90.00
ski boots - 30.00
sleds - 4.99-17.88
toboggans - 3.66-27.99

Impairment Limitations

blind M1
low vision M1
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling 0
crouching 0
crawling S3

balance
seizures
aphasia:

receptive
expressive
mixed

Individual effort

poles - $8.00
snowmobiles - 500.00-1000.00
ice skates - 10.00-20.00

0 hands impaired: 1 2
0 reaching S1 51

handling S1 51
+ fingering S1 $1
+ feeling Sle51

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

no hands 52

O bed'patient 0
O respiratory 0
O Energy Expenditure in
O METS: 3.0-20.0

M1 snowtobiling as riders; skating in protected areas
S1 skating, snowmobiling, snowshoeing, skiing
S2 skating.and snowshoeing with assistance to attach shoes; snowmobiling as riders
S3 snowmobiling

70 81
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VInter sports, e.g., skiing, skating, sledding, tobogganing, snowmo
biling, snowshoeing

228 nlint;

DD: 796.93 LC: GV 854

The chief problems with skiing ar-7, the trvel time required for moot people
to reach the, hilld wtth ski.tows and the high cost of the use of tows. This
decreases skii,Ag's suitability for older individuals and other indiliduals
with limited vigor who can only participate in vigorous activity fo:' an hour
or two.

The increase in the number of tows and the use of artific2a1 snow are likely
to increase 'participation in skiing. So will the four day week, locating
more industries in the northern part of the country, and using school build
ings year around so that more families will take winter vacations.

228 Ice skating

DD: 796.91 LC: GV 849-851

Because the amount of eftort expended in ice skating can %,nge from little to
much, it is suitable both for individuals with limite1 vigor and for those who
wish strenuous activity. Older people must take more care to avoid falling.
Skating against the wind substantially increases the energy outpW., required.

During the late winter months, becruse the sun may melt the ice in the middle
of the day, better skating is to 'ound ix, the morning or the late afternoon
or evening. Because of this, good skating is more available for workers on
factory shifts than for office workers.

For further information see:

United States Figure SkAting Association, Ev,aluation of Errors in Fi_gures.
30 Huntington Avenus, Boston: U.S. Figure Skating Association, 1959, 5th cd.

Van Der Weyden, Erik, Instructions to Young Skaters. London: Museum Press
Limited, 1957.

228 Sledding and tobogganing

DD: 796.95 LC: GV 855

With the increasing number of cars, fewer roads are safe for sledding. Neigh
borhood action is needed to encourage park commissions to plow park secondary
roads and block them off to car traffic so they may be used for safe sledding.
Few winter sports hold as much attraction for elementary school age children
as sledding.

Tobogganing is one of the best togetherness winter sports for families as a
large toboggan holds the family. In contrast to sledding the toboggan travsls
successfully downhill and across fields. At best the steering capacity of a

(cont. on next page)
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228 Winter sports, 3kiing, skating, sledding, tobogganing, etc.
228 Sledding and tobogganing (cont.)
toboggan is far inferior to a sled or bobsled. The capacity to steer it depends
on the amount of snow. On ice crust any effort to turn it from a straight course
may well cause it to spin and spill all the riders.

For further information see:

National Safety Council, "Sidewalk Vehicles," Safety Education Data Sheet No. 17
(rev.), Chicago, 425 No. Michigan Avenue 60611.

228 Snowmobiling

DD: 796.51 LC: GV857.S6T8

Since snowmobiling is sedentary, it is an outdoor activity but without exercise.
The long ulimb back up hill characteristic of sledding and toboggahing is elimina
ted. Snowmobiling offers extraordinary opportunities to explore buck woods areas
othelwise accessable only to the most hardy cross country skiers. Scientifically
laid out and supervised snowmobile trails in county, state and national parks and
forests and trails on private property for which fees are paid may end the cur
rent noisy anarchy in the use of the snowmobile.

For the year 1970 the State of Wisconsin reported 67 snowmobiles involved in acci
dents resulting in 4 fatalities and 46 injuries.*

* "Wisconsin Accidents Facts"1970-1971 Edition, Division of Motor Vehicles,
Madison, Wisconsin, p. 32.

For further information see:

Malo, J.W., Snowmobilina4 New York: MacMillan Co., 1971.

Tuite, j.J., Snowmobiles 8nd Snowmobilias. New York: Cowles Book Co., 1969,

228 Snowshocing

DD: 796.92 LC: GV 853

Together with cross country skiing, snowshoeing offers the maximum opportunity
for wilderness travel without the noise and speed of the snowmobile. Used lo
cally, every woodlot in winter offers the observer fascinating views of frost
covered bushes and trees. Tracks reveal the busy travel of commuting rabbits,
and the intermittent tracks of pheasants. In our noisy civilization, few winter
activities lead one so readily into areas of quiet and peace.

228 Ice boating

Ice boating requires large areas of cleared ice on lakes or rivers, and conse
quently is limited to regions with favorable weather for this, which include
eastern New York State, including Long Island, New Jersey, the province of On
tario, Michigan, Wisconsin, northern Ohio, Indiana and Illinois.

With a 10 mile wind an iceboat can attain speeds of 35 mph and speeds of up to
144 mph have been recorded in the past.

For further informs ion see:

The Encyclopedia of Sports.. New York: A.S. Barnes and Co., 1953.

Kesting, Ted, ed., The Outdoor Ensyslatd.1A. New York: A.S. Barnes and Co., 1957.

Smith, S. Calhoun, Ice Bot_an. Princeton, N. J.: D. Van Nostrand Co., 1962.
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230 lagyidaajzipsEta. iag.taclriA

Individual sports always pit the individual against himself, but individual
competitive sports allow him to test his mkills against the dkills of others
as well. The oompetitor tastes the bitterness of defeat and the sweetness of
viotory as well as the salty taste of sweat.

The individual who is socially unsure of himself but excels in a particular
sport oan often acquire new poise when he realises that people respect him
and his skills. The sport also gives him something on which he is relatively
expert to talk about in a sooial situation, and competition is an exoellent
way to meet other individuals with similar interests and skills.



Archery

hulll:L21.112a041L1latal

Indoor Outdoor

No specific
tmvironment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

LIZILICTJEWlahUdiallEftla

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

22EL.L.S.TILEMMI.SUI-212221122: 1972 price range

Archery sets - $13.00-45.00

airE_L__.nent Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

Lmpaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

a
0

1-

+

balance
seizures

A211122.1:
receptive +

expressive +
mixed

M1

wheel chair
semi-ambulant M2
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

M1 possible if supported
M2 possible if sitting

hands imaired: 1 2

reaching 0 0

handling 0 0

fingering 0 0
feeling 0 0

no hands 0

bed patient 0

respiratory 0

Energy Expenditure in
METS: 4.4 6
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231 Archery

DD: 799,32 LC: GV 1185

Archery is practioed in nearly every civilization. Originally, of cc:117%4-
chery was a very practioal skill; the man who discovered the bow and i1.5
was a lot more likely to survive an encounter with a vicious animal than a.'
the man who had to tackle the tiger or wolf with a spear or knife.

In time, arohers came to be admired for their technical dkills as well as for
their hunting prowess. Arohery, although still used for practical purposes,
oame to be a sport in the modern sense of the word. Tournaments became com-
mon, and tho ideal of shooting great distances with great acouraoy was deve-
loDed. Archery is one of the fastest growing sports today.

Arohery revires a keen eye and a steady hand. It does not require a great
deal of movement from place to place, and might therefore be a suitable ao-
tivity for the individual whose mobility is impaired but who retains he use
of both arms and hands. In arohery, the key is skill rather than strength.
The sport is as popular among women as men. To achieve profioienoy at ar-
chery requires patienoe, conoentration, and long hours of practice, but the
sport, when engaged in by people who know what they are doing, is aestheti-
cally very pleasing to both the archer and his gallery: there is something
delightful about the sight of an arrow winging straight toward its target.

For further information see:

Dintiman, G.B., and Barrow, L.M., .A Comprehensive Manual of Physical Educa-
tion Activities for Men. New York: Appleton-Century Crofts Educational Di-

. .

vision, Meredith Corp., 1970.

Keating, Ted, (ed.), The Outdoor Encyclopedia. New York: A.S. Barnes and
Company, 1957.,

National Safety Council, Safet? jnArohwj. Safety Education Data Sheet No. 94,
Chicago: 425 N. Michigan Ave., 061i, 1960.



232 Bowlingt Lawn Bowling and La Bocce

Environmental Factors

Indoor Outdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major factor

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Cost of

Bowling
Bowling
Bowling

Im

equipment and supplies: 1972 price

balls - $20.00-'25.00
alley fees - 0.50-1.50
shoes - men's - 10.00 - 13.00

women's - 8.00-10.00

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling +
cropPhing 0
crawling +

M1 at slow pace

balance 0
seizures
aphasia:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart M1
Class IV heart 0

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

range

hands impaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

bed patient 0
respiratory M1
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 3 - 6
OW 'if/MEV
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232

232 Bowling, lawn bowling, b000i

232 Bowling

DD: 794,6 LC: GV 903

The familiar game of bowling, or tenpins, came to the United States with the
Dutch settlers of New York in the seventoenth century. Nbw nearly every town
in the nation has at least one bowling alley in which individuals cnd teams
of individuals hurl heavy balls down a long wooden deck in an attempt to
knock over the wooden pins at the other end of the alley. Serious players
usually join leagues whinh play at specified intervals and competition
among teams and individuals is benrniling ever more organized.

232 Lawn bowling

DD: 796.31 LC: GV 909

The only relation between the modern forms of tenpins and lawn bowling seems
to be that in both games the players throw large balls along the ground. In
the game of lawn bowling, or bowls, balls axe used which have been manufac-
tured so that when thrown they do not roll in a straight line, but:have a
desired curve, or bias. Each player throws four balls and tries to get eht
least ons of them nearest the jack. The player may use his b&ils to knock
the balls of his opponent away fram the jack or his own balls toward it.

Lawn bowling, as the name implies, is played on a grassy field. The quality
of the lawn has a definite effect on the bias of the ball, and players must
learn to compensate for different kinds of fields.

Vision corrected to 20/50 is regarded as satisfaatory for .i.awn bowling.

The U.S. National Championship was once won by an amputee with an artifizsial
leg.*

*The American Lawn Bowler's Guide, Maxwell, H.C., Foundation Press, Santa
Anna, California (11577-pp. 116-117.

For further information see:

Showers, N.E., Bowling. Pacific Palisades, California: Goodyear Publishing
Company, Pacific Palisades 90272, 1969.

Sullivan, G., (ed.), Bowlii Secrets of the Pros. Garden City, New York:
Doubled4y & Company, 1918.

Periodicals: Bowling Wazine
The Bowler's Journal
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232 Bowling, lawn bowling, la bocoi

232 Bocce

DD: 796.31 LC: GV 909

Bocce originated in Italy, allegedly a sport played by the Romans. It was

brought to the U.S. in a refined form by the Italians and here it has gained

oross-cultural popularity. Many faotors account for this popularity. The

game is easy to learn, its trappJngs are kept simple--aa long as there are

eight bills and a place to roll them, you oan play b000e. It's a game at-

tractive to both men and women--in areas of high popularity there are oomma-

nity-sponsored leagues,just like themore universal bowling or baseball clam-

aunity leagues. There axe different Skills whioh oome to play in b000e.

Getting the ball positioned to your advantage may be done in one of four or

five different ways. Devotees of the game have their own speoial style and

playing the game gives them a ohanoe to show their stuff. The game tests

the dkill of your own play and your ability to play against another's dkill.

Perhaps the one feature of bocce which most aoolounts for its popularity is the

atmosphere of the game. Unlike many competitive games, where silence is the

rule of fair play, bocce players delight in the spirited taunts and bddi-

nage that are constantly exchanged during the game. Most often this is pos-

sible withmt oausing hard feelings beoause the players are long-time friends.

Dovoted fans play b000e as much for the companionship as for the game itself,

The love of b000e is so ingrainedmost players are brought up with the game--

that it is standard fare at picnics and most other family/social gatherings.

Ocoaaionally botiaes of wine o:c penny stakes are added to the game to inorease

incentive.

B000e sets run at $20. Equipment is durable--lasts as long as none of the set

is lost--if the set is plastic and not wood balls.

so
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233 Golf

Environmental Factors

Outdoor

Specialized environ-
ment and/or climate

Unlimited space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

§.2.21A2:1=11.5a210411.112I.9.U.

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort Gratp eff*rt

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of equipment and supslal: 1972 price range

Golf clubs
Golf balls
Green fees
Golf shoes
Golf cart -
Golf hag -

- $50.00-200.00
- 2.50-3.00/ pkg
- 1.50-5.00
- 15.00-20.00
20.00-30.00
9.00-29.00

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

0
0

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling
crouching 0
crawling

balance 0
seizures
aphasia:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair 0
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

haa11.12REALEtl:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

1 2

0 0

0 0
+ 0

+ 0

bed patient 0
respiratory
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 5
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233 Golf

DD: 796.352 LC: GV 961-987

233

The golfer is always playing first against himself. Getting the eluaive
birdie or eagle and lowering his handicap is the golfer's goal. But, due to
the crowded conditions on most public courses, golfers seldom play alone, and
competition is considered an intrinsic part of the game.

A great deal of coordination is required to play good golf. The beginning
golfer is usually confused and frustratea when his instrv or demands that
he maintain the proper positions with his hands, arms, feet, legs, and body.
It is, after all, the club that hits the ball! But the skilled golfer knows
that every part of the body contributes to the smoothness and aucuraoy of the
swing and henoe the accuracy of the ball's flight.

Once the sport of the rich, golf is now available to almost anyone. Many
municipalities maintain public courses on which one may play for a very slight
fee; the disadvantage of these is that so many people have discovered the
pleasure of golf that these courses are usually very crowded, and long waits
are necessary before it is possible to tee off. That doesn't seem to bother
the true aficionados, however; they rise at unholy hours in order to get to
the course and secure a place in the waiting line.

The gentle exercise derived from walking around the golf course (carts, of
course, provide an alternative for the non-athletic) is generally considered
beneficial for almost anyone, and many golfers say that they are to work
out their agressive tendencies on the frustrating little white ball.

For further information see:

Dintiman, G.B. and Barrow, L.M., A Comprehensive Manual of Physical Education
Activities for Men. New York: Appleton-Century Crofts Educational Division
Meredith Corp., 1970.

8f 91



234 amaldkultdAMA114ing

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Cost of equipment and supplies:

Weights - $30.00-50.00
Gym mat - 10.00
Chinning bar - 6.00
Bag andmitts- 20.00

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling 0
crouching 0
crawling 0

S1 can lift weights

Social-PsycholoRical Factors,

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

1972 price range

balance 0
seizures 0
aphasia:

receptive
expressive
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart Q

hulds impaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

Individual effort

1 2
O 0
0 0
O 0
O 0

bed patient 0
respiratory 0
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 10 - 2
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234 Gymnastics, weightlifting

DD: 796.4 LC: GV 461-553

Both gymnastics and weightlifting are sports which lend themselves to individual
work and self-improvment; both are practiced by people who are concerned abaut
their physical health. For the individual who has attained some proficiency
at either sport, however, competition provides a natural outlet for the desire
to measure one's own skills against the skills of others.

Gymnastics is offered as an intramural and/or extramural sport at many high
sohools and colleges for members of both sexes. Gymnastics inoludes work on
various pieces of apparatus (parallel bars, side horse, horizontal bar, tram-
poline, etc.). Weightlifting is generally more popular among men, and fa-
cilities are often available at public and private gymnasia.

Although competitive gymnastics and weightlifting are very strenuous and
exaoting sports, the handicapped individual or the individual regaining the
use of his bodr after a period of disability might find them both enjoyable
and challenging. Since both gymnastics and weightlifting are sports whioh
emphasize individual achievement and individual improvement, it is quite
possible to proceed at one's own pace, working steadily if not speotaoularly
toward a goal.

"During the 1968-1969 school yea:2, more than one-third of all school juris-
dioUon student accidents reported to the National Safety Council were
within the jurisdiction of the gymnasium."*

*Safêty In the'Gyttrasium, National Safety Council, Safety Education Data
Sheet Niimber 22 (171;7.7): Chicago, 425 N. Michigan Ave., 60611.

234 Tumbling

This sport requires agility, strength, motor coordination, and full use of
facilities. It requires little equipment. Individuals may work alone or in
pairs or small grouns. In any case, stunts are performed usually as parts of
routines. Normally there is a short warm-up period of general calisthenics or
specific limbering exercises. The roll progression is the most basic and has
great practical benefit; learning of certain rolls can save hard bumps on
athletic field and in life situations. The inverted balance progression con-
sists of hand and head stands and cartwheels. The companion balance progres-
sion is beet for exhibition activity and must be performed in pairs with one
partner balancing the other. Other routines consist of front and back somer-
sault activities.

For further information see:

Mintiman, G.B. and Barrow, L.M., A Comprehensive Manual of Physical Education
Activities for Men. New York: Appleton-Century Crofts Educational Division,
Meredith Corp., 1970.

Laporte, William R. and Renner, Al G., The Tumblers' Manual. New York: Prentice-
Hall Inc., 1938.



235 Rifle Pistol.4.111L2E, _kn.(t ktioct..jz

Environmental Factors

Indoor Outdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space Unlimited space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre - patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 price range

Rifles - $20.00-100.00
Shotguns - 40.00-280.00
Clay pigeons - 3.25/ case
Gun cabinets - 70.00-189.00

Impairment limitations

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneelinL
crouchi.g +
crawling

balance M1
seizures
aphasia:
receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant M1
Class III heart +
Class IV heart 0

M1 possible if sitting and/or supported
S1 pistol shoocin4 possible

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + 51
handling + 0
fingering + 0
feeling + 0

no hands 0

bed patient 0
respiratory

EntEILLIEWALIGE2-112
las: 1.9 - 3
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235 Rifle, pistol, trap or skeet shooting

DD: 799.3 LC: GV 1174-81

Skillful nse of firearms to shoot at moving or stationary objects requires
good eyesight and the use of at least one hand and arm, but it does not re-
quire muoh physical strengt14 or mobility; rifle, pistol, trap, or skeet shoot-
ing would therefore be an excellent activity for the individual who ii in
some way handicapped to consider.

Mbst sport shooting of this kind is done on artificial, commercial ranges;
stationary targets are sometimes used, but the most common typo by far is
trap or Skeet shooting. In this sport, clay "pigeons" are tossed Into the
air by a device known as a trap at an angle WhiCh is supposed to simulate
the flight of real birds. The sportsman's aim, of course, is to fire a
shot that will hit the clay pigeon and break it.

Because the targets are inanimate, the sport has none of the negative aspects
of hunting; shooting is considered strictly a akill,'to be practiced for its
own sake with proper emphasis on safty precautions. The sport is easi4 made
competitive on a formal or informal basis. The trap can be set to throw a
given number of birds per minute, and scoring then depends on how many clay
pigeons are broken by the competitor When they are thrown at a given frequency.

Nb figures for injuries or fabalities on supervised shooting ranges are a-
vailable, although the number is thought to be relatively low. However, the
Department of Health, Eduoation and Welfare reports that in 1966 the number
of accidental deaths due to firearms in the United States was 2,558.*

It is presumed that this sport is unsuitable for depressed people Who might
develop suicidal tendencies or for paranoid people who might develop homo-
cidal tendencies.

Right to Bear Arms, Bakal, Carl, McGraw-aill, New York (1966), p 354.

For further information see:

Gresham, Grits, The S ortsman and His Family Outdoors. New York: Outdoor Life-
E.P. Dutton 4 Co., 19 9.

Resting, Ted (ed.), The Outdoor Encyclopedia. New York: A.S. Barnes and Co.,
1957.

Menke, Frank G., Encyclopedia of Sports. New YbA: A.S. Barnes and Co.,
1944.

National Recreation Association, Community Sports and Athletics. New York:
A.S. Barnes and Co., 1949.

85.95
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236 Skating (ice or r011vr)

EnvironmentAljactors

Indoor Outdoor

Specialized environ-
ment and/or climate

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necess-
arily nt hand

Aesthetic

Pre - patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of equipment 13121.212autl: 1972 price range

Roller skater - $14.00-40.00
Ice skates - 10.00-20.00
Rink fees - 1.00-2.00

2112aUlazkliatlill2a2

blind M1
low vision M1
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling +
crouching 0
crawling

balance
seizures
Aphasia:

receptive
expressivt
mixed

0 hands imPaire4: 1 2
0 reaching + +

handling M2 M2
+ fingering M2 M2
+ feeling M3 M3

wheel chair 0
semi-ambulant Q
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

no hands M2

bed patient 0
respiratory 0
Ener enditure in
MET 10 - 0

M1 possible in protected area
M2 possible with companion to put on and take off skates
M3 protect hands from frostbite
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236 Skating (ice or roller)

DD: 796.91 LC: GV 849, GV 851

Competitive ice or roller skating has two basic forma: speed skating and figure
skating. The former is self-explanatory; in the second the emphasis is on grace-
ful movement through a number of set ("school") figures and then a kind of danc-
ing which groups the figures into an original, aesthetically pleasing composi-
tion.

Competitive skating requires balance, poise, and stamina. Long hours of hard
practice go to make an Olympic skater, but even passably good skating is the
result of a lot of work. Competitive skating would probably not be a suitable
activity for anyone with a major handicap; minor impairments which did not af-
fect balance or mobility would probably not be a problem for the would-be
skater.

Although children still ice skate on ponds and roller skate down sidewalks,
competitive skating is done on indoor or outdoor rinks. This is preferable
for reasons of safety and becanse the ice on an ice-skating rink can be kept
smooth, and a perfectly smooth level floor can be laid for the roller rink.

677



237 Swimming and Diving

EnvironJaakOLJA.0,qtag,

Indoor Outdoor

Specialized environment
and/or climate

Unlimited space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

22.91417.422a121211..........1

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

ici1F12t2r

Individual effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for Little opportunity
recognition for recognition

Cost of eGuipment pd supplies: 1972 price range

Mensi trunks - $5.00-14.0U
Bathing suits - 10.00-25.00

Impairment Limitations

blind M1
low vision M1
hearing
speech
retardation +
memorY M1

impaired:
stooping S1
kneeling +
crouching S1
crawling +

balance 81
seizures 0
aphasia:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair 0
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

M1 in a protected area with supervision
S1 swimming but not diving

hands impaired: 1 2

reaching + 0
handling + +
fingering + +
feeling + +

no hands 0

bed patient 0
respiratory 0
Energy Expen ture in
METS: 10 - 2
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237 Swimming and diving

DD: 797.2 LC: GV 837

The emphasis in competitive swimming is almost always on speed. Style is
taken into account, but even then the competition is among swimmers employing
the same style to see who can swim the fastest and the farthest.

Swimming is such good all-around exercise the'. the individual who is interested
in improving his physical condition is well-advised to swim; competitive swim-
ming is a possibility for anyone who is a good swimmer and wants to benefit from
the extra discipline that competition can provide.

For the individual who is already a good swimmer but is not interested in speed
swimming, diviag is a natural alternative. In diving, especially competitive
diving, the emphasis is on form and perfection of movement. Excellence of indi-
vidual performance is gauged in relation to the performance of others, and the
sport is a demanding but rewarding one.

For further information see:

Dintiman, G. B. and Barrow, L. M., A Comprehensive Manual of Physical Education
Activities for Men. New York: Appleton-Century Crofts Educational Division,
Meredith Corp. 197 .

8b9
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240 Au0,21IEUL

Although all sports are valuable for thetx physical effects, dual sports have
the additional advantage of bringing two people together in an informal social
setting.

The sport itseif provides the players with a prescribed course of physical ac-
tion--in itself an aid to overcoming shyness, since it provides "something to
do" with the body--and also gives them a variety of natural topics with which
to begin a conversation. The situation makes few demands; when the game is
over, the players can part with or without making a date for another game, or
they can decide to socialize further with each other in another setting.

Most players of dual sports enjoy the sports in and for themselves, and do not
worry too much about winning or losing, except from the standpoint of improving
their games. People who just can't get worked up over the importance of win-
ning or losing but enjoy playing find dual sports more congenial than team
sports. The non-competitive player of a dual sport doesn't have to worry a-
bout anyone but himself and his opponent; he doesn't have to feel that he's
letting anyone down when he doesn't play to win.



241 lbamintoll

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Outdoor

22911klanhamis41.Eulmi

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of eauipment andLsupplies: 1972 price range

Badminton set - $8.00

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

M1

0

0

balance 0
seizures
aphasia:

receptive
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair M2
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

M1 need companion to keep score
M2 use smaller court, companion to retrieve

reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

Individual effort

bed patient 0
respiratory 0
n. Ex en iture in

bird

3
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241 Badminton

AD: 796.345 LC: GV 1007

Badminton is played by two or four on a small indoor or outdoor court. The

players use small, light rackets to propel a bird, or shuttlecock (originally
made by sticking feathers into a cork, now commonly made of plastic) back and
forth over a high net. Because theequipment is portable it can be taken along
to picnics and other outings if the participants are willing to dispense with

a properly lined out court.

Although there are people who take their badminton very seriously, one of the
nicer things about the game is that most people don't. Hitting the light bird
back and forth is just so pleasant that many people don't want to interrupt
the volley by scoring a point. The game is likely to become a cooperative
effort to keep the bird aloft.

Badminton is a leisurely game, and conversation between the players is commonly
both possible and convenient. Because the bird and rackets are so light, play-
ing well requires a sensitive touch; height and long arms are also advantageous.

For further information see:

Dinitiman, G.B. and Barrow, L. M., A Comprehensive Manual of Physical Education
Activities for Men, New York: Appleton-Century Crofts Educational Division,
Meredith Corp. 1970.

93
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Croquet

Environmental Factors

Indoor Outdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

So:ial-Psychologpal Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

S.22LaLtELemILEI.Eutalat: 1972 Price range

croquet set - $7.29-16.90

Impairment Limitations

blind'

low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impeired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

0 balance 0
0 seizures

aphasia:
receptive +
expressive +
mixed

0 wheel chair M1
semi-ambulant M1
Class III heart +
Class IV heart 0

M1 possible but awkward

isoc,scat

Individual effort

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + 0
handling + 0
fingering + +
feeling + +

no hands 0

bed patient
respiratory
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 3.0-4.0
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242 Croquet

DD: 796.354 LC; GV 931

Croquet, a game that may be played by two individuals or two teams, has an
aristocratic tradition. ainking about croquet conjures up an image of a
warm summer afternoon: young men in starched shirts and young ladies in long
dresses playing languidly on a manicured lawn after a leisurely picnic.

In our more democratic era, the cost of a crovet set is within almost any-
one's reach, and the playing field is likely to be someone's bacivyard. The
game is played by striking a wooden ball with a short wooden mallet to pro-
pel it first through a series of hoops which are studk into the ground ac-
cording to a prescribed pattern, and finally to hit a small post with the
ball. There are a number of competitive situations in &Joh one player may
strike another's ball with his own and drive it off course.

Croquet is a slow-moving game, the pace of which can be determined wholly
by the participants' desire. It is not physically strenuous, and leaves
plenty of time and energy for conversations between players. It would be
especially suited to the individual who desires or requires some mild ex-
ercise but cannot exert himself too much; it is also easily adapted to
suit variaus handicaps.

For further information see:

Miller, D. and Thorp, R., ._R:n).:_,.1iowtoP)_Ay_LtCrouete. Lmdon: Fdber and

Faber, 24. Russell Square, 1966.

Solomon, J.W., Croquet. London: B.T. Batsford Ltd., 1966.
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243 Handball, Jai -lai

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No pr-cific
errrironment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment not
necessarily at hand

Outdoor

kSial

Aceiletic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

caLofe.rnen 1972 price range

handball - $2.39/two
glove - 7.50/ pair

Impairment Limitations

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory M2

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling
crouching 0
crawling

balance 0
seizures
aphasia:
receptive +
expresrive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

Mi need companion to keep score
M2 play with one hand Inssible
M3 protect from bruises

individual effort

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching 142 -0

handling + +
fingering + +
feeling M3 M3

no hands 0

O bed patient 0
O respiratory 0
O Energy Expenditure in
O METS: 8.0-20.0
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243

243 Handball, jai-lai

243 Handball

DD: 796.31 LC: GV 1017.H2

Handball is a fast, strenuaas game played by two people who bounce a ball
against the wall of a court and try to return each other's rebounds. It is
a game which requires mobility and coordination, and provides excellent
exercise. A high-statas game, handball is often played by young and middle aged
executives in private clubs and gyms.

For further information see:

Dintiman, G.B. and Barrow, L.M., A Comprehensive Manual. 91 Physicatl Eduoation
Acttvities for Men. New York: Appleton-Century Crofts Eduost$ponal rivision,
Meredith Corp., 1970.

243 Handball, Jai -lai

243 Jai -lai

DD: 796.34 LC: GV 1017.1'4

"Jai-lai" comes through Spanish from two Basque words meaning "merry festival".
The game is played very much like handball, but the players use a long curved
wicker basket strapped to the right wris.c to make contact with the ball. Jai-

lai too is a fast, strenuous game. Jai-lai is particularly popular in areas
which have been strongly influenced by Latin culture; it is popular as an
exhibition game in Florida.

Both handball and jai-lai are usually considered men's games; neither is pop-
ular among women. Both activtties would require significant modification to
be suitable for handicapped individuals.

97
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244 Paddleball, Tetherball

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires: little
or no equipment

Equipment not
necessarily at hand

Outdoor

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of eguipment and supplies: 1972 price range

paddle ball rackets - $7.99
tetherball set - 7.95

Impairment Limitations

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory M1

impaired:
stooping +
kneeling 0
crouching +
crawling 0

baJance 0
seizures
aphasia:
receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair 0
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

M1 need companion to keep score

98 106

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + 0
handling + 0
fingering + +
feeling + +

no ihands 0

bed patient 0
respiratory 0
Ene enditure in
MEc 5 3
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244.

244 Paddleball, tetherball

244 Paddleball

DD: 796.35 LC: GV 1003

Paddleball is a game played by two people striking a rUbber ball with large,
short-handled wooden paddles in order to propel it badk and forth over a low
net. The game is otherwise similar to tennis, but it is generally slower-
paced, and thus more suitable for those who are not physioally able to par-
ticipate in the game as strenuous as tennis.

244 Tetherball

DD: 796.32 LC: GV 1017 T

Tetherball uses a volleyball-sized hollow rubber ball suspended from the top
of a pole about six feet tall by a light rope. The players use rackets to
strike the ball, and each tries, by moving the ball around. the pole, to wind
the rope around the pole in a different direction. Tetherball is easily
adapted to suit the players' needs and the game oan be played at whatever
pace is desired by the participants.

lb
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245 EgAlt

Environmental Factors

Indoor Outdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

.._........iendst.Costofeualies: 1972 price range

squash rackets - $15.88
ball - 1.25

Impairment Limitations

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory M1

iMPALE2g:
stooping 0
kneeling
crouching 0
cravling

balance 0
seizures
aphasia,:

recepttve +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair 0
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

M1 need companion to keep score

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + 0
handling + 0
fingering + +
feeling + +

no hands 0

bed patient
respiratory
Enerr Expenditure in
tglis 8.0-15.0
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245 Squash

DD: 796.343 LC: GV 1004

245

The game of squash, or more properly, "Squash radkets," was derived from the

game "raokets," the difference being that while rackets was played with a

leather-covered cloth and Twine ball, squash is played with a ball made of

India-rubber, and BO "BCIUBSAY."

Squadh is played by two individuals or two teams on a four-walled court.

Raokets similar to tennis radkets are used to propel the ball against one wall;

the ball of course bounces fram the first wall to the floor or to other walls.

Points are accumulated when one hits the ball in such a way that one's op-

ponent is unable to hit it before it has bounoed on the floor more than onoe.

Squash, which is played by members of both sexes but more popular among men,

is a high-status game. In England, where it originated, it was first played

among the upper classes, and upon arrival in the United States it was taken

up by the fashionable set in this country.

Squash is an action game; once the ball is in play, the participants have no

choice but to move rapidly. Casual and serious play will be distinguished

primarily by the players' attitudes, and the amount of conversation that

goes on between rallies. Although the game requires considerable agility,

since the court is fairly small it is not mconceiveable that it could be

slightly modified to allow some handicapped individuals to partioipate; some

handicaps might not seriously affect play.

1419
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246 Table Tennis

Tnvironmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a
major factor

Equipment not
necessarily at hand

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 price range

tennis table - $39.9447.77
table tennis set - 6.50-6.87

Impairment Limitatioris

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory M1

impaired:
stooting M3
knueling +
crouching M3
crawling +

balance M2
seizures

:

recepttve +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair M3
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

M1 need companion to keep score
M2 could hold on to table
M3 need companion to pick up ball

102110

Individual effort

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching "4:

handling + 0
fingering + 0
feeling + +

no hands 0

bed patient 0
respiratory

inissailagtarlla
METS: .0
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246 Table Tennis

DD: 796.346 LC: GV 1005

Although table tennis is taken quite seriously as a sport in many countries,
in the United States it has generally been relegated to the basement reorea-
tion room as a pleasant family pastime.

Even among beginners and the most oasual players, table tennis (often called
by a trade name, ping-pong)is often a fast-moving, action filled sport. As
in most dual sports, the pace of the game oan be set by the players, but the
speed with which the light little ball bounces araund the table is exciting
and tends to promote rapid fire play. The game is usually accompanied by a
lot of good-natured kidding and a competitive spirit.

Table tennis is played on a large rectangular table about three feet high
which has a low net stretched aoross its middle. Players use small, shor-
handled paddles to strike a small hollow plastio or parchment ball back
and forth over the net.

Played seriously, table tennis is a strenuaus and demanding game, providing
a good deal of exercise and exmitment. It can, however, be adapted to
suit the needs and abilities of the individual players; the important con-
sideration would probably be to per players of similar enthusiasm and
abilities.

For further information see:

Leaoh, J., Table Tennis For the Seventies. Cranbury, N. J.: A.S. Barnes
and Co., 1971.
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247 Tennis

.4axicsamlallastara

Indoor Outdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of equipprnt and supplies: 1972 price range

tennis racket - $5.00-50.00
tennis balls - 1.00-3.00/ihree
racket press - 1.00

Impairment Limitations

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory M1

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling +
crouching 0
crawling +

balance 0
seizures
aphasia:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart '0

Class IV heart 0

M1 need companion to keep score
M2 modify type of serving

14.2

Individual effort

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching R2
handling M2 0
fingering M2 0
feeling + +

no hands 0

bed patient 0
respiratory 0

EniTalawsltaittla
ME Ss 7.1
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247 Tennis

DD: 796.342 LC: GV 990-1005

Tennis is played by people of all ages and many social classes. It is a
physically taxing sport, requiring a great deal of running after the ball,
and provides good all-around exercise, but it can be playea more lacka-
daisically, as is often done by players in late middle age.

Like golf, tennis
usually play only
body of tradition
player may or may
least familiarize

247

is usually strictly segregated by social class; players
with others of the same class. There is a.considerable
and etiquette built around the game of tennis. The casual
not choose to become involved in this, but he should at
himself with it in order to avoid committing faux pas.

There is tremendous psychological release in whamming the tennis ball as hard
as possible, release found also in golf and baseball, but less frequently.
Tennis is superior to badminton in this regard because of the heavier equip-
ment. The "kill" in which the ball is slammed very hard into a section of
the court from which the opponent cannot possibly return it is a legitimate
way to release very aggressive and hostile feelings.

The scoring system used in tennis causes the tension resulting from the
uncertainty about who is going to win to last over a longer period of time
than it does in most games; once "in deuce" the game may hover for a long
period of time over only one point.

Since tennis requiresthat a certain number of basic skills be acquired
before the game can be played at all well, a few lessons from a profess-
ional or a talented amateur can be invaluable. Many municipal recreation
departments provide tennis lessons at minimal cost.

For further information see:

Dintimar, G.B., and Barrow, L.M., A Comprehensive Manual of Physical
Education Activities for Men. New York: Appleton-Century Crofts Educational
Division, Meredith Corporation, 1970.



249 Scoopball

Environmental Factors

Indoor Outdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipm,..,nt not necessarily

at hand

1

§2alikaahalaslallitakatt

Aesthetic

Prepatterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for recognition

Cost of eauipment and Ourolies: 1972 price range

scoopball sets $1.97-4.98

Imalnatallatatilm

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory

impaired:
stooping M1
kneeling +
crouching M1
crawling +

balance 0
seizures

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair 0
semiambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

...241111Ellgairtil: 1 2
reaching 4- 0
handling + 0
fingering +
feeling + +

no hands 0

bed patient
respiratory
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 5.0

M1 if device or companion to pick up ball when it drops

106 114
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249 Dual Sports, n.e.c.

DD: 796.3

SCOOPBALL is a skill game requiring two or more players. Each participant re-
ceives a deep plastic "scoop", which is used to catch and toss a whiffle ball

between the players.

SCOOPBALL is a difficult game to play--even some recreation leaders have dif-
ficulty with catching the ball in the narrow scoop, and in directing the aim

and distrince of the return throw. For this reason, Scoopball can be very frus-
trating, although children feel a high sense of accomplishment when they suc-

ceed in catching the ball unassisted.

The game requires mobility, manual skills and an ability to relate to at least

one other person. It is estimated that some individuals with one or more of

the following impairments may successfully participate in the activity: audial

impairments, cereheal palsy, mental retardation and Perthes Disease. It is use-

ful in providing additional sight, touch and kinesthetic sensory stimulation.

Adaptations: Short distances can be established between participants. A player

mgy use his free hand to aid in catching the ball by "trapping" it in the scoop.
This scoop also makes an excellent hand bat for hitting the ball through the air

or along the floor.
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250

250 Combative Sports

DD: 796.8 LC: GV 1115-1137

Combative sports are sports which are direct combat, one individual against
another. These sports have both mental and physical benefits. First of all,
combative sports provide activity which contributes to the mental health of
the individual. A well-conducted program in combative sports should provide
opportunites for participants to develop courage and initiative, to practice
individual action and reaction under emotional stress, to develop emotional
control and maturity, and to develop a desirable respect for the emotional
feelings of other people. Combative sports provide opportunities for the indi-
vidual to adjust to his or her individual limitations and capacities. Wrest-
ling and boxing are examples of the few instances in sports where competition
between individuals is marked by weight classes and special considerations
for the individual physical differences of participants. The smaller individu-
al is not automatically eliminated from the program because of his size,
and often learns skills that help to offset his lack of physical power.
Combative sports also provide a safe and challenging outlet for the aggressive
individual and the natural reaction of the individual resulting from the basic
drive for survival. They provide desireable types of activities for people's
natural interest in engaging in combative struggle. Because of inherent char-
acteristics as well as environmental factors such as economic and social con-
ditions, some people express themselves in a more aggressive manner; there is

a need for physical activity which gives these persons desireable ways of self-

expression.

Secondly, combative sports provide physical benefits. They provide program
content which contains interesting and challenging activities that develop the
body and contribute considerably to the individual's coordination, endurance
and his general physical development. Combative sports provide an excellent
media for young people Pnd adults to develop basic skills such as balance,
timing, coordination, agility, neuro -muscular control, poise, ability to fall
safely, and similar skills which contribute vitally to the growth, develop-
ment and social adjustment of persons in everyday life.

For further information see:

The Recreation Program. The Athletic Institute, Chicago, Illinois, 1963.
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251 Arm and Leg Wrestling

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no evipment

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping 52
kneeling 52
crouching 52
crawling 52

S1 leg wrestling only
52 arm wrestling only

balance
seizures
aphasia:
receptive +
expressive +
mixed

0

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

§22111Lt120121281211-Wal

Aesthetic

Prt-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + S1
handling + SI
fingering + SI
feeling +

no hands S1
53.

52 bed patient 0
0 respiratory 0
0 Energy Expenditure in
0 METS; - 15
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251

251 Arm and ieg wrestling

DD: 796.81 LC: GV 1195

There are several variants of arm wrestling. The opponents may confront
each other across a table or along a bar. These are the positions most
common to contests between men. With elbows on the table and forearm in
a vertical position, each grasps with his right hand the rignt hand of the
other (alternatively, both left hands may be used) and attempts to force
it down. This is a very intimate contest of strength and will with opponents
staring each other in the eye at close range.

Very few competitive or combat situations make it so clear to the opponents
and observer who is the victor and who is the vanquished.

In a stand up position of the arm wrestle, opponents face each other and,
grasping hands, attempt to upset each other while maintaining their feet
in a fixed position. The vanquished who is thrown off balance may be
sprawled in a rather undignified position on the floor.

Other forms of the arm wrestle are more suited to boys. In one form, op-
ponents lie on the ground facing each other and as in th table variety
grasp hands and attempt to force the opponents arm down.

As an additional alternative, opponents may hold up their left foot with
their left hand and joining right hands attempt to force each other off
balance.

In leg wrestling the opponents lying c their backs along side of each other,
attempt by hooking a leg around the opponent's leg to roll him over. A
count is given so both opponents attempt this at the same time.

For further information see:

Donnelly, R., Helms, W., and Mitchell, E., Active Games and Contests. New
York: The Ronald Press Co., 1958.



Boxing

.;,,ironmental Factors

ihuour

No specific
tuviruument

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment not necess-
arLly at hand

Outdoor

pocial-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic Utilitarian

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

022,LaL2.2uialeaLandsualies: 1972 price range

Boxing gloves - $6.00-20.00

1m airment Limitations

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory

:impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling
crouching 0
crawling

balance 0
seizures 0

.U11-:ULA:
recept-Lve +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair 0
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

hands impaired: 1 2

reaching 0 0
handling + +
fingering + +
feeling 0 0

no hands 0

bed patient 0
respiratory 0
Energy_Eapenditure in
NETS: 10 - 26
ill110/10.. al
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252 Boxing

DD: 796.83 LC: CV 1115-1141

All sports, by definition, require some form of physical activity and offer
some kind of goal to the participant. Some sports go beyond this basic level
and offer more satisfying psychological rewards in return for more strenuous

effort. Boxing demands such a level of discipline and dedication, and pro-
vides such rich rewards in both victory and defeat, that it transcends the li-
mits of sport and verges on the realm of art.

This full commitment is integral to the sport. Boxing is so elemental in form,

so basic in its ebb and flow of aggression and defense, that the ill-trained

or badly conditioned participant is quickly punished for lack of seriousness.
In boxing as in nature, the opponent with the lesser strength and determina-
tion suffers a thorough physical defeat.

This is why boxing is so demanding an activity: the two opponents in a match do
not merely play a game; they experience an ordeal which, although short in du.

ration, plumbs a man to the depths of his physical and psychological strength.
Viewed in this light, boxing loses its aura of bloodlust and maliciousness and
assumes its proper stature as a spectacle of human courage, in its grandness

and its pathos.

In purely physical terms, boxing surpasses most other athletic activities in
its beneficial effects on participants' co,)rdination, agility, stamina, and
general vitality. Under proper conditions and with competent supervision, box-
ing need not pose as serious a threat of injury as is imagined by the uninformed.

Proper supervision is a necessity at all levels of boxing activity, from exer-
cises to actual competition. Supervisors must know the fundamentals of boxing,
including stance, footwork, defense, and kinds of punches. Those most liable

to injury in boxing are the untrained. Without good coaching, boxing loses
its grace and degenerates into a clumsy free-for-all in which danger is in-
creased.

The full commitment demanded by the sport (as mentioned above) means that a
person considering taking up the sport must be highly motivated to imrrove his
strength and fundamental skills; he must also be willing to suffer satbacks at
first. Confrontation with a much stronger opponent, especially in the early
stages of one's experience in the sport, can be enough to discourage all but

the most enthusiastic beginners.

13
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2 53 Fenciflg

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of_Iguipment and.lamllet: 1972 price range

Foils - $10.00-16.00
Mask - 15.00
Chest protector - 8.50 - 18.00
Gloves - 7.00-9.00

ImalnaglIalikaaam

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

0

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling +
crouching 0

crawling +

balance 0
seizures

Aphasia:
receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

hani12.1maimu 1 2
reaching + 0
handling + 0
fingering + +
feeling + 0

no hands 0

bed patient
respiratory 0

EBEELEZELIEgitaZ2-112

121
114
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253 Fencing

DD: 796.86 LC: U 860-863

The foil, epee, and sabre are the three weapons used in fencing. Of these,
men fence with all three, women only with the foil. In foil fencing bouts,
scoring can now be done by electrical equipment. Since both the metallic vest
and the foil of each fencer is wired, a touch of the foil to the opponent's
vest closes an electrical circuit which registers on the electrical scoring box.

Once basic swordplay techniques are learned, success in fencing AS in chess and
boxing depends in part on outwitting the opponent with feints.

Presumably fencing would be suitable for an individual with one impaired or
missing arm who wished to participate in a physically active sport on an equal
basis with his opponent.

Organized fencing teams are found in colleges and in private clubs.

For further information see:

Anderson, B. All About Fencina. New York: Arco Publishing Co., 1970.

Curry, N.L., Fencing. Pacific Palisades, California: Goodyear Publishing Co.,
1969.

Dintiman, G.B., and Barrow, L.M., A Comprehensive Manual of Physical Education
Activities for Men. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts Educational Division,
Meredith Corp., 1970.

Slovenko, R., and Knight, J.A., eds., Motivations in Play, Games, and Sports.
Springfield, Ill.: Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, 1967.



254 1112

adimmatALEA2kam

Indoor Outdoor

No specific
environme:t

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipemnt norm
ally at hand

Impairment Limitations,

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

+
+
+
+

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling 0
crouching 0
crawling 0

balance 0
seizures 0
aphasia:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed +

wheel chair
semiambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

SocialPsychological Factors

Aesthetic

Prepatterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Utilitarian

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching 0 0
handling 0 0
fingering + +
fe9ling

no hands 0
0 0

0 bed patient 0
0 respiratory 0

0 er enditure in
0 12
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254 Judo

DD: 796.8152 LC: GV 475

Form is of great importance in Judo. In contrast to walking or running, Judo
requires practice cn the form of the activity in preparation for undertaking
the activity at all.

This preparation includes learning how to fall, and the adoption of a body pos-
ture which lowers the center of gravity. The latter is almost the exact oppo-
site of the officially approved military parade and school physical exercise
posture of chest out, shoulders back and stomach in, to which various moral and
psychological virtues have been attributed.

The general impact of Judo then is a fundamental change in the use of the body,
whether consistently or over periods of time. As in changing attitudes, this
requires flexibility and objectivity to analyze what the body has traditionally
been doing, to appreciate what it should be doing and to discipline it to per-
form in the new way. Like learning proper form in golf, diving, or skiing, the
new form learned frequently violates what has always felt like "normal" ways
of body behavior. New respect for self may.emerge from successfully ac:tieving
new form in a sport. It promotes a feeling of being in control of oneself and
by inference, of being in greater control of the total environment.

A significant lesson from judo which has more general applications, is that of
using the opponent's efforts for your own benefit. For example, the opponent's
self-initiated forward motion may make it easier to throw him in the dire-Aion
he is already going. The general application of this principle has application
in many life problem areas.

For further information see:

Gleeson, G.R., Anatomy of Judo. New York: A.S. Barnes & Co., 1969.

Smith, Ken, Judo Dictionary.London: F.C. Avis, 26 Gordonbrock Road, 1968.

Tegner, Bruce, Complete Book of Judo Self-Defense. Ventura, Calif.: Thor
Publishing Co., P.O. Box 1782, 1968.

104



255 Karat91 Savate

Environtrent1,1 F ctors,

Indoor Outdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

112211=Iltladlima

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory

.21t0211291:

stooping 0
kneeling 0

crouching 0

crawling 0

balance 0
seizures 0
Aphasia:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

2z141abislzatailvillaulat

Aesthetic Utilitarian

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

1 2,hands

reaching 0 0
handling 0 0
fingering 0 0
feeling

no hands 0
0 0

0 bed patient 0
0 respiratory
0
0 14
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255 Karate, savate

DD: 796.8153 LC: GV 476

Form, rhythm, and speed are the essentiais in sarate and savate; atrength
of certain sets of muscles is secondary. Long hours of practice equired
to attain preficir,ncy.

There are several different styles of karate and savate. In many, iko blows are
delivered, even in Lournaments. In others, Wows are not deliverea, but !..he
stroke delivered to block a blow is delivered full force. The combatant in n
tournament is judged on his ability to deliver a damaging blow, the blow is
considered successful if, in the judge's opinion, the only thing which stop-
ped it was the contender's self-control--i.e., his opponent was unable to
block successfully, and in a real-life situation, the blow would have reach-
ed its target. Vorm and speed are also considered, but will not make up for
potentially unsuccessful execution.

Experts advise participants that ths dexterity of fingers and hanis may be re-
duced it they attempt to harden their hands. Except for pathologf.cal stunts,
such as breaking boards or bricks, no useful purpose is served by turning the
hand into a senseless club.

It is difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of karate and savate as tools
for self-defense. In boxing, wrestling, and judo, there is constant practice
in rough bodily contact with '.the opponent; the feel of being hurt and hurting
others becomes familiar. The gap between engaging friendly opponents and
engaging enemies is lessened, and the emotional control required for suc-
cessful street fighting is already partly learned.

In some styles of karate and savate, on the other hand, no bodily contact is
ever actually made with friendly opponents; in all styles, the emotional
control needed to stop a blow just before the moment of impact must be learned.
Karate and savate, however, place great emphasis on defensive moves. The
well-trained practitioner of karate or savate should be able to automatically
respond to any given form of physical attack without even having to plan his
moves. There is, however, -uhe danger that he will not be emotionally pre-
pared to deal with a street -fii2hting situation, however great his technical
skill.

For further information see:

Kim, D., and Leland, W.W., Karate and Personal Defense. Dubuque, Iowa:
WM. C. Brown Co., 1971.

Tegner, Bruce, Comelete Book of KArate (2nd Ed). Ventura, California: Thor
PUblishin6 Co., 1970.

Tegner, Bruce, Judo and Karate Belt Degrees. Hollywood, California: Thor
Publishing Co., 1963.

Tegner, Bruce, Kung Fu and Tai Chi: Chinese Karate and Classical Exercises.
Ventura, California: Thor Publishing Co., 1968.



256 Eaga-las

Environmentalltaara

Indoor Cutdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling 0
crouching 0
crawling 0

ra special rules

balance 0
seizures 0
aphasia:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair 0
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

§.9.0.43-401-alFaatiM

Aesthetic Utilitarian

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching 0 0
handling 0 0
fingering 0 0
feeling 0 0

no hands 0

bed patient
respiratory
ghergy Expenditure in
METS: 10 - 26011101101
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256 Wrestling (amateur)

DD: 796.812 LC: GV 1195

Wrestling, in contrast to most sports, uses nearly all the muscles in the body

rather than a specialized set of muscles. Like running, effort for the most

part is continAous and sustained rather than regularly intermittent like'tennis

or football.

Wrestling is an extreme tlst of the self. The participant is tested against

his opponent within clear view of the audience. The outcome of the combat is

entirely dependent upon his own sustained efforts. He cannot depend on fellow

teammates as in team sports.

An opponent's efforts may bring about sustained periods of discomfort and pain.

If the opponent is stronger and more skillful, relief may be obtained only by

giving up; consequently the degree of sheer perseverence that the participant

possesses is more clearly revealed to the audience and to himsel than in most

sports.

Wrestling with no rules would be extremely dangerous and consequently a complex

body of rules has been developed which are for the most part strictly adhered

to by palticipants. Most of the rules control must be-carried out by the par-

ticipants themselves because the difference between a legal g_ip and a danger-

ous illegal grip which may result in a dislocation or fracture may not be dis-

cernible to spectators and may be hidden temporarily from the referee. Loss

of emotional control or psychopathic disregard for the opponent's safety can

lead to disaster.

Fom the spectator's point of view, much of the time events move slowly, and

because it does not attract large audiences, intrinsic rather than extrinsic

satisfactions may be more important to the participants.

Based on matches between professional boxers and professional wrestlers, ama-

teur wrestling is believed to be superior to boxing as a method of self defense

in every day life.

For further information see:

Motivationsin Pla Games arCjazIAISpringfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas,

Publisher, 1967.

Clayton, T., An Introduction to Wrestling. South Brunswick and New York: A. S.

Barnes and Co. 1970.

Dintiman, G. B. Sand Barrow, L. M., A Comprehensive Manual of Physical Education

Activities for Men, New York: Appleton-Century Crofts Educational Division

Meredith Corp. 1970.
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260 Team Sports

Taam sports are those sports which may be played with more than two people
on a side and which involve the cooperation and united effort of those
people so associated in order to achieve the goal of the sport. If the
goal of the sport is to win in the competition, this oan only be aohleved
through the united effort of the group.
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Environmental Factors

Outdoor

No specific
environment

Moaimm of space

Equipment a
major factor

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

Cost of equipment andsupaies:

gloves - $5.00-15.00
bat - 7.99
ball - 2.00
helmet - 3.006.5.98
shoes - 3.88-9.88

Impairment Limitstions

2:10.12d2x2119.19.0.2i111,9tors

Aesthetic

Pre-pstterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for recogpition

1972 price range

Mind 0 balance 0 hands impaired: 1 2
low vision 0 seizures 0 reaching M2 0
hearing aphasia: handling M2 0
speech receptive + argering M2 0
retardation + expressive + feeling MD M3
memory M1 mixed no hands 0

iM221110:
stooping 0
kneeling +
crouching 0
crawling +

wheel chair 0
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

MI needs companion to remind of batting order,
etc,

M2 could throw, catch and bat with one hand
0 M3 protect against bruises

bed patient
respiratory

-LellEendEMETS: 1. 15.0

score, no. of strikes and balls,
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261 Baseball, cricket

261 Baseball

Baseball, althrmgh a teem sport, is one in which relatively few of the partici-
pants are in action at any one time. This increases the tension for the parti-
cipants associated with the need to perform well both in front of the specta-
tors and more importantly in front of teammates. Between plays there is much
inactive time, during which the inept players and the players with inferior *.

feelings must cope with their regrets about striking.out last time at bat or
fears of muffing the next fly ball. This is in contrast with football, basket-
ball, or hockey, where the press of on-rushtng action leaves little time during
the game itself for remorse or anticipating trouble.

The derivitive training activities for baseball, playing catch and batting prac-
tice, can be meaningful and satisfying activities in their own right, and can
be carried on by a minimum of two people and without the need for a complete
baseball field.

A more rigid hierarchy of skills is found in baseball than in most team sports
with the prestige level of the lAtcher role far above that of the outfielder.
This is exaggerated in preteen sandlot baseball.

Baseball is one of the few team sports in which there are independent amateur
teams, particularly in villages and small towns, which are not associated with
schools or churches.

"In the past decade, relatively few fatalities have occurred in baseball, al-
though more than three million persons have participated in the sport..."
"The accident incide ce in baseball is low compared to othel competitive team
sports..."*

For further information see:

*National Safety Council, Baseball, Safety Education Data Sheet No. 71, Chicago:
425 North Michigan Avenue, 60611, 1966.

261 Cricket

Played primarily in the British Commonwealth countries, cricket resembles base-
ball with 11 players on a team and the object to defend a wicket from a ball
thrown by the bowler. A wider bat than is used in baseball is provided. The
social relationships and relative prestige of the various playing positions
follow the same pattern as in baseball.

For further information see:

Dintiman, G.B., and Barrow, L.M., A Comprehensive Manual of Physical Education
Activities for Men, New York: Appleton-Century Crofts Educational Division,
Meredith Corp., 1970

Marylebone Cricket Club, Know the Game! The Laws of Cricket. Yeadon, Great
Britain: Educational Productions Limited, 1965.

, MCC Guide to Better Cricket, Yeadon, Great Britain: Educational
Productions Limited, 1960.
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262 Basketball

Environmental Factors

Indoor Outdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

Social -Psychologicgl Factors

Aesthetic

Pre -pattertad

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cont of equipment and supplies: 1972 prica range

basketball - t8.00-15.00
goal and net - 10.00
backboard - 20.00-70.00
shoes - 7.00-20.00

Impairment Limitations

blind 0 balance 0
low vision 0
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory M1

111.01E2.42
stooping 0
kneeling +
crouching 0
crawling +

seizures

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair M3
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

hands impaired.: 1 2.

reaching M2 0
handling M2 0
fingering + +
feeling + +

no hands 0

bed patient 0
respiratory 0
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 14-26

Ml score should be continually posted on score board
M2 can play with one hand, although less effectively
M3 there are regular organized wheel chair basketball games
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262 Basketball

DD: 796.323 LC: GV 885-887

"Badketball haa become numerically the most popular competitive team sport in
the world. In the U.S. there are about three-quarters of a million high
school players, including intramurals." It is statistically less hazardous
than most other tdontact sports.*

Basketball is a sport with a dual nature, depending upon the attitude of
the participants. Basketball can be a mildly strenuous activity useful in
integrating a small group and developing teamwork; it can also be an ex-
tremely demanding sport requiring great stamina and development of special
motor skills. Basketball can be a friendly game or a fiercely competitive
ome; the degree of seriousness of the participants makes the difference.

Basketball is a complex, highly regulated game. Few other sports limit the
player so severely: baske-ilball not only requires skills unnecessary to other
games, but it also prohibits many movements natural to most competitive
sports. In badketball the ball must be dribbled according to a highly de-
veloped set of rules; it can never be carried. Basketball prohibits physical
contact between opposing players and requires a stoppage of play when such
contact occurs. These are typical of the special athletic demands basket-
ball makes on the participant.

Badketball, too, requires strategy when played properly. The sport has
many elaborate theories, even a published body of knowledge, on tactics.
Complex interaction between teammates is necessary for successful play.

The game offers a feeling of accomplishment, due both to the feeling of con-
tributing to a team and to the opportunity afforded by the game for in-
dividual finesse. Few other sports have such frequent scoring as basket-
ball; hence the game offers a high degree of positive reinforcement and re-
ward for increased dkills on the court.

Basketball need not be undertaken with such a spirit of competitiveness
and seriousness. A basketball, hoop, and backboard by themselves, indoors
or out, provide opportunity for varied athletic activity. A person by
himself can practice Shots and "moves" and one can challenge a partner to
duplicate a certain shot. Such informal activity calls for less agility
and less competitive motivation; as such it is well suited to those with
minor disabilities.

*Safetz_in Sports: BASKETBALL, Safety Education Data Sheet No. 77 (rev.),
National Safety Council, Chicago, 425 N. Michigan Ave., 60611.

For further information see:

Dintiman, G.B. and Barrow, 1,11., A Comprehensive Manual of Physical Educa-
tion Activ_ties for Men. New York: Appleton-Century Crofts Educational Di-
vision, Meredith Corp., 1970.

Rathbone, Josephine L. and Lucas, Carol, Recreation in Total Rehabilitation..
Illinois: 1959.
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Y.33 Football, soccer, ru b

Environmental Factors

Outdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Eouipment not
necessarily at hand

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort
Equipment a
major factor Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 price range

football - $2.99-7.49
helmetIpants,shoulderguards-10.99-11.94/set
helmet - 6.99
shoes - 4.99
soccer ball - 10.97

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
heRring
speech
retardation
memory

loeired:
stooping
kneeling
crouching
crawling

O balance 0
O seizures 0
M1 IStAAV
+ receptive M1
+ expressive +
M1 mixed M1

wheel chair 0
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching
handling 51 S1
fingering S1 S1
feeling S1 S1

no hands S1

bed patient 0
respiratory 0
Baczely.apEermun
METS: 10-2

M1 positions which do not require hearing, understanding or remembering play
signals

S1 soccer only
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263 Football, soccer, rugby

263 Football

DD: 796.332 LC: GV 937-959

"An estimated 650,000 high school students and 70,000 college students play
football." There is an average of 23 deaths per year directly or indirectly
the result of football playing. "In no other sport does adequate equipment
play such a vital role. The greatest deterrent to accidents and injury in
football is using only the best protection."*

Few sports subject the body to more bumps, jars, and bruises, despite the
elaborate equipment now worn by players on all organized teams.

Playing football requires one to be taugh in the degree of bodily stress,
strain and pain sustained. This increases with the level of competition at
which it is played, in a hierarchy ranging from pre-adolescent sandlot
football through high school, college, and then to the Sunday afternoon
TV spectacular, professional football.

The successful football player is a glamour role with top prestige accorded
it in high school, college as well as at the professional level. With the
rewards go the demands of the role which include an unending succession of
strains and bruises, lengthy and sometimes monotonous practices, articulate,
exhorting and impatient coaches, the ever present fear of fumbling the ball,
and an unceasing pressure to win.

Once the football career is over, attaining equivalent success in an alter-
nate vocational or avocational career may come hard and a sharp status drop
may ensue.

* Safety in Sports: FOOTBALL, Safety Education Data Sheet no. 72 (rev.),
National Safety Council, Chicago, 425 North Michigan Ave., 60611.

For further information see:

Slovenko and Knight,(eds.), Motivations in Play, Games and Sports.
Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, 1967.

ly.35
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263 Football, soccer, rugby

263 Sodoer

DD: 796.334 LC: GV 943

ln contrast to American football, soccer is an international game, In oommon
with running, hurdling, high jumping and broad jumping, performanoe springs
from the leg muscles. As in dancing, akillfUl control of the legs is re-
quired to master the game. Rather uniquely, handling the ball with hands or
arms is not permitted except for the goalie.

Presumably soccer might be suitable for an indtvidual with one, or under uns.
usual circumstances two impaired or missing arm(s) who wish to partioipate in
a physioally aotive sport. Use of the bead to butt the ball is one additional
technique of the game.

As in leorosse and field hodkey, the continual running requires the players
be in top notch physical condition.

For further information see:

Dintiman, G.B. and Barrow,L,M., A Comprehensive Manual of PhmighlAilaxtioa....
Acttvities for Men. New York: Appleton-Century Crofts Educational Division,
Meredith,Corp., 1970.

DiClemente, F,F,, Soccer Illustrated New York: Ronald Press Coe, 2nd Edo, 1968,

Eastham, G., Soccer Soienct. Chicago, Illinois: Quadrangle Books, 1966,

Greaves, J., Soccer Te9hnictuee,and Taotiok. London: Pelham Books, 1966,
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263 Football, soccer, rugby (cont.)

263 Rugby

DD: 796.333 LC: GV 945

Rugby is primarily a game of the British Commonwealth countries. American
football is an offeroot of rugby and there are many similarities. Some of
the skills of soccer and speedball are also used. Rugby is a rough-tough
body contact sport played without the protective equipment worn in American
football.

There are 15 players on a side and no time-outs or substitutions are
allowed. Play continues for 70 to 80 minutes each, divided into two
halves.

For further information see:

Dintiman, G.B. and Barrow, L.M., h_22mprehensive Manaal of Physical
Education Activities for M. New York: Appleton-Century Crofts
Educational Division, Meredith Corp., 1970.

Jones, J.R., The Rugby London: Robert Hale,
2nd. ed., 19667-

Rugby Football Union, Know the Game: Rugby Union Football. London:
Revised Edition, 1968.
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Hockv

hilvironmental Factors

indoor Outdoor

Specialized environment
end/or climate

Modicum of space

Equipment a
major factor

Equipment not necess-
ari_ly at hand

sosial-ymn2losical Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost ofmuipment and supplies: 1972 price range

hockey stick - $2.99-4.99
hockey puck - 0.38
skates - 10.94-17.94
helmet - 9.95

Impairment Limitations

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory

mimired:
stooping 0
kneeling 0
crouching 0
crawling

balance 0
seizures 0
aphasia:
receptive +
expressive +
mixed

shaulder pads - 8.95
elbow pads - 4.95
shin pads - 8.95
mouthguard - 2.99

wheel chair 0
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

kell-laRELESI: 1 2
reaching Ml 0
handling M1 0
fingering + +
feeling + +

no hands 0

bed patient 0
respiratory 0
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 10.0-26.0

Mi can handle stick with one hand, but less effectively
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264 Hockey

264 Field hockey

DD: 796.355 LC: GV 1017.H7

264

Field hockey is the only team sport played excluaively by women. It is one of
the most aggressive women's sports, lazing nuch football-like jargon and em-
phasizing one-to-ono defense. Yet, to be played well, it requires emotional
and physical control by the players; field hockey is a game of precision
movements, and fouls axe called for even minor infractions of the ruloa.
Field hockey is played in many schools and colleges, but in the U.S. it was
introdUced first in the Ivy League schools, and is still most frequently
played at exnlusive girls' schools. It is, consequently, a high-status
game, although the equipment needed to play is not especially expensive.

Field hodkey is usually played by two teams of 11, but can be played on a
slightly smaller field with teams of six players. The size of lhe teams is
one of the major drawbadks of field hockey as an avocational aotivity, gime
it takes 12 people to organize even an informal game. Additionally, playing
positions are rather highly specialized, so one player cannot really be ex-
pected to learn to play more than one position well; it is therefore jn-
portant that the same group play togetner regularly as a team. Fiele hockey
combines the fun of an action sport with the "spirit" of a team work' g
together to aohieve a goal.

Fbr further information see:

Barnes, Mildred J., Field Hockey. BosttIn: Allyn and Bacon, 1969.

264 Ice hockey

DD: 796.967 LC: GV 847

Ice hockey,on both the professional and amateur levels, is -9rimari1y a
man's game. It is a dangerous game, requiring strength and endurance.

Skillful ice skating is to ice hockey wha c. manning is to _lost other fast
sports; no one should even consider pl,jing ice hockey unless he is a proficient
akater. The game is extremely fast lnd requires quick reaotions; there axe
few breaks in the game, which is normally played in three twenty-minute
periods. Ice hockey players are usually agressive, and sometimos take their
agression out physically. Personal fouls are called, but these are small
consolation for the player who has been hit with a hockey stick, accidentally

or otherwise. Because theme are uaualla no b.::eaks between plays, there is no
time for the players to cool down between incidents, and emotions often run
hot and heavy.

For further information see:

Orr, Bobby, Orr on Ice. Englewood Cliffs, New Jemaey. Prentice-Hall Ino., 1970.

May, Dr. Robert H., The Hockey Road. Minneapolis: T.S. Denison end Co., 1969.

Styer, Robert A., h(syl_33_2_.oediaTEn,of...11-19.2ce, South Brunswick and New York:

A.S. Barnes and Co., London: Thomas Yose3off Titd., 1970.
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La Crosst

Vvfonmental Factors

ior

Nu :3pecific

environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a ma,ior

factor

Equipment not necess -
:wily at hand

Sociai-Psych212gical Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of ecilint and supplies; 1972 price range

La Crosse stick $19.00 +
h_ Crosse ball - 14.00/doz.
Helmit - 15.00

Imprment ILTdidtions

blind
low vision
hear.olc;

sppech
rctardation +
memory

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling 0
crouching 0
crawling 0

balance 0

seizures 0

receptive +
expressive F

mixed

wheel chair 0
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

hands impaired: 1 2

reaching 0 0
handling 0 0
fingering +
feeling 0 0

no hands 0

bed patient 0
respiratory 0
7nergy Expenditure in
METS: 10 - 26
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265 Lacrosse

DD: 796.347 LC: qV 989

Al,,i:ough the National Game of Canada, lacrosse has a relatively small fol-
lowing in the U.S. and is played mainly al; a few eastern and midwestern
colleges and at the high schools srd prep sohonls which supply them with
trained players. This is a rough, body ocntact sport. While rules permit
somewhat less violent 1y..4 ccaot than in football, less protective
equipment is worn.

AB in baseball, all players must be competent in a basic skill. In la-
crosse, the basic dkill is .the ability to both catch and throw a ball
using a stick framing a narrow, leather-thonged net. Another basic dkill is
stick handling, which is the technique of ranipulating the stick in such a
manner as to retain the ball in the net wUle wheeling around to evade an

opponout.

The unique demands of lacrosse are such that players with different char-
acteristics maz be successful. For blocking, the sheer size and strength
of the football lineman is desireable. For running, the speed and broken
field running ability of a footbaal badk i ue:sful. Top conditioning is

essential as few games require as much contuulous running.

Ability to catch the ball in the stidk and to throw it powerfully and ac-
curately, and to stick handle is specific to lacrosse. The player who is
skilled at throwing and catchinj the ball can hold his own against the more
powerful or the more rapid runners. St*ok handling requires a great deal of
practice and most good stick handlers on college teams have developed their
skills by playing on high school or prep school teams.

As playing catch is to baseball, so throwing the ball back and
lacrosse sticks is to lacrosse, a pleasureable activity in its

College lacrosse teams for wamen axe beginning to be formed as
the traditional field hockey.

For further information see:

Delano, time Lee, Lacrosse for Girls and Women. Dubuque, Iowa: WM. C. Brown
Company Publishers, 1970.

forth with
own right.

a rival for

Evans, G.H. III and Anderson, LE., Lacresse indamentals. New Yo/k: A.S.
Barnes and Co., Inc., 1966)

Natio.ral Collegiate Athletic Association, The 1971 Official Lacrosse Guide.
Phoenix, Ariz: College Athletics Publishing Ser Vice, 1971.
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Polo

Environmental Factors

U96a0Or

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Inaairment Limitations

bLind 0
low vision 0
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling +
crouching 0
crawling +

balance 0
seizures 0

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structuxed

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

hands impaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

1 2
0 0
0 0
+ +
0 0

bed patient 0
respiratory 0
Enery Expenditure in
METS: 1
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266 Polo

DD: 796.353 LC: GV 1011

Polo is a sport widely enjo;-ed in India, Britain, and increasingly in
the United States. However, as a possible avocational activity, it
has certain limitations. Polo is an expeneive hobby. The riders own
their own horses, hor9es specially bred for polo and consequently very
expensive. Only the financially elite could afford to buy, keep and
train enough polo ponieE to keep up the game. The second drawback is
the physical demands made on the Player. One needs, besides akill
in riding and handlingtheponies, skill and stamina in playing the
actual game.

The factors of finance and physical condition saverely limit the number
of people who can actually play the game. However, neither factor
seriously limits the number of those who can watch the matches. At
tending a match is often free for the going-andsome of the bigger
matches are bound to be televised. Fbr people who love fast moving games
or fast moving horses or both, watching polo matches might be enough to
provide vicarious thrills and pleasure.
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r:2rack and field

Euvironmental Factors

lndoor Outdoor

opecific
unj.ronment.

Modicum of space

Equipment a
major factor

Equipment nut necess-
arily at hand

Esslakautalasiallanau

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of ecaiatatmajapala: 1972 price range

running shoes - $7.00-15.00

sweat pants - 5.00

pole vault - 40.00-50.00
discus - 7.00 -13.00
shot put - 7.00

Impairment Umitations

blind S1

low vision 52

hearing
speech
retardation +
memory

impaired:
stooping 0

kneeling 0

crouching 0

crawling +

balance 0

seizures 53

receptive +

expressive +

mixed

wheel chair 0

semi-ambulant 0

Class III heart 0

Class IV heart 0

hfinds impaired:

reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

Individual effort

1 2

S4 84
54 54
54 54
+ +

bed patient 0

respiratory 0

Energy Expenditure in

METS: 10 - 26

Si discus, shot put, javelin

S2 everything except hurdles

S3 everything except pole vault, high jump, broad jump, hurdles

S4 running and jumping events but not pole vault, discus, shot put and javelin

may be propelled with one arm, need to be able to reach if hurdling in case

of a fall
138
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267 Track and field

DD: 796.42 LC: GV 1060.5-1099

Compared with other team sports, track and field events attract relatively few
spectators and intrinsic axe probably greater than extrinsic satisfactions for
the participants.

Chances for injury are comparatively 1imi4sd with the possible exceptions of
the hurdles and pole vault. Track and field athletics are among the less
hazardous sports.*

Practice and performan' J is more monotonous as the activity includes concen-
tration on very specialized movements and activities. There are fewer com-
plex rules to learn than in other team sports.

There is relatively little interpersonal interaction and practice is fre-
quently solitary. Fbr much of the practice time the participant is competing
against time, height, or distance rather than directly against other human
competitors.

The track events require maintaining a continuously high levyl of p7aysical
conditioning. Outstanding performance in some required skill cannot be
substituted for it as occasionally happens in other team sports.

*Traok aud Field Events, National Safety Council, Safety Education Data Sheet
'NO. 89 (rev.), Chicago: 425 N. Michigan Ave., 60611.

For further information see: 4

Slovenko, R. and Knight, J.A., (eds.), Motivations in Play, Games and Sports.
Spriigfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1967.

Dintiman, G.B. and Barrow, L,M., p10AComrehensiveMasmasicaducc
Activities for Men, New Ybrk: Appleton-Century Crofts Edvaational Division,
Meredith Corp., 1970.

Ecker, Tom, Track and Field Dynamics. Los Altos, Calif:, 94C22: Tafnews Press,
Book Division of Tradk and Field News, Box 296.

O'Connor, W.H., Motivation and Racing Tactics in Traok and Field. West Nyack,
New York: Parker Publishing Co., 1970.

Di. Franks Pole Vault. New York: The Viking Press, 1971.
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Vo eybal

Environmental Factors

Indoor Outdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment not necess
arily at hand

alPeycho1ogic

Aesthetic

Prepatterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Little opportunity for
recognition

Cost of equipment and suppIles: 1972 price range

Volleyball set $7.95

Impairment limitations

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory +

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling +

crouching 0
crawling +

balance 0
seizures
aphasia:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair 0
semiambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

1 2

reaching 0 0

handling + 0

fingering + +
feeling + +

no hands 0

bed patient 0

respiratory 0

5.122a1011012ILLarala
METS: 10 14

140146
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268 Volleyball

DD: 796.325 LC: GV 1017.V6

This is a sport played by 2-18 players, on a court 60 ft. by 30 ft., divided
by a net 8 ft. high, using a light, spherioal ball approximately 12 oz. in
weight. The players on ..:aoh team are positioned at equivalent intervals on
their side of the net so that on a nine man team there are three positioned
at the net, three in the rear, and three between the net-men and the rear-
men. On a two man team, one man would be at the net and the other in the
rear. Only the side serving (initially hitting the ball over the net)
spores. Service changes only if the serving side commits an erTor or a fault,
or if the ball touches the net from the servers' hand even if the ball goes
over the net. Each time the servioe changes, the serving side rotates so that
each member of the team usually experiences all possible court positions during
a game. The first team to reach 15 points wins. At a score of fourteen-all,
each side serves alternately until ore gains a two point lead. Strategies
involve the placement of serves and varying the play from passing to direct
return, from lobbing to smashing the ball over the net, and varying the
length and direction of the hits. The sport can involve anything from mo-
derate to high activity.

The amount of physical exertion involved in playing the game can be reduced
by doing one or all of several things such as reducing the size of the court,
increasing the number of players, and lowering the height of the net. This
game can be played both indoors and outdoors and could probably be played by
those persons forced to function in a wheelchair if adaptations such as those
mentioned above were utilized. Presumably one-armed individuals could also
function successfully in this game.

Volleyball is one of the most sociable of the team sports, There is a great
deal of interaction among participants accompanied by excited emotional
involvement. Although great skill, speed, agility and split second team-
work are exhibited by experienced players, it can also be enjord by fumbling
beginners. It is an excellent co-ed game as physical strength aad endurance
is of less importance than in most team sports. However, height anl long
reach are an asset.

Fbr further information see:

Dintiman, G.B. and Barrow, 11.14., A Comprehensive Manual of Plagga Education
Aotivities for Men. New York: Appleton-Centurzr Crofts Educational Division,
Meredith Corp., 1970.

Peck, W. H., Volleyball. London: Collier-MacMillan, 1970.

Trotter, B.J., Volleyball for Girls and Women. New 'York: Ronald Press, 1965.



271 Automobile Racing

CiLvivo nmental Factors

Outdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a
major factor

Equipment not necoss-
arliy at hand

loeirmdnt Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling 0
crouching 0
crawling 0

balance 0
seizures 0
Aphasia:

receptive 0
expressive
mixed 0

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

§allikaLt2lagIRALEARt'ors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching 0 0
handling 0 0
fingering 0 0
feeling

no hands 0
0 0

0 bed patient 0
0 respiratory 0
0
0 METS: 3-8

142

14.8
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271 Automobile Racing

DD: 796.72-.76 LC: GV 1029

The Sports Car Club of America sets standards for and issues novice permits,
regional and national licenses for sports cz.' racers. The applicant is re-

quired to join the Sports Car Club of Ameri,,a and the regional Sports Oar
Club of the region in which he lives. A medical examination is also re-
quired.

The applicant must make certain minor modifications on his sports car, use
approved racing tires, have the car inspected and wear specified protective
equipment.

A novice permit is issued to permit the applicant to attend a driver's
school which includes logging six hours of track driving and passing tlin
schoul sponsored driving events. Before receiving a regional license tlie
novice must then satisfactorily complete two regional events. :Co receive

a national license, the driver must have beeninat least four regional events
within two calender years, while holding a regional license. The national
sport car racer driver's license is held by about 3500 women and men, 2500
others are licensed in their regions.*

Almost 100 road circuits sponsor races about every weekend and there were
339 competition weekends in 1969 sponsored by one national organization.**

Racing, although a dangerous sport, is continually being made safer with im-
proved helmets, shoulder belts, roll bars, fire resistant clothing and built
in fire extinguishing equipment.

* RoadRacialiallmEical Engel, L. K., Dodd, Mead & Co., New York (1971),

**Ibid, p.2

For further information see:

Anderson, Dick, GettingReady.to Race.. New York: Sport Car Press, Distributed
by Crown Publishers, 1968 2nd ed.

Bradford, L.E., Modern Motor Sport. London: Faber Popular Books, 1964.

Periodicals: Auto Racing, Road & Track, Sportsgargraphic



Bi,cycle and Motorcyc le cin

Environmental Factors

Indoor

No specific
environment

Outdoor

Modicum of space Unlimited space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

IMILkiDLY12111agiaillid2E1

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 price range

Bicycle - $35.00 - 200.00
Motorcycle - 300.00-2,000.00

Impairment Limitations

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing 0
speech
retardation +
memory

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling 0
crouching 0
crawling +

balance 0
seizures 0
aphasia:

receptive 0
expressive +
mixed 0

wheel chair 0
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

hands impaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

1 2
O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0

bed patient 0
respiratory 0
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 3 15



272

272 Mcy 'e and motordycle racing

272 Bicyc...:1 ac

DD: 796.6 LC: GV 1049

Bicycle racing in common with running, 114-h jumpmg, broad jumping, requires
the maximum development cf the leg muscles. No Ather sport permits the at-
tainment of such It vesds through the use of the physical capacity of the
body. This is exhi_arating feeling and gives a tremendous sense of power
over the environment.

Racing in round or oval bowel shaped tracks in'ludes out manuevering op-
ponements for track rositions with accidents as a possible result.

272 Motorcycl,3 racing

DD: 796.75 LO: GV 1060

Motorc3,cle rac:rm is a dangerous sport. The motorcycl- because of its speed
without the stability of a four wheeled vehicle and wi,.out the .)rotection af-
fored by frame and body of a car is precarious to begin with. itacing involves
the dangers of jocking for position and exceeding the stabiliV limits of the
vehicle on (.1trves.

Participants in motorqycle racing must seek and enjoy danger and have great
technical skill in riding the vehicle. 7 maximum amount of protective
padding may lessen injuries incurred in a spill.

For further information see:

Miller, Sammy, Sammy Miller on:rails. Long Beach, California: Parkhurst
Publishing Co., 1969.

Redman, J., Wheels of Fortune. London: Stanley Paul & Co., 1966



273 Ricing

Environmental Factors

Outdoor

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Evipment not necess-
arily at hand

ImalnutELILEUELLEA

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing
speech
retardation 0
memory 0

11221kma:
bLooping 0
kneeling 0
crouching 0
crawling +

balance 0
seizures
aphasia:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair
semi - ambulant 0
Class III heart +

Class IV heart 0

1.35e

122Aal-PsychologisplF40ors

Aesthetic Utilitarian

Pre - patterned

Concrete

/ndividual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

hands impaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0 ,

bed patient 0
respiratory
Ener E n it re in

2



273 Dog racing

DI): 06.7, 798.8 LC: SF 440

Greyhounds and whippets aro racing dogs. Greyhounds are raced on com-
mercial tracks with betting and parimutuel betting systems where legal ap in
Florida. Dogs race 2 to 4 years and the champions may earn more than
$75,000 a year in prize money. There are more than 10,000,000 fans and
over half a million is wagered in a year.

The top speed dogs generally cover a distance of 5/16 of a mile in just
over 30 seconds. Only half of the racing clot.s earn enough prize money to
pay the cost of raising them and caring for them. There is a Greyhound
Hall of Fame in Abilene, Kansas.

Whippets are described as affectionate and attractive house doge.about 18"
high. They are raced but more informa14 than greyhounds. They may also be
used to hunt jack rabbits.

For further information see:

Thompson, W., 21 Liiln.YIMMd_INkailliikonzttill2TAitl. Miami, Florida: Grey.
hound Publications, Inc.

Todd, C., 1122.1222/41..arthiet. New York: Arco Publishing Co., 1961.
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274 Foot ligcpg

§nvironmentqlaltal

Outdoor

No specific
environment

Unlimited space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

Impairment limitations

blind 0
low vision +
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

112211.1-11:
stooping M1
kneeling M1
crouching M1
crawling M1

balance 0
seizures

920a140
r.yzeptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair 0
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

Social-Psychological Ffctors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

hands impaired: 2 2
reaching + +
handling + +
fingering + +
feeling + +

no hands

bed patient 0
respiratory 0

FamL169M11-5M-@1"-"IdileielL.LMETS: 15 - 2

M1 if running is possible with any/or all of these leg impairments



274 Foot racing

274

DD: 796.426 LC: CV 1061-71

Foot racing may range from the informal spur of the moment races of
children to marathon running. Included are jogging and running as
described under 225 Physical fitness sports and 267 Track races.

A recent report by Dr. Lawrence A. Golding of Kent State in the May
8, 1972 issue of Sports Illustrated finds track competitors the
most physically fit of all athletes.

The marathon distance is 26 miles, 385 yards, and the annual race in
Boston is the most famous, with hundreds of starters. Marathons are
run in various other parts of the country as well. In the midwest
races are scheduled in Toledo and Upton, Wisconsin.

Long distance running is a unique combination of the mind (will)
and body. The will to complete the task may give out before the phys-
ical resources of the lege and lungs. The will Inas to resist the im-
pulse to give in to the combined stress of body aches, stiffening legs,
blistering feet and burning lungs. The boredom of the long hours of
practice required to build up endurance is an additional obstacle.
Some anxiety resulte from the fact that performance is entirely up to
the individual. There is no team or equipment which shares the
responsibility.

Win or lose there is a tremendous feeling of accomplishment in going the
route. It is the pleasure of having brought body and will to a level
of maximum performance. A strong camaraderie exists among runners out
of mutual respect for each one's efforts.

149
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Horse Racing

!rivironmental Factors

)or

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Kquipment a major
factor

I:Auipmeat, not necess
oldly at hand

gosiglaDychological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost,....2L2guipment and supplies: 1972 price range

- $2.00 minimum

Impai rment Limitations

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing 0
speech
retardation +
memcry 0

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling +
crouching 0
crawling +

balance 0
seizures 0
aphasia:

receptive 0
expressive +
mixed 0

wheel chair 0
semiambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

hands impaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

1 2
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

bed patient 0
recognition 0

Energy Expenditure in
METS: 8 15



275

275 Horse racing

DD: 798.4 LC: SF 277-359

Horse races may be the occasion for appreciation of the horse as a
race animal. In America, where its commercial aspects rank higher than
the equestrian, it may also be the occasion for appreciation of gambling
as a legalized sport. In either dimension, horse enthusiasts partici-
pate in horse racing in any of four different ways: as owners, trainem,
jockeys, and/or spectators. The owner's contribution is largely finan-
cial. The trainer confers with the owner on care and exercise and
enjoys a rather high status in the ranks. Under the trainer and the
stable jockeys, apprentices to the trado, who put in a full day of
intensive work routine. The jockey p. ulcipates most directly in the
race and enjoys the financial benefits. A jockey often can ride three
orfour races in an afternoon and may receive a large share of the
winnings, augmented by private contributions of the owner. The largest
class of enthusiasts, the spectators, share in the excitement of the
race and, sometimes, the financial benefits. Horse racing is thorough-
bred or harness. As a popular sport, and as one in which participation
is multi-dimensional, horse racing lends itself to enjoyment by a wide
variety of people.
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276 Power 490 R4cirK

Environmental ,Factors,

Outdoor

Specialized environ-

ment and/or climate

Unlimited space

Equipment a major

factor

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Impairment Limitations

baind
low vision 0

hearing 0

speech +
retardation 0
memory 0

,impaired:
stooping +

kneeling +
crouching +
crawling +

balance 0

seizures 0

aPhasia:
receptive 0
expressive
mixed 0

wheel chair 0

semi-ambulant
Class III heart 0

Class IV heart 0

Aesthetic

Pre-pabterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for

recognition

hands impaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

1 2
0 0
O 0
O 0
O 0

bed patient 0

respiratory
0

Energy Expenditure in

METS: 3 - 5



276 Power boat racing

DD: 797.14 LC: GV 835

Outboard motor -oats in a variety of size and power classes are raced.
They may be divided into strictly racing boats and combination racing
and cruising boats.

In the racing boats, size and rough water seaworthiness are sacrificed for
Ulu maximum in speed so that spillsduring races may be fairly frequent.

The rough water from the wake of another racer as well as the normal
waves on a windy day makes the race outcome somewhat unpredictable.

For tivse who race informally in cruise boats, safety precautions
may Include life jackets, helmets, and staying off decks and gun
wales.

Jet propelled boats seem to be opening up a new dimension in both
racing and cruising.

Just as many sports car owners have turned from speed trials tc rallys
so predicted logging matches have been developed as an alternatiTe to
racing among some boat owners.

In predicted logging, each skipper has to predict how long it will take
him to travel between three or more places and victory goes to the one
who makes the best guess.

For further information see:

Bowman, :I., 1.:22-th(..-:an_c_u28.14j2L,Liscsoac. New York: Arco Publishing Co., 1962.

deFauntaine, W.
ing. New York:

Goldmdn, J., 121
Co., 1965

and Barker, B., 1001.&22.tions Answered About Boats and Boat
Dodd, Mead, and Co., 1966

_yropulsion in MotorBoating. New York: A. S. Barnes and

Penzer, M., The Motorboatman's Bible. Garden City, New York: Doubleday &
Co., 1966.
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Sailboat and Ice Boat Racing

h;.c.Lronmental Factors

OuLdour

Specialized environ-
ment and/or climate

Unlimited space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment, not necess-
arily at hand

Social-Ps-chological Factors1004M

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

u°12L.21L2.2a121112ELLEILL2222211E: 1972 price range

cost of boat - $100.00-5,000.00

Impairment Limitations

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing 0
speech
retardation 0
nw&ory 0

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling 0
crouching 0
crawling 0

balance 0
seizures 0
aphasia:
receptive 0
expressive +
mixed 0

wheel chair 0
semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching 0 0
handling 0 0
fingering 0 0
feeling 0 0

no hands 0

bed patient 0
respiratory 0
kergx_Ipenditure in
METS: 3 10



277

277 Sailboat and ice boat racing

DD: 796.97 LC: GV 843, GV 827-832

There are yacht clubs th-oughout the country. For the most part, boats of
similiar design compete against each other which makes for more equal competi-
tion. Differences between contenders remain in their care of the finish of
the hull, their fine adjustments of the rigging and most importantly the
sailing skill of the skipper and the alertness, speed, and precision of the
crew.

Races are frequently scheduled for every weekend during the summer in
northern climates so that each participant has a chance to prove himself
during a series of events, not just a single race.

There are complex principles and rules of sailing to be learned from the
books as well as the specific racing rules of the local club. Beyond the
science of aerodynamics is the art of applying the science to maneuvering
the boat and winning the race.

Although the skill of the skipper is the key variable, victory may hinge on
the expertise of the crew as well.

When the boat changes direction in relation to the wind, sails may have to be
changed, tied down more loosely or more tightly, the centerboard raised or
lowered. The more quickly this is done the faster the boat regai.ns speed
and speed wins races.

Typically there are a number of participants in a sailboat race so that for
the competitive there is usually the satisfaction of coming ahead of some
other boat even if you don't win, unless of course you are so unlucky as to
.mme in last!

With centerboard boats the skipper must estimate the degree of risk he wishes
to take to gain greater speed. Heeling the boat over near the pointof
shipping water utilizes more of the wind's power but increases the tisk of
capsizing

Whether it is because sailors are prolific writers or writers are prolific
sailors there is a super abundance of books about sailing and about racing
sailboats.

For further information see:

Blanchard, F. S., The Sailboat Classes of North America. Garden City, New York:
Doubleday & Company, 1968.

Harlc, P., The Glenans Sailing Manual. Tuckahoe, New York: John de Graff, Inc.,
1967.

Pearson, E. A., The Tare of Sailing. New York: Harper & Row, 1965.
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278 Winter sports railing, e.g., Bobsledding, Tobogganing1 Snow-
mobiling. etc.

Emironmental Factors

Outdoor

Specialized environment
and/or climate

Unlimited space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

Costof equipment and supplies:

toboggan - $3.66-27.99
snowmobile - 500.00-1,000.00

Impairment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recogpition

1972 price range

O balance
O seizures
O Aphasia:

receptive
O expressive
0 mixed

impaired:
stooping 0
kneeling 0
crouching 0
crawling 0

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching 0 0
handling 0 0
fingering 0 0
feeling 0 0

0 no hands 0

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

O bed patient 0
O respiratory 0
O Energy Expenditure in
O METS: 3.0-8.0



278

278 Winter ,voits racing, e.g., bobsledding, 1,ohngganing, snowmobiling, etc.

DD: 796.51 LC: GV 857.5oT8
278 Snowmobiling
Snowmobile racing includes closed circuit racing, obstacle or slalom racing,
sprint racing, marathon or cross-country racing and powderpuff races. Inter-
collegiate competition was started in 1968, and now there are some high
school rallies. Races are also held in the summer in hayfields and meadows.
Factory racing teams test machines and promote products. Track speeds some-
times exceed 70 mph.

The United States Snowmobile Association (USS:.), Eagle River, Wisconsin 54521,
sponsors races and provides insurance for race competitors.

An International Racers' ?:deration started in 1970. Information is available
from chairman George Sande.'s, Box 21066, Salt Lake City, Utah 84121. Send
self-addressed stamped envelope.

For further information see:

Malo, J.W., smasolum. New York: MacMillan Company, 1971.

Rally Information Selice of &inrude Motors, How to Stage a Snowmobile Rally.
Evinrude Motors, Division of Outboard Marine Corporation, 4143 North 27th
Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Snowmobile Publications, Inc., The Race and Rally Yearbook. Post Office Box

182, Alexandria, Minnesota 56308.



290 MilaelanempArrts

Environmental Factors

Ildoor Outdoor

Specialized enviro4.-
ment and/Or climate

Modicum of space

Equipment a
major factor

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

Social-ppychological Ffisisam

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Structured

Supervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 price rcnge

roller skates - $4.00-40.00 .

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

impaired:
stooping
imeeling
crouching
crawling

S1 could do
S2 could do

O balance 0
O seizures $2
S1 Aphasia:

receptive 51
expressive +
mixed S1

O wheel chair
semi-ambulant

O Class III heart
Class IV heart

curling
curling

and soap box derby

158

164

hands
reaching
handling
fingering + +
feeling + +

no hands 0

Indieridual effort

1 2

0 0
0 0

O bed patient 0
O respiratory 0
O Energy Expenditure in
O ME S: 3-15



291-292

291 Curling

DD: 796.96 LC: GV 845

In curling, stones with handles are slid back and forth on ice from one goal

to another. The strategy is similar to that of bowling on the green, and
the sliding action is similar to shuffle board.

There are four players on each team. Each player throws two stones for a

total of sixteen for both teams at one end (round of play).

The player who is throwing the stone (curling) is directed by a partner at

the other end of the rink (skip). This relationship_is similar to that of

pitcher-catcher in a baseball game.

Different from horseshoes, bowling or shuffle board, all players are parti-

cipating most of the time by swebping. The ice is swept in front of the

stone by the curler's partnerr to attempt to control the distance the stone

will tralel. The object of the game is to have your stones closer to the goal

than thlse of your opponents. Part of the strategy consists of knocking
the or.e);ment's stones away from the goal.

The game is suitable for both men and women and people of a wide age range.

Some players continue well into old age, including a few in the nineties.

For furthac information see:

Keating, Ted (ed.), The 0utd2211EncyclawDAL New York: A. S. Barnes& Co.,

1957.

Watson, K., Curling. New York: A. S. Barnes & Co., 1950.

Welsh, R., WdetoCurlieinner'san. London: Pelham Books, 1969.

292 Roller Derby

DD: 796.21 LC: GV 851

The actual participants in Roller Derby are better actors than skaters; there

is no pretense of art in. eibiler role. However, of more interest to us than thc
skaters are the spectatorstinparticular, the home fans who absorb themselves
weekly in the roller derby spectacle. It is hard to define the audience, but
one might hazard a guess that many are not sports fans. They disdain the Amer-
ican phenomenon of avid TV sports watching. They appreciate "Roller Derby" as
a parody of TV sports with all its pomp and ritual. Roller Derby enjoys its
own ludicrous rituals and displays. It seems hard to imagine that anyone takes
it seriously. In this respect it is not unlike Big Time Wrestling. One sus-
pects they share the same audience.



293 Soap box derby

DD: 796.6 LC: GV 1029.7

As American as you know what, the enthusiasm aroused by soap box derbies
symbolizes the high status of tinkering with technology at an early age.
The purpose is 'to construct from mainly scrap materials as frictionless
a moving vehicle as possible and to race it powered only by gravity.

Winners of local races compete in an annual national contest in Akron,
Ohio.

These little racersare ecologically commendable as they neither consume
fossil fuel nor pollute the air. All they need are more hills.

160
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300 liAnut ACTIVITIES

fCa



310

Indoor

No specific
environment.

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment..

EquiPment norm-
ally at hand

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory.

ng
kneeling
crouching
crawling

Outdoor

balanc e
seizures
Aahamiso

receptive +
expressive +
mixed +

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart
Class IV heart

Sou44.1enprotloloitc#31 Pafkort

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Individual effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

1621Lorlagail:rea ng.
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands +

bed patient
respiratory

SI can hear, smell and feel some of the stimuli
Ml may be wheeled to vier from a window or onto a porch

3

1 a
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +

MI



310

310 Waive EnApment of Scenery an4 Wildlifq

DD: 719 LC: BR 301.N3

Anyone unable to appreoiate the beauties and wonders of the world around him
would be deprived of what is probably the most universal aesthetic pleasure,
the enjoyment of soerery ane wildlife. It is important that the severely handi-
capped person become aware that there is great pleasure to be derived from the
passive enjoyment of scenery and wildlife. The inability to go for a solitary
walk in the woods does not preclude the enjoyment of the natural world.

Scenery and wildlife oan be observed throughout the year from within the borne.
Birds and small local animals can be attracted if food is put out for them;
in time some will become quite tame as they learn that they will be safe with
and around certain people. The interested individual can learn to identify
various types of birds and animals and to antioipate the visits of migratory birds
(see category 324, "Birds or animal observation walks"). Observation generates
wonder at the nature of plant growth and change.

Much of the same natural wildlife observed from the window can be observed from
a stationary position outside the home. A wider range of scenery will probably
be observable, including such things as cloud formations. Being outside will
also bring increased awareness and appreciation of climactic changeswarm
sun, cool breezes, the stillness of the air or the quality of the atmosphere
before a storm.

When removed from the home setting to a park or cottage, the individual has
an opportunity to observe new types of natural life, and of course, new scenery.
The careful observer will be able to notedevelopmental stages which are simul-
taneous with or different from those of his home territory, while he aoquires
new ideas about the general nature of plants and animals. Traveling provides
similar opportunities for observation and comparison, while adding the pleasure -
able sense of getting a more widespread view of the natural world.

Once the enthusiasm for the observation of scenery ana wildlife has been arousedi
the individual has many resources around him for vicarious enjoyment and for
learning more about what he has observed. Television and radio dooumentaries
and travelogues, books, films, and records, lectures, movies and demonstrations
can all add to his knowledge and to his thirst for more knowledge about the
natural world.

The passive enjoyment of scenery and wildlife is primarily an individual oc-
cupation with little opportunity for social interaction. It can be a shared
activity, and the severely handicapped person may require some assistance,
but it is primarily a solitary pastime. Its chief value would be for the indivi-
dual whose activity is severely limited and who needs an interest outside
himself.

1633161)



320 212§212 tias.saLaga.vi.tie
r rg.,2212.11A

Outdoor

Specialized environment
and/or climate

Unlimited space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Pre-patterned

Concrete

Group effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Little opportunity for
recognition

Cost of -eauipment and sum:gess 1972 price range

Binoculars - $15.00 - $60.00
Books (bird, tree or mineral

identification) - 0 - $15.00

ImpaiTment Limittatipng

blind M1
low vision M2
hearing. M3
speech
retardation +
memory M4

impaired:
stooping 82
kneeling 82
crouching 52
crawling 52

balance 51
seizures 51
aphasia:
receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair 53
semi-ambulant 53
Class III heart 53
Class IV heart 0

Individual effort

11,n4s impaire4: 1 it

reaaling + +
handling + +
fingering + +
feeling + 54

no hands +

bed patient 0
respiratory 53
En Ependitur, in

1.5

M1 would enjoy walking, hearing, smelling, feeling with a companion-guide, at
slow pace

M2 could enjoy observation of large objects; avoid dangerous areas requiring
good vision

M3 avoid areas where alertness to sound is important for safety
M4 need companion to avoid getting lost
SI need companion for safety
32 all but caves and other dangerous terrain
53 smooth surfaced level walks
84 avoid sharp rocks, etc.
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320 Observation, Emaloration or Discovery Activities

DD: 796.5

The appeal of these activities would be more obvious to those who find a joy-
ful fascination in the variety and splendor of objects in their natural state.
The day's "find" might be rooks, shells, wood pieces, or a prolonged study of
tiny clams burying themselves at the seaside. Equipment is minimalcontainers
for the oompulsive collector, otherwise just one's eyes and a certain receptive-
ness. The affinity for this type of activity is usually ingrained, but at times
acquired from the example of some other devotee of this quiet repast. As this
quiet appreciation is a quality that can be developed, and grows greater when
shared, the opportunities for creating bonds quite readily present themselves.

These activities call for no strenuous exertion, no specially developed co-
ordination or muscle skills. The physical demands made axe those of walking
at whatever pace desired, bending over, pioking up relatively light objects.
While even these are beyond the capabilities of the bed-ridden, they axe not
impossible for the wheelchair patient. With minor adjustments, and an apee-
able companion, the only-somewhat physically disabled can explore, dimmer,
and oolleot whatever type of outdoor inhabitant, animate or inanimate, most
strikes his fancy. Certainly, unless one experiences a total aversion to the
elements, the physical trappings of this outdoor lab should be not only pleas-
ant but healthful.

The range of physical settings caters to a variety of personal pweferences and
avaliable environments. Some require proximity to very particular settings
022, beachcombing and 327, spelunking); with most others finding the proper.
environment shouldn't be too difficult.

The activity may be goal-oriented--to find a particular stone or tree, to ob-
serve a particular bird, or may thrive on its lack of direction. The activity
may be exercised within a structured group (a wide game or a guided nature
hike) or at the whim of the individual.

Fbr same the activity goes beyond the realm of avocation and becothes a pro-
fession in earnest. Or the activity remains avocational, but is reinforced
by research and further education on the subject - the Audibon Society, iden-
tification and cataloguing of shells, rooks and semi-precious stones. Even
at this level of increased concentration Ce demands made do not require
great physical, intellectual, or technical abilities.

One danger of whioh the explorer must be aware is poisonous plants. "There
are more than 60 varieties of plants in the U.S. which may cause irritation
to the dkin. Most persons are immune to the effects of the majority of those
plants, but nearly every person who touches poison ivy, poison oak, or poison
sumac is affected to some degree."*

*Poisonous Plants, National Safety Council, Safety Education Data Sheet Nb. 8
trevT:seWbional Safety Council, 425 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois,
60611, 1946 (revised 1958).

(cont. on next page)
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320 Observation, Exploration or Discovery Activities (cont.)
For further information see:

Elliott, C., ....2Thelatchooramatr. New York: E.P.Eutton and Co., 1969.

Gresham, Grits, The Sportsman and HillamiLy Outdoors. New York: Outdoor Life-

E.P. Dutton and tra7176).

Keating, Ted (ed.), The Outdoor Enazawal. New Ybrk: A.S. Barnes and Co.,

1957.

National Safety Council, Hil,abA. Safety Education Data Sheet no43
(rev.), Chicago; 425 N. Michigan Ave. 60611.

Schoenfeld, Clay, Wisconsin Sideroade to Somewhere. Madison, Wis.: Dombar Bi-

ucation nesearch gaIces, Inc., Box 1148 53701.

322 Beachcombing

DD: 796.52 LC: GB 454.B3

Next to the rowdier, livelier seaside activities, beachcombing looks quite pale
by comparison. For our purposes, however, its weakness is its strength. Beach-
combing calls for no strenuous exertion, no specially developed coordination or
muscle skills. The physical demands made are those of walking at whatever pace
desired, bending over, and picking up relatively light objects. While even
these are beyond the capabilities of the bed-ridden, they are not impossible
for the wheelchair patient. With minor adjustments and an agreeable companioa,
the only-somewhat physically disabled can explore, discover and collect whatever
type of beach inhabitant, animate or inanimate, most strikes his fancy. Cer-
tainly, unless one experiences a total aversion to sand, sea and air, the physi-
cal trappings of this outdoor lab should be not only pleasant but healthful.
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330 Gathering of Wild PlarA. Foods

Environmental Factors

Outdoor

Specialized environment
and/Or climate

Unlimited space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment normally
at hand

Sociaztaloat
Utilitarian

Pre-petterned

Concrete

Group effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Opportunity fo
recognition

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 price range

Books on plant tdentification $0-15.00

Individual effort

Little opportunity
for recognition

For fulther information see:

Angier, Bradford. atelorlteltaag.n. Harrisburg, Pa.: Stackpoue Books, 1966.

Harris, Ben Charlts, Eat the Weeds. Barre, Mass.: Barre Publishers, 1968.

Gibbons, Ewell, StalkinKthe Wild Asparagus. New York: D. McKay Co., 1962.

E.irment Limitations

rind 0

low vision M1
hearing
speech
retai tion M1
memo 2 M1

impaired:
stooping M4
kneeling M4
crouching M4
crawling M4

balance M2
seizures M2
Aphasia:

receptive M1
expressive +
mixed M1

wheel chair 0
umi-ambulant 0
Class III heart M5
Class IV heart 0

hands impaired: 1 2

reaching + 0
handliftg + 0
fingering + /13
feeling + M3

no hands 0

bed patient 0
respiratory M5
Energrenditure in
METS: 3.2-5

Mi needs supervision to avoid poisonous foods.

M2 needs companion for safety.
M3 can probably gather most objects despite these limitations.

A4 with long-handled reachers or collecting waist high or above fruit, nuts, etc..

M5 at slow pace.

1."
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330

330 Gatheringyild P2ant F2ods

Many of these wild plants are commonly known and ident4fied by aayinitiate. Others require previous instructica or uncomm- fr4iliarity withwild plants. The gathering is done because the plants are eaible, or medi.ci-nal, or spices. For some, identificiedon and collection are motiration e-nough. The activity may entail battling the native, and -`1,14,5 %ostils,
elements of fields, bogs, marshesv or wordsfor somi. not a :;elightful pros-pect. However, properly clothed, forews..1:e:-:: a4a geepared idventurers mayplunge in and gather to their 1-..ea-t' or stomach's content.

Plinsts or specialists may seek particular types of wild plants to the exclu-sion of others. Many wild plants grow only under specific conditions. Onemight research the local flora and fauna before the expeditior gets underway,especially since some shrub of harmless unassuming appear-artc . mignt well bepoisonous.

Given the current ecological orientation and the possible interest generatedby the discovery of wild plants, the activity might mushroom into a full scale
inveatigation of the local ecological niche. This might be possible evenwithout prior acquaintance with the formal study of biology.

For further information see:

Keating, Ted (ed.), The Outdoor Encyclopedia. New York: A.S. Barnes and Co.,1957.
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340 EANIA

Environmental Factors

Outdoor

Specialized environment
and/Or climate

Unlimited space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Group effort

Unstructured

Supervised

Little opportunity
for recognition

Pre-patterned

Individual effort

Unsupervised

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 price range

Tent - $60-120.00 Portable stoves - $20.00-30.00
Sleeping bags - 8.00-30.00 Cooking utenbils - 10.00-20.00

Fbr further information see:

Wells, George and Iris, .....4ThelHamanuaLlyalernE.J1ILEEzel. New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1956.

Beard, James, Treasury of Outdoor Cooking. New York: Ridge Press Inc., 1969.

Jones, Edward C., gelsontsEiaofcinam. New York: Thomas Nelson
and Sons, 1963.

Impairment Limitations

baind M1
low vision M1
hearing
speech
retardation M2
memory M2

impaired:
stooping M3
kaeeling M3
crouching M3
crawling +

balance
seizurQs
Aphasia:

receptive M2
expressive +
mixed M2

wheel chair
semi-ambulant M4
Class III heart M4
Class IV heart 0

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + Ol
handling + M1
fingering + M1
feeling + Ml

no hands M1

bed patient 0
respiratory M4
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 1 -4.4

P M1 companion to serve as guide ono perform tasks necessary
M2 supervision for safety may be necessary
M3 special sleeping arrangements and toilet facilities needed
M4 at a slow pace with competent compaplons



340-344

340 Camping

341 Backyard barbeques, and general outdoor cookery

342 Picnics and special outdoor cooking, e g., clambakes, corn roasts, etc.

The first two categoriesam ohiefly oonoerned.with adaptation to outdoor life.
Depending on how daring or resourceful the participants (these most often are
group activities), outdoor cooking can summon what little pioneer blood is left
in us, or can demonstrate how modern conveniences can eliminate all semblance
of struggle with nature. For those who choose the former possibility, the ex-
perience is an exercise in working with nature. Testing how well they can
overcome the handicap of fewer un -natural aids appeals to those unspoiled by
a "ready-made" society. Not everyone cares or is able to see how well they
.:.an fare without the accustomed tools. For these, outdoor cooking may serve
only to provide a setting, or a change of scene, or a novelty. In this ca-
pacity, outdoor coohing accomodates most anyone, despite physical handicap.

For further information see:

Keating. Ted (ed.) The Outdoor Encyclopedia. New York: A.S. Barnes and
Co.11957.

343 Campfire and campfire ceremonial activities

These are often the setting used to bring large groups of people together

at a common activity. Groups within the group perform complementary func-
tions: building the fire, presenting shits, singing, supplying and/or
cooking food. The warmth and light of the fire seem to appeal to some-
thing basic in our natures - -they draw everyone close together, away from the
dark and the night. Smaller groups appreciato the coal= bond created by
gathering around a fire, strengthening the tightly knit and encouraging the
strangers to draw closer--a very effective means of inducing a group con-
sciousness.

344 Camping at public or private campsites

Camping used to be an adventure in pioneering--a co-operation with the forces
of nature as a means of survival. Now, however, on any given sweltering sum-
mer week-end, a man gathers rations, equipment, family and friends, packs
them into an air-conditioned trailer, sporting more conveniences than one
finds in the average household, and joins 50,000 other eager Americans in
their pilgrimage to the wilds.

However tempting the urge to surround oneself in conveniences might be, the
concept of camping is the ability to enjoy oneself in his natural surround-
ings with only the basic necessities. Properly supervised camping encourages
imaginative inventiveness tempered with a proper amount of humor and a defin-
ite willingness to go without one's accustomed luxuries. This last factor
is important from the standpoint that a person's adaptability to difl'erent
environments will enable him to be at ease in any situation in which he may
find himself.

(cont. on next page)



345

344 Camping at public or private campsites (cont.)

As a group activity, an enjoyable camping trip depends upon the cooperation
among the campers to assure that everyonesharesthe tasks of setting up and
maintaining a campsite. The small comforts gleaned from a community effort
will be all the more appreciated because they are not taken for granted and
because they are a tangible indication of teamwork.

The physical exertion of camping would perhaps prevent the seriously handi-
capped from participating because of extreme weather or outstandingly prim-
itive conditions. Sleeping on the ground or limited bathroom facilites might
be insurmountable difficulties for severely disabled patients, but. for those
with slight physical impairments, the average state park or commercial camp-
site would pose no great problem.

For further information see:

Gresham, Grits, The Sportsman and Hie Family Outdoors. New York: Outdoor Life-
E.P. Dutton and Co., 1969.

345 EXtended camping trips, e.g., pack horse or canoe trips

The very adaptable camper, experienced in coping at the level of primitive
facilities, might find extended trips of this sort quite to his liking.
This category presupposes as well adequate ability in some form of trans-
portation, presumably other than a motor vehicle. Definitely, one's physi-
cal condition must be equal to the strenuous task.

For further information see:

Keating, Ted (ed.), The Outdoor Encyclopedia. Nor York: A.S. Barnes and
Co., 1957.

National Safety Council, Camping, Safety Education Etta Sheet, no. 18 (revised),
425 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 60611.

National Safety Council, Counselors and Hel ere in Summer CUPS. Safety
Education Data Sheet, no. 80, 425 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 60611.
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346 Cottage rental in outdoor recreational areas

347 Resort living in outdoor recreational areas

348 Privately owned smmmer cottages at nearby lakes, etc.

These combine proximity to outdoor settings with the luxury of modern
conveniences. These also adapt themselves to either quiet, healthfUl
relaxation or strenuous physical exercise or a combination of both.
Most people, then, would find this kind of living well suited to them.
More famous and highly developed areas might be more expensivt and more
touristpopulated than is comfortable. The level of activities while
living at the recreational areas may be adapted to suit the individual/
group needs.(cf.32DObservation loration or Discove Activit es,
also 200 SPORTS and 00 CRAFT ACTIVITIESA

For further information see:

Keating, Ted (ed.), The Outdoor Encyclopedia. New York: A.S. Barnes
and Co., 1957.



350 fitinELLDIEgailLAIs.1.21.Aguati c Animals

Environmental Factors

Outdoor

Specialized environ-
ment and/or climate

Unlimited space

Equipment a
major factor

Equipment not necessarily
at hand

Social-puchological Factors

Aesthetic

Creative

Concrete

Individual effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Co.2.2.siel,.m...;.._22Itandsulies: 1972 price range

fishing pole and equipment - $7.97-150.00
Wisconsin fishing license - 3.25-5.50

Impairment Limitations

blind 51
low vision S1
hearing
speech
retardation +
memory

impaired:
stooping 53
kneeling 53
crouching S3
crawling 53

balance
seiwures
aphasia:

receptive
expressive
mixed

Utilitarian

S1 hands impaired: 1 2
52 reaching

handling + 0
+ fingering + 0
+ feeling.

no hands 0
+ +

wheel chair 31
semi-embulant 51
Class III heart S2
Class IV heart 0

bed patient 0
respiratory

5.11e1-27-"LendreinMETS: 1. .

S1 dock, bridge, boat or shore fishing with a companion to bail and throw .line
and aid in catching fish. Blind not required to have fishing license in
Wisconsin.

S2 dock, bridge, or shore fishing.
53 dock, bridge, shore or boat fishing; ice fishing once the hole is broken
M1 with assistance of companion for throwing line
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350

350 Fishing) TrappinKetc. of !Inuatic Animals

DD: 799, 639.2 LC: SH

Fishing, with the exception of electronic gear for locating shoals of fish,
has remained, delightftlly, an art rather than a science. One of its charms
is the large element of chance or luck which equalizes somewhat the success
outcome of the experienced fisherman vs. the novice. That the drama takes
place under water and in most cases out of sight adds to the mystery and sus
pense.

In fishing there is a vast amount of private lore to be learned upon which
the fisherman does not have to submit to being tested on objective examina
tions. He may have the satisfaction of believing that no one else knows as
much as he about the terrain at the bottom of his favorite fishing cove and
the habits of the fish who dwell there. This is one activity in our culture
where the individual is free to be irrational, emotional and unevaluated in
his knowledge.

It may be argued that the American work ethic surrounds with suspicion and
twinges of guilt anyone caught doing nothing. It is possible that fishing,
which overtly appears as doing something, covertly permits the individual
to do nothing, as he desires, and still appear respectable to himself and
others.

"Preference for fishing (54%) is highest in the 25 to 44 age group. This
is true for males, but females in each age group (to 65 and over) prefer
swimming and picnicking to fishing." *

"As a general practice males prefer fishing (41) even over swimming (40%).
Females prefer swimming (OP, driving for pleasure (31%), and sightseeing
(24%) as well as picnicking (47%) in preference to fishing (21%)."*

The sense of touch is highly developed in fishing and the experienced fish
erman develops a keen sense of what's going on at the bottom of the water
thraugh the feel of the line. To the sensitive, this opens up a whole new
world. He suddenly appreciates the scope of the many things happening un
der water obscured from usual human observation. The fisherman, through the
feel of the line, is partially admitted to an understanding of these happen
ings.

"Participating in fishing is negatively associated with a preference for such
activities aspicnicking, walking for pleasure, driving for pleasure, sight
seeing, attending outdoor sports and attending outdoor concerts, etc. On the
other hand it is positively associated with preference for camping, hunting,
boating and water skiing."*

Fishing is a very cruel sport from the standpoint of the fish and the bait.
Most fishermen are able to compartmentalize this by assuming that fish and
bait have such a primitive neurological system that they feel no pain.

For the fisherman, protection against rain, cold, sun and insects is advisa
ble. Finally, don't forget to get a fishing license!

(cont. on next page)
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350 Fishing, Trapping, etc. of Aquatic Animals (cont.)
* National Recreation Survey, Outdoor Racreation Resources Review Commission,

Washington, D.C., Gov't. Printing Office,ORRED Study Raport 19, 1962, p.29.

For further information see:

Gresham, Grits, The Sportsman and His Family Outdoors. New York: Outdoor
Life, E.P. Dutton and Co., 1969.

Keating, Ted (ed.), The Outdoor Encyclopedia. New York: A.S. Barnes and
Co., 1957.

National Safety Council, Hook and Line Fishin . Safety Education Data Sheet
no. 44 (revised), 425 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 60611.

Smith, Red, Red Smith on Fishing, Around the World. Garden City, New York:

Doubleday and Co., 1963.

351 Catching live bait

DD: 799.12 LC: SH 448

Setting minnow traps in a brook usually leads one through delightfUl terrain.
The placid "holes" in the brook are usually teeming with interesting fish,
crab, frog and insect life.

Catching minnows spawning under roclzs in lakes is a mysterious activity in-
volving placing a weighted net around the rock, feeling under the rock for
eggs, then catching the minnow with the bare hands, at the same time hoping
to avcid contact with blood suckers and biting crabs.

For further information see:

U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, Raising Bait Fishes.
Ciraular 35, Washington, D.C., U.S. Gov't. Printing Office, 1956.
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352-355

352 Dock, bridge, or shore fishing

DD: 799.12 LC: SH 456

These activities may be enjoyr.A by the severly disabled, avtn including indi-
viduals confined to wheel chairs, provided they have the intermittent aid of
a companion. Precautions for the pilysically handicapped include access to
toilet facilities and adequate clothing protection against rain, cold, sun
and insects.

"Perscens with no impairments participate in fishing at higher levels than
those with impariments, and those whose impairments are limiting participate
much less in fishing. This pattern is fairly uniform for each age group.
Those with limiting impaiisments participate at a rate only about half that of
the total."*

* Netional Recreation Survey, Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission,
WaitTington, D.C., Gov't. Printing Office, ORRRC Study Report 19, 1962, p. 29.

353 Surf or wader fishing

DD: 799,12 LC: SH 456

Surf or wader fishing can be a vigorous sport if undertow or current is present.
Surefootedness and considerable amounts of physical stamina in reserve are safe-
ty precautions in the event the fisherman is sucked under or dragged along by
the undertow or current. Casting may or may not be physically demanding, de-
pending on the size of the rig used.

354 Boat fishing--fresh water

DD: 639.21, 799.1 LC: SH 401-691. SH 687

This is usually the most efficient and productive kind of fishing as it enables
the fisherman to go where the fish are or at least where he thinks they might
bt:. The most comfortable seating arrangements can be provided in a boat. In
tYiolling, there is the rhythmic pleasure of mobility. At anchor in isolated
spots there is quiet and solitude.

For further information see:

Janes, E.C., Fresh Water Fishing_Complete. New York: Holt, Rlnehart, &
Winston, 1961.

355 Boat fishing--salt water

DD: 639.22, 799.16 LC: SH457

Salt water fishing involvc:0 longer crilisr.:s and the possibility of larger and
more varied catches. With modern clectronic equipment, shoals of fish may be
located, reducing some of the :luck element in fishing. Larger and more exciting
game fish may be caught. Br'dts, fuel, and gear are all more expensive. Better
seamanship than in most filesh water expeditions is required for safety.

(cont. on next page)
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356-358

355 Boat fishing - Ball water (oont.)

For further information see:

Keating, Ted (ed.), The Outdoor Enoyolopedia. New York: A.S. Barnes & Co.,

1957.

Scharff, R., Standard Handbook of Salt-Water Fishing. New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell Co., 1966.

356 Ioe fishing

DD: 799.12 LC: SH 456

Ioe fishing requires a hardy tolerance for the oold. If fishing shadks are
used, there is some work involved in moving these around and storing them, In
the spring, fishermen must be wary of cracks in the ice and being stranded on
separated ice floats.

The line may be lowered to a depth of 150 feet. Line bate or out-up meat or
fish are used. Fish are apt to be hungry and bite readily when found. Several
lines may be watohed by one fisherman by-tying the line to a stidk Which tips
up to signal a strike. Jiggling the line up and down serves the double pur-
pose of attracting the fidh and keeping the fisherman warm. Lake trout and
walleye pike are caught along with perch.

During the winter of 1964, it was estimated that over a million perdh, aver-
aging a third of a pound apiece, were taken from a medium-size lake in Wis-
consin by ice fishermen.*

* Wisconsin Sideroads to Somewhere, Schoenfeld, Clay, Denbar Education Research
Services, Inc., Madison, Wisconsin, Box 1148, 53701.

357 Bow and spear fishing

DD: 799.14 LC: SH 459

Bow and spear fishing, like casting, are more active sports and reseMble hunt-
ing in this respect. Considerable dkills with the use of the weapons is re-
quired, which also differentiates it from most of the other fishing teohntques.

358 Trapping fish with nets, seines, trotlines, etc.

DD: 799.13 LC: SH 459

These techniques are more frequently associated with commercial fishing. Where
fish are plentiful, these tend to yleld larger catches than usually can be
used by the amateur fisherman and those wi.th whom he could normally share his
catch. Considerable strength may be required to haul in these larger catches.



360 Hunting,Trappink, etc" of Terrestrial Animals

Enviromental Factors

Outdoor

Specialized environ-
ment and/or climate

Unlimited space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necess-
arily at hand

Social-Psychologickl 4ctors

Aesthetic Utilitarian

Creative

Concrete

Group effort Individual effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Cost of eouiPment and supplies: 1972 price range

Rifle - $20.00-100.00
Shotguns - 40.00 -280.00
Gun cabinets - 70.00-189.00
Traps - 6.00-17.00
Bow and arrows - 13.00-45.00

Impairment Limitations

blind 0
low vision 0
hearing M1
speech
retardation S1
memory M1

impaired:
utooping 0
kneeling 0
crouching 0
crawling 0

balance 0
seizures 0
aphasia:

receptive M1
expressive +
mixed M1

wheel chair 0

semi-ambulant 0
Class III heart 0
Class IV heart 0

hands impaltd: 1 2

reaching + +
handling + +
fingering
feeling

no hands 0

+ 0

bed patients 0
respiratory 51
Energy Expenditure in
MET: 3.2 - 8

M1 only with a companion along for $,erety
S1 small game hunLng, amphibian, game bird, waterfoul, and varmint hunting,

trapping animals
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360

360 Hunting, Trapping, etc. of Terrestrial Animals

DD: 799.0, 639 LC: SK 1-341

Hunting demands a knowledge of the habitat of the game, especially in the
cases of deer and duck hunting. Generally, deer are found in wooded areas
and ducks tend to be around lakes and marshes. Some hunting requires re-
maining in a stationary location and may be appropriate for handicapped per-
oons with limited mobility.

10 or 12 gnlge shotguns have more impact than 20 gauge guns. Appropriate
deer rifles are a 30-30, 30.6 or 30.8 gun. Conservation departments can be
contacted for more information. Proper clothing should serve as a pro-
tection against wooded or marsh area (wear boots, thick pants) for aser or
duck hunting, and more thanone-half of the body shouldbe covered with l'right
red garments.

"Hunting is almost exclusively a male recreation."* Among males, the amount
of hunting declines with age. Rural residents hunt more than urban residents.
The higher and lower income groups hunt more than the middle income groups.
"Limiting impairments apparently restrict hunting, but impairments which are
not considered limiting hew no effect on hunting." Also, ",..in the age group
65 and over, hunting is more frequent among those who rate their health as
poor than among those who rate their health as excellent to fair." "Ap-
parently, hunting is an activity in whicil one may engage at his own rate of
speed, and devotees find ways to engage regardless of poor health."*

The Department of Health, Education and Welfare reports that in 1966, the
number of accidental deaths due to firearms in the United States was 2,558.**

lEKtlagilLmuojsagamiy., Outdoor Kecreation Resources Rsview Commission,
ovt. Printing Office, ORRRC Study Report.19, Wash., .0.C.,(1962), pp. 36-39.

**No Right to Bear Arms, Bakal, Carl, McGraw-Hill, New York,(1968), pp. 354.

For further Information see:

Gresham, Grits, The,Sportsman and His Family Outdoors. New York: Outdoor Life-
E.P. Dutton and Co., 1969

Keating, Ted (ed.) The Outdoor Emyclopedia. New York: A.S. Barnes & Co.,
1957.

National Safety Council, Hunting Safety. Chicago, 425 N. Michigan Ave., 60611:
Pirearms, Safety 7;Aucation Data Sheet No. 3 (rev.).

Sports Afield, Hunting Annual. Sandusky, Ohio: 1972 edition.

(cont. on next page)
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360-363

360 Hunting, Trapping, (cont.)

,60 Bow hunting

Pennsylvania licensed over 128,000 bow hunters in 1968.*** 3,251 deer were taken

by archers in Pennsylvania during 1967-68. White tail deer are the more prac-
tical game because they inhabit territory with cover which permits the hunter
to approadh close enough for a hit.

There were 157 arrow-caused mishaps reported in Pennsylvania for the ten-
year period 1958-67, and one fatality between 1951-67.****

***Archery, Schuyler, K.C., A.S. Barnes & Co., South Bruuswick and New Ybrk,
(1970), p. 234 and 249.

xxxxIbid., p. 249.

361 Amphibian or reptile hunting

DD: 639.13-.14 LC: SK 269-283

There are 132 species of snakes in mainland U.S. of which only 19 axe poisonous.
The 19 axe classified under four groups: rattle snakes, copperheads, water
moccasins and coral snakes. From 1950 through 1960 138 persons were reported
as having died of snake bite and of these nearly 80% were from rattle snake bites.*

Because the northern banded water snake eats game fish ons author favors hunt-
ing it along with poisonous snakes. Mbst non poisonous snakes are ecologically
helpful in controlling the population of mice, rats, moles and insects.

Because they are slendsr, snakes are difficult to shoot with bow and arrows at
a distance of over three yards.**

* Poisonous Snakes, National Safety Council, Safety Education Data Sheet Nb. 35,

(rev.), Chicago, 425 N. Michigen Ave., 60611.

**Arche Schuyler, K.C., A.S. Barnes and Co., South Brunswidk and New Ybrk,

970 pp. 45-461.

362 Game bird hunting

DD: 639.12, 799.24 LC: SK 311-329

Game birds include quail, doves, rails, woolcbck. snipe, ruffled grovie, chukars, .

ptarmigan, huns, spruce grouse, sage, sharptailed and blue grouse, prairie
chickens,pheasants and turkeys plus waterfowl which are described in another
section.

For further informaTion see:

Harbour, D., Modern ABC's of Bird Hunting. Harrisburg, 'Pennsylvania: Stackpole

Co., 1966.
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363 Waterfowl hunting

DD: 639.124 LC: SK 331-335

Hiking through marshes is hard work. For safety, it is desireable to have a
companion along. Retriever dogs increa3e the number of hit birds which can
be recovered.

Specialized knowledge required is how to set out decoys, make duck blinds,
and select the right size shot for the bird being hunted and the distance the
shot will have to travel.

Waterfowl include ducks and geese.

For further information see:

Becker, A.C. Jr., Waterfowl in the Marshes. South Brunswick and New York:
A.S. Barnes and Co., 1968.

364 Small game hunting

DD: 799.25 LC: SK 284-291

Small game includes rabbits, squirrels, wild turkeys, quail, pheasants,
prairie chickens, fox, raccoon, opossum, skunk, muskrat, woodcock, dove
and bobcat.

Most would-be hunters start hunting small game such as rabbits and squirrels
and varmints such as rats and woodchucks because they are conveniently at
hand.

For further information see:

Anderson, L.A., Hunting the American Game Field. New York: Ziff-Davis
Publishing Company, 1949.

He....mericks, C., Hunting in North America. Harrisburg, Pa.: The Stack-
pole Company, 1956.

Robinson, B.C., Woodland Field and Waterfowl Huntin . Philadelphia:
David McKay Company, 194

365 Varmint hunting

DD: 799.25 LC: SK 341

Varmints may be described as nuisance animals that are hunted to get rid
of them, as they are not valuable for food, fur, feathers, trophy horns or
teeth. howe-ver, the definition uf what is a varmint varies from one part
of th, country to another. The following are usually defined as varmints:
rats, crows, coyotes, prairie dogs. Varmints can usually be hunted the
year around.

For further information see:

Schuyler, K.O., Archery. South Brunswick and New York: A.S. Barnes and Com-

pany, 1970.
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366 Trapping animals

DD: 639,1 LC: SK 282-283

Trapping includes the pleasure of the out-of-doors, the excitement of Sherlock
Holmes-type observation and interpretation of clues, the satisfaction of collect-
ing a fascinating exhibit of animal furs, and a part time money-making activity.

Louisiana is the largest producer of furs. There are many relatively small
wilderness areas left in the U.S., although the largest stretches are in
Northern and Western Canada and in Alaska.

There are wild areas even near large cities where small fur bearing mammals
abound. Rural non-farm land may be improved to increase the population of
animals worth trapping by building ponds, planting suitable food and cover
crops and not overtrapping. Fur bearing animals worth trapping are badger,
beaver, civet cat, coyote, ermine, fisher, fox, lynx, marten, mink, muskrat,
opossum, otter, raccoon, skunk, wild cat, and wolf.

The lore of trapping is learned primari4 by experience, although some basic
diagrams of how and where to set traps can be found in books.

Bounties are offered for some animals.

Precautions: Governmental regulations prohibit trapping of some species or
limit open seasons for trapping. The permission of land owners should be
secured before trapping on anyone else's property. Particularly near cities,
care should be Taken lest traps endanger humans or domestic animals.

Skinning the animals and cleaning and drying the pelts is a more humdrum,
time-consuming and less pleasant task than trapping. Nevertheless it must
be done carefully and thoroughly if attractive pelts are desired. Trapping
inflicts longer suffering on the animals than does hunting, with the exceptinn
of underwater traps where death by drowning occurs more rapidly.

For further information see:

Keating, Ted (ed.), The Outdoor Encyclopedia. New York: A.S. Barnes and
Company, 1957.

McCracken, H. and Van Cleve H., Taming.. New York: A.S. Barnes and Company,
1947.
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367 Big game hunting in the U.S.

DD: 799.27 LC: SK 295-305

Big game hunting requires the time and money to travel where the game is lo
cated and excellent physical condition Also.needed is shooting skill and
prior experienoe in hunting and wilderness lore, and coolness and resource
fulness in the face of danger. Big game include whitetail and mule deer,
black bear, grizzly bears, Alaskan brown bears and polar bears, moose, elk,
caribou, mountain sheep and goats, pronghorn antelope, cougar, jaguar, bison,
and buffalo, walrus, wild pig (javelina, peccary), and wolves. With the
exception of deer and black bear, most are found in the West and in Alaska.

For further information see:

Helmericks, C., Huntin in North America. Harrisburg, Pa.: The Stackpole
Company, 1956.

Keith, E., fluntign_Sig....e.Gam. Los Angeles: Petersen Publishing Company,
1965.

Pope, S., Hunting with the Bow and Arrow. New York: G.P.Putnam's Sons,
1947.

368 Big game hunting in foreign countriee

DD: 799.271 - .279 LC: SK 295-365

To go abroad to hunt is expensive and requires superior shooting skill and
extensive prior hunting experience. Those who are ready for this will un
doubtedly have acquired substantial iaformation about it from fellow
hunters.

rurther information see:

Crow, P.K., Sporting Journeys, Barre, Massachusetts; Barre Publishers, 1966.

Klineburger, B. and Hurst, V.W., ......g.21BilczeJuksulag Around the World. Jericho,

New York: Exposition Press, Inc., 1969.

Hibben, F.C., Hunting_ in Africa. New York: hill and Wang, 1962.



370 Raising. Caring for and Breeding of Plants

Environmental Factors

Indoor

Specialized environ-
ment and/or climate

Modicum of space

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment norm-
ally at hand

1_0airment Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

Outdoor

Unlimited uppce

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not
necessarily at
hand

Ml, S1 balance
M1 seizures

ahasia:
receptive +
expreasive +
mixed

impaired:
stooping S2
kneeling S2
crouching S2
crawling S2

52
M1

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic Utilitarian

Creative

Concrete

Individual effort

Unutructured

Unsupervised

Cpportunity for Little opportunity
recognition for recognition

wheel chair 52
semi-ambulant S2
Class III heart +
Class IV heart 0

hands impaired: 1 2
reaching + S3
handling + 0
fingering + 0
feeling + +

no hands 0

bed patient S3
respiratory M2
EjLeay..Wenditure in
METS: 2 - 8

M1 avoid some power equipment like cultivators and power lawn mowers
M2 must be careful of pollen and irritating pesticides
S1 except mowing lawns and related yard work
S2 those which can be done seated, such as raising and caring for house plants,

breedingandgrafting activities
S3 raising and caring for house plants, breeding and grafting activities
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370 Raising, Oaring for and Breeding of Plants

DD: 635 LC: SB

Gardening is an avooational activity which can be married on at many different
levels of complexity and which canbe adjusted to suit the needs and abilities

of the individual. Whether he limits himself to a few potted plants on a win-
dowsill or extends his activities to the cultivation of a wide variety of
fruits and vegetables, almost anyone can develop a green thumb and experience
the peculiarly human delight whioh man takes in nurturing growing things.

Although gardening is in many ways a solitaxy aotivity, it does have sooial

aspects. The enthusiast will find garden clubs in almost any oommumity;
these can serve as e. forum for the exohange of ideas as well as cuttings

and slips. P3ant care can be a satisfying shared activity; people working
together with the same goal and caring for and about the same plant cannot
help coming to came about eaoh other as well.

For the individual who tends to be anxious or nervous, gardening can be a
particularly soothing activity, bringing its own kind of peaoe. Plants,

so dependent upon the natural seasanal cycle, can rarely be hurried, and
the gardener will find himself working not against nature, but in harmony
with it.

For further information see:

National Safety Council, Safe Use Jf Pesticides. Safety Education Data Sheet

no. 92 (revised), 425 N. Michigtn Ave., Chicago, 60611.

371 Raising and caring for house plants

DD: 635.965 LC: SB 419

An indoor garden can be begun with a minimal outlay in terms of time, money,

and expenditure of physical energy. Once enthusiasm is aroused, the indoor
gardener can move on from simple, easy-to-care-for plants to the more deli-

cate varieties, and will soon take pride in his ability to produce healthy

plants and coax forth reticent flowers.

Caring for house plants is never physically strenuous: there is rarely need
to fight the battles against weeds or insects in which the outdoor gardener

must engage. The most necessary talent for this kind of gardening is the
kind of patience which can watch a plant grow and develop and can take
pleasure in the process without becoming bored or losing interest in the
project.

The successfUl indoor gardener will soan discover that few gifts are more ap-
preciated than a thriving young plant groWn fram an'olfshoot of one of his own
favorites.

372 Lawn cue

DP: 635.964, 716 LC: SB 197-201, SB 433.

In addition to requiring greater amounts'of space and greater financial outlay
(oont. on next page)
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372 bawl. care (cont.)

.11 raising houseplants, lawn care generally requires more mobility. Available

power tools (mowers, edgers, etc.) can, of course, take much of the physical
drudgery out of lawn care. Still, if the lawn is to become a smooth grassy
expanse which can be a source of pride, dandelions have to be pulled, a water-
ing and feeding schectule must be set, up, and fertilizer and seed have to be spread.

Lawn care could be an excellent activity for the minimally disabled, especially
for those males who feel that gardening with flowers is a "feminine" occupation,
but have happy memories of boyhood lawn-mowing days.

373 Gardening with decorative seed plants and flowers

DD: 635.9 LC: SB 403-419

The great variety of seeds which can be obtained by the amateur gardener at very
low prices has made gardening with seed plants and flowers one of the most
popular types of gardening. Plants which may be grown from seed range from those
which require only inches of earth and occasional weeding and watering to those
which require a great deal of sophisticated care.

As in any decorative gardening, planning is of the utmost importance in garden-
ing with decorative seed plants and flowers. The season at which the plants
will flower must be taken into consideration, as well as the size and color
of the plant and its flowers. Seed catalogs become the gardener's wishing
books, since most of these contain the information necessary for garden plan-
ning, and the gardener will find a ready challenge in trying to raise plants
which look like those pictured in the catalog. This type of gardening also
leads naturally into other activities, like 521 Flower arrangements.

374 Gardening with ornamental trees and shrubs

DD: 635.976-.977 LC: SB 435-436

Gardening with trees and shrubs requires an initial.financial outlay quite a
bit larger than that necessary to plant a garden using seeds, since trees
and shrubs must usually be purchased singly from a nursery. Once purchased
and planted at carefully chosen sites, however, they will give years of pleasure.

The amount of care in terms of pruning, spraying, etc., required depends largely
upon the type of plant selected, many require no more than water and annual or
semi-annual pruning when they are once established in a favorable spot.

375 Vegetable, fruit and grain gardening

DD: 635.6 L2: SB 320-352 SB 189-192

The growing of vegetables, fruit, and grain differs from purely ornamental gar-
dening in that its purpose is primarily utilitarian rather than aesthetic. The
gardener who sets up a miniature farm, in addition to deriving pleasure from a part
played in the growing of living things, can take justifiable pride in the fruits
of his labor.

Like other types ol gardening, vegetable, fruit, and grain gardening can be car-
ried on at many different levels and on many different scales. Since it generally
lends itself to a larger operation and is less subject to personal taste than
is ornamental gardening, this type of practical gardening is particularly suit-
able to group activity.

One of the newer movements in this type of gardening is the growth of popular in-
terest in organic methods. Since the amateur farmer has less at stake than does
the professional, he can afford to experiment and enjoy the idea of eating
ft natural foods" which are the product of his own work.
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376 Gardening with fruit trees

DD: 635.977 LC: SB 354-379

In terms of its utilitarian ends, gardening with fruit trees is similar to
vegetable, fruit, and grair gardening. As in any work with trees, however,
more patience is required than is needed far seed gardening. There is often

a gap of several years between the time a oapling is planted and the tree
first begins to bear fruit in any quantity. Gardening with fruit trees must
ba considered a long-range activity. The gardener who is able to acqnire
an orchard which has been in existance for several years is usually better
off than tl^e gardener who attempts to begin an orchard from scratch. No
matter how run-down the older orchard may be when the gardener begins to
work with it, he has at least the advantage of time.

Although basically utilitarian in purpose, an orchard or a single tree in
full blossom or heavy with fruit oan certainly provide aesthetic pleaaure
similar to that found in any carefully planned flower garden.

377 Gardening with mushrooms

DD: 635.8 LC: SB 353

Mushroom gardening is becoming more popular as MOVO and more people become
interested in these edible fungi. Since mushrooms grow best in dark, damp
places, the requirements for a mumhroam garden are somewhat different from
those of other types of gardens. The enthusiast will be rewarded, with a
supply of the basic ingredient of such culinary delights as simple sauteed
mushrooms or the perfect mushroom souffle.

378 Breeding and grafting activities

DD: 635.91 LC: SB 119-139, SB 125

Breeding and grafting can add new dimensions to the activities of the faix-
ly sophisticated gardener. Necessary materials are not extensive; the gar-
dener will probably find himself becoming remarkably well-informed in the
fields of botany and genetics, and may well develop an interest in general
biology in his quest to understand why things work the way they do. The

skilled breeder may even attempt to induce and foster mutations of his own.

Simple text on genetic theory can get the gardener started in his work on
breedirg; more advanced texts can usually be found in libraries.

Grafting is umually thought of with regard to trees and woody plants; fruit
trees (cf. above, 376 Gardening with fruit trees) especially benefit from
grafting. Sometimek, as many as three or faur varieties of fruit can be
grown on a single tree.
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380 Animal Care, Trai_js'eed.....ndE2inBzchibit.asi.

Envi ronmental Factors

Indo.)r

No specific
environment

Modicum of space

Equipment a major
factor

Equipment not necess-
arily et hand

Outdoor

Social-Psychological Factors

Aesthetic Utilitarian

Specialized envi- Creative Pre-patterned
ronment and/Or
climate Concrete

Unlimited space Group effort Individual effort

Unstructured

Unsupervised

Opportunity for Little opportunity
for recognition

Cost of egyipment and_supplies: 1972 pric

Pets - $0.50 (goldfish)-100.00 (pedigree dogs) prices vary greatly according to
Equipment - 2.00-500.00 type of animal desired and amount

of equipment
For further information see:

Moore, Clifford B., The Book of Wild Pets. Boston: Charles.T.Branford Co:, 1954.

Miller, H.H., Speaking of Pets. New York: Fleet Publishing dorp., 1958.

Im airiymnt Limitations

blind
low vision
hearing
speech
retardation
memory

M1

impaired:
stooping M2
kneeling +
crouching M2
crawling +

balarIce M2
seizures M3

1121:1121.4.:

receptive +
expressive +
mixed

wheel chair M2
semi-ambulant M2
Class III heart .4-

Class IV heart M4

hands impaired: 1 2

reaching + 0
handling + 0
fingering + Sl
feeling + S2

no hands 0

bed patient M1
respiratory

Emaxlmagitla in
METS: 1.5-8.0

M1 should enjoy and be able to handle simply having the pet around, and per-
forming basic activities, such as combingt brushing dogs

M2 safe seating facilities, small, domesticated pets
M3 small, tame, easy to care for pets

M4 would enjoy just having the pet around
51 snall animals with smallfoodcontainers, would require fingering
S2 guard for biting, cuts from the scale's., etc.
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380 Animal Care, Training, Breedin&and Exhibiting

DD: 636-638 LC: SF 263-269, SF 106-121

At some time in the life of the average American, the vestiges of Adam awak-
ened and compelled him to tame and subjugate the Slower creatures. This inner
stirring produced the household pet phenomenon, starring a cast of thousands,
Lhe common goldfish to the mighty lion, depending on the wealth and eccentri-
city of Adam's successor. The more common fish, turtle, cat, dog, horse, and
inoffensive rodent varieties comprf.se the vast majority of pets, although ex-
otic strains of these species have at times been introduced by the more imagin-
ative. These imaginative innovations have sometimes been extended to keeping
poisonous snakes, tarantulas and jungle animals, as well as the less fright-
ening but still extrordinary bears, deer and tropical birds.

Whatever the choice, caring for pets is not so casual a task as might seem from
its extensive following. Most pets require special attention, expecially young
pets. While entrusting them to iaexperienced human hands may not be so com-
fortable for the pet, the development of responsibility and concern for a fel-
low creature in the human is a desirable side effect. Most times the care re-
quired by the animal is not so specialized and difficult as to be handled
by only a very few. The problem is mostly in disciplining the owner to at-
tentive and proper handling of the animal in his care.

In many man-pet relationships, a strong bond of affection results. This occurs
most often in the "boy and his dog" cases, where the genuine love and devo-
tion of the Iwo develops particular lasting and admirable personality traits.
The experience is not limited to dogs or boys. Many adults experience af-
fectionate attachment to their pets, devote many hours in their care, take
special pains in breeding them and showing them off. Again, the discipline
required of the pet is equalled by that required of the trainer. Om might
say, than, that this taming and subjugating is reciprocal.

For those with difficulties in expressing themselves and their emotions, an
openly affectionate, loyal and uncritical pet might start them on the way to
developing human rPlationships. Even for the less socially inhibited, the
demands of responsible, loving attention for a living creature strengthens
socially desirable characteristics.

On another realm, those who are experienced and/or enjoy working with living
things might turn to care, training, breeding of a.aimals in its more pro-
fessionally attentive capacities as necessary, demanding and productive work.
While physical handicaps might be limiting factors, age, implying experience,
might be quite an asset.

For further information see:

Keating, Ted. (ed.), The Outdoor Encyclopedia, New York: A.S. Barnes and Co.,
1957.

National Safety Council, Animals in the Classroom. Safety Education Data Sheet
No. 37 (rev. 1963), 425 N. Michigan Ave., 60611.
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390 Natural Science Activities

ical FactorsEnvironmental Factors

indoor Outdoor Aesthetic Utilitarian

No specific
-.nvironment

Specialized en-
vironment and/or
climate

Creative Pre-patterned

Modicum of space Unlimited space Abstract Concrete

Requires little
or no equipment

Equipment a ma-
jor fact)r

Group effort Individual effort

Structured Unstructured
Equipment normally Equipment not
at hand necessarily at

hand
Supervised Unsupervised

Opportunity for
recognition

Little opportunity
for recognitior

Cost of equipment and supplies: 1972 price range

Microscope - $9.99 - 500.00
Chemistry set - 3.99 - 28.88
Telescope - 18.88 - 112.95
Rock hammer - 3.00 - 6.00
Magnifying glass - 0.50 - 2.50

Impairment Limitations

blind M1
low vision M2
hearing M3
speech
retardation 0
memory 0

impaired:

stooping S1
kneeling S1
crouching S1
crawling S1

balance
seizures
aphasia:

receptive 0
expressive M3
mixed 0

wheel chair
semi-ambulant
Class III heart M3
Class IV heart S2

hands impaired:
reaching
handling
fingering
feeling

no hands M4

1 2
+ M4
+ M4
+ M4
+ +

bed patient S2
respiratory M3
Energy Expenditure in
METS: 1. - 8.17

M1 can read braille books, listen to tapes, records, T.V. and lectures
M2 can read large print publications
M3 can read books, watch T.V., demonstrations, go on field trips and do their

own exploration, experimentation or observation
M4 can carry on inside activities by having special attachments to turn book pages,

adjust microscope, etc. or a companion to assist
S1 can do every -thing but field trips for lock collecting and archeological "digs"
S2 can do only sedentary activities
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390 Natural Science Activities

DD: 500 LO: Q

One of tile strongest motivations of modern man is curiosity. When man's
question "why" leads him to the observation and study of natural phenomon, he
en3s up in one of the natural sciences. "If it screams or howls, it's bio-
lo.?;y; if it stinks,its chemistry; if it doesn't work, it's physics."

There are many books an t:. magazines written at an introductory level which can
serve to acquaint the avocational scientist to his chosen field. Scientific
American is one magazine which deals With topics from various sciences at a
reasonably sophisticated levei but which only assumes a laymans background.
The avocational scientist may graduate to the more oomplioated technical
journals which are available at most college and large-city libraries. He
may want to seek out lectures on topics which interest him and will probably
find that these abound in large cities and university towns.

Many of the introductory bodice contain simple experiments which the avoca-
tional scientist can use to convince himself of physical laws. He may also
use these experiments to astound his friends, since they frequently appear to
defy common sense.

Many peaple with scientific training in:one area pidk up a second scienoe as
an avocation. Relieved fram the necessity of earning a living, the pro-
feusional scientist may pidk up a second science in order to enjoy it with-
out the necessity of producing.

Alhaugh it is unlikely that the avocational scientist will make great con-
tributions to any field, he does gain the satisfaction of an increased 'under-
standing on a natural phenomona.

391 Archaeology

La: 913-919 LC: CC

Archeology involves the study of past civilizations throughthematerialreniains
of past haman life and activities. Much can be learned about past peoples
through careful study of their tools, art or weapons. Activities in archaeology
may range from collecting arrowheads and other InAlan artifacts faand in your
own back yard to the study of the ancient civilizations of Greece, Rome, Asia
Minor, or South America.

Archaeologyis probably the only field of all the natural sciences where the
contributions of amateurs have equaled the contributions of professionals.
Many of the jreatest archeological treasure troves were disoovered by am-
ateurs pursuing their hobby. However, much work and great amounts of patience
are necessary for archelogical investigations. If the amateur should be
lucky and discover what appears to be a major find, ha should be cautioned to
seek professional help. Much information can be lost by simply moving
articles fran their originaZ positiions, and much seenringly worthless material
may be of major importance.
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392 Astronomy and meteorology

DD: 520 LC: QB 801-999

Astronomers are known as "stargazers" simply because this is the major part of

their field. Through the study of stars and other celestial bodies, astrono-
mers hope to leamof the creation of the universe.

The amateur astronomer can be content with much more reasonable goals. Ever

since the ancient Greek mariner's grouped the stars into constellations, people

--have spent hours seeking to locate the pictures which the Greeks saw in the

heavens. Since many of the visible constellations change with chaneing sea-
sons there is a continuing change in the scenario.

Many of these constellations are visible to the naked eye if one knows where

to look. With the purchase of a relatively inexpensive telescope, the amateur
is e4posed to many other wonders of the heavens such as the craters of the
moon, the moons of Jupiter, or the binary stars systems. He can view sat-
ellites sent into orbit by the U.S. or study annual showers of meteors

Many local societies offer shows at planatariums, large darkened. rooms where
the patterns of the heavens are projected onto rounded ceilings by stra-
tegically located lights. This frees the amateur astronamer from the lar-
gest inconvenience of his work...the fact that to view the heavens he must
work at night.

Other problems to the amateur are caused by city lights which tend to render
the fainter celestial objects invisible and by large buildings which obstruct

views of the horizons. Thus a person living in a large city may be forced to
travel to the outskirts if he wishes to gain an unobstructed view of the
heavens.

Meteorology is the study of weather and the art of weather forecasting. Al-
though anyone can obtain the U.S. WAather Bureau forcast by watching the
evening news, it can be more fun to try to predict the weather without the
news and then compare your forecast, the WeaL,,a2 Bureau's and what is ac-

tually the weather. Through the years many people have come up with widely
varying formula's for predicting the weather. A radio station on the west
coast, prediote the weather by counting the number of mountain goats on
neighboring mountains. Large numbers of goats are taken as an indication of

fair weather. Although this may not be terribly scientific, their accuracy
to date has been better then that of the weather bureaus.

For those with a more scientific bent, the library contains many books on Woud
formations, barometric pressure changes and their relations to the weather.
The amateur, after some study could use these as aids to weather predicting.
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393 Botany or Horticulture

DD: 580 LC: QK

Botany is that branch of biology which deals with the study of plants. A$ an
avocation, the field of botany holds much promise for anyone who would like to
be the proud possessor of a green thumb. Flowers and decorative plants lend
a colorful touch to any room. They can be used as centerpieces, conversation
pieces or gifts for friends. Although plants require periodic care, tha total
time spent may be as large or as small as the individual wishes, simply by
increasing the number and/or kinds of plants which he maintaine. The beginner
is probably well advised to start with some of the plant types which do not
require very much attention and are reasonably sturdy, such as tha ivies. A
more advanced student may wish to concentrate on more delicate plants or
plants which require special conditions of temperature, sunlight or humidity.
He may wish to grow desert plants such as cactus or he may wish to grow
tropical plants such as orchids.

The very advanced student may wish to braed his own strains of plants. This
is done by controlling the fertilization and thus tha evential seed pro-
duction. He may wish to grow a strain with a flower of a certain color and
would do this by breeding plants nearest to this color with each other through
several generations. Local or national flower clubs offer assistance to the
beginner as well as encouragement in the form of prizes and recognition for
those who create the best new flower.

Biological mutations in plants:

This activity is an attempt to produce meaningful mutations in plants, in-
creasing their productivity and the stamina of specific species. Research
and experimentation with such mutations may have many useful implications
in the ongoing effort to produce more food for the world's population.

There are many factors which can cause genetic changes (mutations), in-
cluding intense light, extreme cold, and radiation.

Ebw to go about bio.c$Tical mutation using radiation as the source:

The difficulty for the individual who wishes to engage in this kind of exper-
imentation is in finding a saurce of radiation and a qualified technician to
operate the machine. In a hospital one might perhaps be able to obtain the
aid of a physician.

There are two stages in tne plant's life at which one may intervene with radiation:
the seed stage and the plant stage (which extends from the moment the seedling
germinates to its reproductive stage). When trying to radiate seeds 1.-G is
important to remember that the seed's shell may be impervious to soft sources
of radiation like alpha rays, and that the experimenter haq little control
in aiming the radiation.

When seeds are radiated, the entir-i organism, not specific areas, is affected.
This may be just what OM desires, -f one is trying to determine, for example,
the effect of radiation on the growth of the whole plant, on its reproductive
capacity, longevity, etc. On the other hand, in radiating a plant, one can

(cont. on next page)
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393 Botany or horticulture (cont.)

radiate specific sections of the plant--flower, root, leaves, or stalk or
stem--and try to disoover the effects of selective radiation.

Having decided upon the experiment, one should form a hypothesis as to the
results ons hopes to find; this will usually help keep the experimenter from
straying too far from the experiment. The second step is to set up a meaning-
ful proCedure, allowing for control groups, as few varying factors as possible,
and eliminating, as much as possible, sources of error. Upon completion of
the experiment one should observe the results and determine Whether or not
the hypothesis was correct, and, if not, pose tile questior, "why?" From
these results, it should be possible to devise another experiment to oortinue
where the first left off.

If a source of radiation is not available, selective breeding is a satis-
factory alternative. Desired traits can be bred in, and undesireable traits
bred out. The basic information or background knowledge needed is not ex-
tensive; acquaintance with the studies of Gregor Mendel will give the indivi-
dual a fairly good idea of how to begin. Patience is required of the in-
dividual who wishes to engage in selective breeding; success with a first
attempt is rare.

One disadvantage of this activity is that cnoe the experiment is begun, there
is little that the individual oan do to help it along. Imagination is the
greatest asset in overcoming this problem. Other experiments along the same
line or in other areas of plant life can be started at the same time. Extreme
patienca is essential, though: there is no guarantee that an experiment will
succeed or that a particular experiment will show the results sought. Eoience
and experimentation have been known to be frustrating and often live up to
this reputation. A person who lacks self-confidence might experience dif-
ficulty with this activity.
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394 Chemistry

DD: 540 LC: QD

Probably more than any other science, chemistry is responsible for the com-
forts of modern life. Whether it is the teflon that coats your frying pan, the
freon that cools your refrigerator, or the plastics that compose your dishes,
chemistry has been involved. As a result of its tremendous impact, news-
papers and other media contain a great number of articles Which deal with
chemical areas. The avocational chemist can gain considerable satisfaction
by simply interpreting these articles to interested friends.

The American Chemical Society offers several publications which are intended
for high school or college students and thus could serve as sources of in-
formation for the avocational chemist. Chemistry sets, containing the lab-
oratory apparatus and the chemicals necessary for simple experiments, can
be purchased at almost any large department or hardware store. Some caution
must be used with these sets, for there is always some danger of ohemioal
burns or poisoning when working with chemicals. However, in most of these
sets, extreme care is taken to include only non-toxic or very slightly toxic
materials. And successfuliy completing an "experiment" is fun even if you
axe not the first person to do it.

For further information sae:

National Safety Council, Chemicals. Safety Education Data Sheet No. 14 (rev.)
Chicago: 425 N. Michigan Ave., 60611.

National Safety
-don Data Sheet

National Safety
(rev.).

Council, Safety in the Chemistry Laboratory, Safety Educa-
No. 59 (rev.), 1963.

Council, Laboratory Glassware. Safety Education Data Nb. 23
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395 Conservation or Ecology

BO: 574.5 LC: QK 901-989

Mithin the past several years, many pe,Jple have realized that, as a country,
um are despoiling many of our most valuable natural resources. Pollution of
air and water:has become a matter of oonoern to many people. There has even
been a change in that whioh is classified as "resources" with irreplaceable
scenery now being adaed to the list. For thbae rr.t.t.t.ms, conservation and
ecology have become areas of oonoern to many -41rop1e.

Strictly speaking, conservation is an attitude whioh seeks the wisest use of
natural resouroes; eoology is the science or study of organisms in relation
to their environment. However, popular4, ecology has oome to stand for an
attitude of respect for the environment and an understanding of man's depen-
denoe on it.

There axe several levels upon whioh the individual may wigh to beoome invol-
ved. First of all, because there is a problem of publio apathy on ecology
issues, there is a need for people willing to work to call public attention
to them. This oan take the form of writing letters to officials, using
voting powers wisely, and publicizing local oonditionm contrary to an ecology
attitude. A second level of involvement may be an individuals efforts to-
ward a recycling economy, since this is the direction in which we must'move
to protect our resouroes as muoh as possible, or towards beautifing the city,
or towards wise use of resources. Many groups have been formed to foster
this type of individual action, and perhaps the individual may be interested
in joining one of these to make himself more effective.

On yet another level, the individual may wish to study the science of eco-
logy. Given the current interest in ecology, the individual Who has
spent some time in study of the basic principles is frequently in demand as
a resource person. Maw people who are concerned but do not know what to
do about the problem, can be counseled by the person Who has spent tixe
studying the basio principles.

Because of man's dependence on his environment, some knowledge of ecology is
an essential for any individual who in any way affeots the environment.
This includes all people who are living.

For further information see:

Odum, E.P., Fundamentals of Eooloa. 3rd. ed., Phil: W.B. Saunders Co., 1971.
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396 Geo los7

DD: 550 LC: 0

Geology is the study of rocks, minerals, and the formations in whioh they occur.
As a profession, it is used in predicting where to drill for oil or waber,
establishing solld foundations for buildings, and predicting mineral de-

posits. As an avocation its most frequent form is the collection of rooks,

minerals and/or semiprecious stones.

The beginner is well advised .bo invest in a simple handbook outlining the
various types of stones and areas in which they are likely to be found. It

is also wise to invest in some outdoor clothing and good hiking boots since
collecting may involve walking considerable distances outdoors. As the collec-
tor becomes moxe advanced, he may wish to travel to areas where certain speci-
mens are likely to be faund.

Presentation of the collection is an rnportant part of this avocation. Mem
collectors simply display their finds on tables or shelves, in the condition
in which they were found. With the purchase of polishing equipment, the col-
lector can take the roust stones and polish them to highlight their natural
color and shape. In effect, the colleotor is now involved in the production

of "gems." These "gems" can be displayed in radks or on shelves, or they can
be used in the manufacture of jewelry ci* other decorations. Work of this type
involves a good deal of patience and some manual dexterity. However, the
collector who has the patience to persist has vtstly increased the beauty of
his original collection.

397 Physics

DD: 530 LC: QC

With the advent of the technological era of modern man, the science of physics
has come to the foreground of all of the sciences. The Apollo program of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) which landed a man on
the moon and returned him to earth is perhaps the best example of the applica-
tion of well known physical principles in an effort to increase man's control
over his surroundings.

Physics involves the study of force, motion and change. AB a modern discipline
it has come to include electricity, magnetism, optios and radiation. 'Because
of its wide range of subject material, those interested in the study of physics
may dLscover this avocation in a variety of ways. Perhaps an interest in elec-
tricity will cause an individual to seek out a basic physics text to determine
the basic laws of electricity. Frequently the pursuit of another science leads
one to physics for background material. This is the case when an astronomer
turns to physics to learn more about optics, or when an ecologist turns to
physics to learn more about radiation and its effects on life forms.

As in chemistry, the interested beginner may wish to perform experiments to
convince himself of a given physical law. He may use these experiments to
astound his friends since they frequently defy "common sense." With physics

experiments there is less (snger than with chemistry experiments. Frequently
needed apparatus can be obtained from materials at hand. However, physics
experiments often require some knowledge of mathematics and this may be a
disadvantage to the avocational physicist.
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398 Zoology

DD: 590 LC: QL

Zoology is that branch of biology which deals with animal life. It includes
the study of birds (ornithology), the study of insects (entomology), and the
study of fish (ichthyology) as well as mammals, amphibians and crustaceans.

Many people become interested in various areas of zoology through their ob
seyation of some particular type of animal. For example, a person oh:eying a
bird may become curious as to the various types of birds, their habits, and
their habitats. He may be led by a study of feeding habits to the study of
insects, or fish, or perhaps to botany.

Interests in this field may be as simple as collecting various specimens of
butterflies from the neighborhood and framing them Along with their specific
information. It may become as complex as study of the migratory habits of
bird species.

Zoology can also be explored by study at local zoos or museums where animals
can be watched live or where evolution can be followed through the course of
centuries in the course of an afternoon.

Libraries are a handy source of material, but the more specialized student may
turn to societies such as the Audibon society which deals exc:usiyely with
birds in order to find more specific information in the area of his interests.

For further information see:

National Safety Council, Animals in the Classroom, Saftey Education Data Sheet
No. 37 (rev: 1963). Chicago: 425 North Michigan Avenue, 60611.
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